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Abstract: 
This is a description of the computer code FIT, written in FORTRA~-77 for a PDP 
11/34. FIT is an interactive program to decude position, 'Nidth and intensity of lines of X-ray 
spectra (max. length of 4K channels). The lines (max. 30 lines per fit) may have Gauss- or 
Voigt-profile, as well as exponential tails. Spectrum and fit can be displayed on a Tektronix 
terminal. 
Zusammenfassung: 
Es wird der Computer Code FIT beschrieben, der in FORTR.<\~-77 für eine PDP ll/34 
geschrieben wurde. FIT ist ein interaktives Programm zur Bestimmung der Position, Breite 
und Intensität der Linien von X-ray Spektren (max. 4K Kanäle lang). Die zu bestimmenden 
Linien (max. 30 Linien pro Durchlauf) können Gauss- oder Voigt-Profil haben, sowie 
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1. Introducdon 
FIT is an interactive spectrwn fit program. It was -in its present form- built up for a LSI and/ 
or a POP computer on the basis of EVAL (and later FITOS) during the years 1983/84 by 
D.Rohmann and Th.Köhler. 
The program-language is FORTRAN-77 except for some library-routines written in MACRO. 
The program is menudriven (M:-.l'PACK in RSXLIB [1]). FIT needs a Tektronix 4010 (or compati-
ble) terminal to display spectra and fits. 
The major part of the program is either handling Input/Output (routines FITIO, FITPFL, 
FITSPR, FITE~E, FITOUT, FITCUR, FITSTl, FITST2, FITPRT, FITSFP, FITROU) or con-
trolling the various possibilities of the code (routines FITMEN, FITDIS, FITSET) in a dialogue. The 
fitting itself is done in the routines FITFIT, FITBAC, and FITPEA. The routines FITPAR and 
PEKDEF do some preparation for the fit procedure. The main control is handled by the main pro· 
gram FIT. (The routines SETUP and FITE::\'0 are subroutines only because of memory space prob-
lems. Logically they are part of the main program FIT.) A detailed description of the single pro-
gram-parts is given in chapter 4. 
The high segmentation of the FIT-program (see chapter 2) is not only due to modularity but be-
cause of the relatively small address space of 64 kbytes of a LSI/PDP computer with 16 bit addressing. 
The FIT-program can handle a maximum of 30 peaks in a time. (This limit is given only by the 
space rest.rictions mentioned above.) The peaks can eit..~er have pure Gaussian form or be Lhe convo-
lution of a Lorentzian curve with a detector resolution (Gaussian line shape), or a pure Gaussian with 
an exponentiallow or high tail. For the mathernatical formalism see chapter 6 and for the description 
of the control of these possibilities see chapter 4. 
In chapter 5 the different Input/Output files of FIT are described. 
Chapter 7 describes other tasks which deal with the FIT. Such as FITSPY, a task which reads in 
a temporary parameter file written by FITFIT before each iteration, and prints the peak-parameters on 
the line-printer. This is very usefu.l to have a look to the developement of the fit. 

Program structure 
2. Program structure 














2.2 F17-Compiler file ( FITF17.CM D) 
'Ibis file is used to compile all modules of FIT. 
FIT,FIT= FIT 
SETUP,SETCP = SETUP 
FITMEN,FIT:\1EN = FITMEN 
FITIO,FITIO = FITIO 
FITDIS,FITDIS = FITDIS 
FITROU,FITROü = FITROU 
FITBAC,FITBAC = FITBAC 
FITPEA,FITPEA = FITPEA 
FITSET,FITSET = FITSET 
FITCUR,FITCUR = FITCCR 
FITSTl,FITSTl = FITSTl 
FITST2,FITST2 = FITST2 
FITPAR,FITPAR = FITPAR 
PEKDEF,PEKDEF = PEKDEF 
FITFIT,FITFIT = FITFIT 
FITOUT,FITOUT= FITOCT 
FITPRT,FITPRT= FITPRT 
FITEND,FITEND = FITEND 
FITSFP,FITSFP = FITSFP 
Program structure 




(modules of general interest) 
(modules conceming the display) 
(system modules, written at CERN) 
or they are standardFORTRAS runtime modules. 
2.3 Task-builder flies 
The program FIT is so large that it can only be run by segmentating the various program parts. 
Therefore the task is overlayed. The following describes the two task-builder files needed for this over-
lay. 
2.3.1 TKB command-file (FIT.CMD) 
The following TKB command-file is used to build the task FIT : 





2.3.2 TKB overlay-description-file (FIT.ODL) 























.FCTR LB:[ l, l]RSXLIB.OLB/LB:!\ANPACK:MNEXPK 
.FCTR GLIB-DLIB-RLIB-FLIB 
.FCTR US1:[374,101]GENLIB.OLB/LB 



















3. Description of PARAMETERsand COMMON-blocks (FIT.COM) 
In general al1 REAL-variables are REAL *8 !Double Precision) variables : 
(1:\lfPLICIT REAU8 (A-H,O-Z)). 
3.1 PARAMETERs 
LCI\'SPE = 1 
U;:SCAL = 2 
LU~PRT = 3 
LUNPAR = 4 
LU:i\'TRM = 5 
MAXCHN = 4096 
MAXPK = 30 
MAXCO = 6 
MAXREG = 7 
MAXPAR = 40 
NPPARM = 6 
MXCALF = 3 
MPOI~'T = 500 
MXLINK = 20 
Logical unit used for spectrum input 
Logical unit used for calibration input or energy table 
Logical unit used for printer 
Logical unit used for parameter file (PARFIL) 
Logical unit used for terminal I/0 (incl. DLPACK and MNPACK) 
\laximum number of channels in spectrum 
\taximum number of peaks possible 
\laximum number of coefficients for the background polynomial 
\taximum number of fit regions 
\taximum dimension of \ttatrix 
:Sumber of peak-parameters 
\iaximum nr.of coeff. for the calib. polynomial 
:Sumber of points for display-buffer 
\iaximum number of linked peak-parameters 
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Spectrum file name 
Parameter file name 
Calibration file name 
Print-output file name 
Energy table file name 
Plotter-output file name 
3.3 COMA10N-blocks 
/SPECTR/ JCOUNT(MAXCHN) 
JCOUNT() [1*4] Spectrum buffer (maximum dimension MAXCHN) 









[1*2] ~umher of X-channels 
[1*2] ~umher of Y-channels 
[1*2] Date of data saving (FORMAT : dd-mmm-yy _hh:mm:ss) 
[1*2] Run nurober 
[1"'2] Spill nurober 
[!*2] Target number 
[1*2] Text (comment) 
[1*2] Label number (i.e. detector number) 
/OPPARS/ MDEV, SPESPC, PARSPC, :V1:XITER, LBFIX, I~REG, LIXLO, LIXHI, LIYLO, 
LIYHI, IYPWR, LIFLO, LIFHI, !PEAK, LBACK, LPEAK, LPEBA, ::\COEFF, 
COEFF(MAXCO), ITERA, NFREE, PEAK(l\:PPARM,MAXPK), 
IFLAG(NPPARM,MAXPK), I~DEX(~PPARM,MAXPK), ISELEC, 
IG~OR(MAXPK), NREG, KREGLO(MA,'XREG), KREGHI(:VIAXREG), IMODE, 
INTCOR, NCALF, CALFAC(\1XCALF), SIG:VL\(:V1AXPK), GAMMA(MAXPK), 



















[1*2] Menu device type 
[L "'1] Spectrum file name 
[L "'1] Parameter file name 
[1"'2] Maximum nurober öf iterations 
[1"'2] Flag controlling the fitting of the background 
[I*2] Index of fit region 
[1*2] Lower X Iimit for display 
[1•2] Higher X Iimit for display 
[1'"2] Lower Y Iimit for display 
[1•2] Higher Y Iimit for display 
[1*2] Power of 10 for Y display 
[1*2] Lower X Iimit for fit region 
[1•2] Higher X Iimit for fit region 
[1•2] Peak index 
[1'"2] Flag controlling the display of the background 
[1*2] Flag controlling the display of the peak 
[1*2] Flag controlling the display of the fit 
























[R *8] Background coefficients 
[1"'2] Nurober of iterations 
[1*2] Nurober of degrees of freedom 
[R *8] Peakparameters 
[1*2] Flags for peak-parameters 
[1*2] Peak indices (flags) 
[1*2] Selected spectrum 
[1*2] Ignore-flags 
[1*2] Nurober of fit regions 
[1"'2] Low end of fit regions 
[1*2] High end of fit regions 
[1*2] Display mode 
[1*2] Status of intemal start-value correction 
[1*2) Nurober of calibration coefficients 
[R *8] Calibration coefficients 
[R *8] Intemal Gaussian widths 
[R *8] Intemal Lorentzian widths 
[L *'1] Calibration file name 
[L *'1] Print-output file name 
[L *1] Energy table file name 
[1*2] D..llil.'TlY variable 







[R "'8] x2 of fit 
[R *8] x2 old of previous iteration 
[R *8] Contribution of background 
[R *8] Contribution of peaks 
[1*2) RSXLIB error codes 
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[1"'2] Flags for linked parameters 
[1*'2] Nurober of fit-parameters 
[1*2) Dimension of matrix 
[1*2) Nurober of used parameters 
[1*2) Nurober of skipped parameters 
[R *8] Lower limits for fit 
[R "'8] Higher limits for fit 






[R "'8] Matrix 
[R *8] Derivatives 
[R •8] R-Vector 
[R *8] Parameter increments 
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/CONST/ 
PARA:'vtETERs and COMMON-blocks 
PICON, EPSILN, SQRTPI, SRLN2 




[R '"8] Radius of convergence for x2 - X2 old : = 
[R '"8] .J'IT 
[R'"8] .Jln(2) 





[1*2] Meun control parameter 
[R *4] Start-time of fit 
[1*2] Fit-status control parameter 
[L'"2] = .TRUE. : Print-output file is open 
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4. Short description of the functions and subroutines 
In this chapter we introduce the FC.SCTIONs and SUBROUTI:\Es in alphabetical order. For 
each program section a more or less brief description of the function and;or the method of solution is 
given. The calling sequence is shown and the parameters - if any - are explained. The routines and 
library-programs called are listed and the library indicated. lf the module is menu driven, the menu is 
shown and explained - if necessary-. In order to give a better overview the .. \1.astern -program(s) are 
mentioned also. 
4.1 CAL V AL - Calibration of peak-parameters 
Purpose : Thls function retums the calibrated value of a .. channel-value' (if there is any calibration). 
The function CALVAL is part of the FITOL'T.FTN file. The calibration is clone via the polynomial: 
The calibration coefficients are read in via option -K- of the input-menu of FIT (FITIO). 
Calling sequence : Result = CALV AL (DCHAN) 
where DCHAN is thc channel-value 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : - - - none - - -
:\ienu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FITOL'T - Output of results 
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4.2 FIT - Main program 
Purpose : lbis is the main-program for the interactive fit of spectra. Tagether with SETCP and 
FITEND the main-program controls the program-flow. 
Calling sequence : - - - none - - -













- Initialize display (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Display spectrum (and fit) 
- Terminate program 
- Fit the spectrum 
- I/0 of spectrum and parameter file 
- Master menu of program FIT 
- Ül,ltput of results 
- Write output to print-output file 
- Route print-output file to spooler 
- Submenu for fit (option -F- of main-menu) 
- Write output to plotter-output file 
- Set up program parameters 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : - - - none - - -
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4.3 FITBAC - Contribution of background to fit 
Purpose : This subroutines calculates at a given channel - X - the contribution of the background 
and - if fit processing- its derivative. The background is taken as a polynomial: 
The background coefficients are either set by option -E- of the fit-menu (FITSET) of program FIT or 
dctermined automatically by the program itself (FITPAR). 
CaJiing sequence : CALL FITBAC (X,IBACK) 
where X is the actual channel 
and 
IBACK 
< 0: Only one peak IIBACKI for display and output 
= 0 : All peaks for fit processing 
> 0 : All peaks for display and output 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : - - - none - - -
Menu-description : - - - none ~ - -




- Display spectrum (and fit) 
- Fit the spectrum 
- Set default values for peak 
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4.4 FJTCUR - Peakparameters via crosshair cursor 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -'N- of the fit-menu (FITSET) of program FIT. It sets 
the fit-parameters in cursor mode. 
Before displaying data, all peak-parameters and flags are set to zero, all peaks are disabled, and the 
fit-region(s) are reset. Thus you have to define the low and the high end(s) of the fit-region(s). With X 
and Y you have the possibility to change the display region. At the end of FITCUR the option -L-
(Start value correction) of the fit-menu (FITSET) is set to YES to determine the start-values for the 
Gauss- FWHM and the height of each peak as weil as to set some background start-parameters 
(FITPAR, and PEKDEF). 
Cursor handling characters : 
H Define high end of fit region 
L Define low end of fit region 
P Define peak position 
X Define new X-display 
Y Define new Y -display 
blank Return to calling program 
Each character entered CHH, HL", HP) is displayed on the screen to have a control of positions already 
marked (MARKER). 
Calling sequence : CALL FITCUR 










- Setalphamode (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Setalphamode and clear harne (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
~~ Erase screen, set alpha mode, and clear home (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Set point mode (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Display the cursor and wait for response (DISLIB) 
- Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- :vlark the cursor position on screen 
- Prepare display (DISLIB) 
- Display spectrum (DISLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none -
Called from : 
FITSET - Submenu for fit (option -F- of main-menu) 
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4.5 FITDIS - Display spectrum ( and fit) 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -D- of the main-menu (FIT:vtEN) of program FIT. It 
shows the menu for display and displays the spectrum and optionally the contribution of the peaks 
and/or the background. The setting of the limits in X=channel (options -A- and -B-) and 
Y = countrate ( options -D- and -E-) contains an automatic scaling: If the 1ower ... limit" is greater than 
the 1llgher ... limit" the program searches for both the smallest/greatest values and takes these as lower/ 
higher limit. The ·power of 10" ( option -F.) is needed for a Y higher than 21 5 - 1 = = 32767 (normal 
lnteger*2 limit). Options -H- (Display of background) and -J- (Display of peak and background) are 
automatically set to YES after fit. Option -1- (Display of peaks separately) gives the display of each 
individual peak as well as the background in the display region. The display mode can be changed in 
option -N-. The display is started by option -R-. 
Calling sequence : CALL FITDIS 











- Draw absolute light vector in user space (DJABS in DISLIB) 
- Draw absolute dark vector in user space (DJABS in DISLIB) 
- Define screen window in user coordinates (DISLIB) 
- Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Contribution of background to fit 
- Contribution of peaks to fit 
- Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Prepare display (DISLIB) 
- Display header (GENLIB) 
- Display spectrum (DISLIB) 
Menu-description : 
Display spectrum, peaks and background 
A Lower X limit 0 
B Higher X limit 0 
D Lower Y· limit 0 
E Higher Y limit [] 
F Power of 10 for Y -low, Y- high 0 
H Display of background 0 
I Display peaks separately 0 
J Display of peak + background 0 
N Display mode: 0 = Histo, 1 = Err, 2 = Spec, 3 =Point 0 
R Redisplay 
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.6 FITEND - Terminate program 
Pu~ : Tb.is subroutine saves the parameters in COMMO~-block /OPPARS/ to 
US 1 :[250,2]FIT.LAS and stops the FIT pro gram. Since it often happened that the user didn't really 
want to stop but hit the 'T' or '2' ( = stop) in the main-menu by chance, a question was introduced 
to confum the exit with the default ~0: 
- > Do you really wanttostop? [SO] 
Calling sequence : CALL FITEND 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
DL. .. . - Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
MN .. .. - Menu routines (:\fSPACK in RSXLIB) 
PAR .. . - Disk I/0 routines (PARFIL in RSXLIB) 
Menu-description : - -: - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.7 FITENE - Read energy table 
Purpooe : 'This subroutine handles the option -:\1- of the input-menu (FITIO) of program FIT. In or-
der to help the user with the setting up of fit-parameters you have the possibility to read an energy ta-
ble (see chapter 5.5.) containing reference energies in keV. These are calculated into channel-numbers 
by the prograrn. Thus the positions are set according to the intemal calibration. 
CaJiing sequence : CALL FITENE 
Subroutines ~d library-programs needed : - - - none - - -
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
CaJied from : 
FITIO - 1/0 of spectrum and parameter file 
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4.8 FITFIT - Fit the spectrum 
Purpose : llis subroutine handles the option -S- of the fit-menu (FITSET) of program FIT. It fits the 
spectrum by doing the following for each iteration (maximum :vtXITER) : 
111 Set widths to formula·parameters, e.g. the FWHM (PEAK(2/6,ipeak)) is set to : 
Gauss : SIG:vtA = a 0 = PEAK(2,ipeak) I SRLN2 
Lorentz : GAM:vtA = r = PEAK(6,ipeak) I 2. 
Save old fit-parameters for this iteration to a ternporary file FIT.T:\1P. This file is used by 
FITSPY (see chapter 7.) to print the fit-parameters on the line-printer für each iteration (for-
mat like in FITOUT). 
~~~ Set up arrays for next interation. CHIOLD holds old CHI. Reset R and V 
111 Start the loop over fit regions 
111 Start the loop over the channels 
• Reset YFIT, DERIV. Define COU"\'T = actual countrate 
111 Calculate contribution of background (FITBAC) 
111 Calculate contribution of peak(s) (FITPEA) 
• Calculate V and R 
111 End of loop over channels 
111 End of loop over fit regions 
• Calculate parameter increments H 
• Update background coefficients 
111 Upcl::!te peak-para.rneters (Special treatment for linked peak height parameters) 
111 Reset widths to physics values 
• Campare old and new x2 
If x2 old - x2 e is greater than 1 the next iteration is started, if thls difference is less than 1, 
convergence is reacfieä:' Then the fit procedure is stopped and terminal 'beep" notifies the user of the 
end of the procedure. 
After each iteration (including the 0. = start-values) a message is given to the screen containing the 
x2 /1'\FREE (NFREE is the number of degrees of freedom) and the elapsed (not CPU) time used so 
faL 
If the update of a peak-parameter would exceed its boundaries (FITPAR) the program gives the 
message: 
- > Pann. n of Peak m out 
and skips the update. "The parameters are: 1 = position, 2 = Gauss- FWH:\1, 3 = height, 4 = low tail, 
5 =high tail, 6"" Lorentz-FWHM. If the parameter is linked to other peaks the increment is globally 
detemlli1.ed and updated for all peaks with that linking parameter. Is the Gaussian width of a Lorent-
zian peak linked to the non~LJrentzian Gauss width(s) the update of the Gaussian width will be clone 
in the same way as the non-Lorentzian Gaussian width(s), but not used for the determination. This is 
clone to change the energy resolution of the Lorentzian peak according to the "'fitted"' resolution in the 
neighbourhood from iteration to iteration. 
The message 
means that the determinant of the inverse matrix is zero. This (error)-message is mainly caused by a 
Gauss- FWHM less than 1. Other reasons may be a zero background value. 
Calling sequence : CALL FITFIT 
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- Beep on terminal (GEl\'LIB) 
- Terminall/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Contribution of background to fit 
- Contribution of peaks to fit 
- Disk l/0 routines (PARFIL in RSXLIB) 
- Matrix-inversion (GE~LIB) 
- Reset R*8 array (GENLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.9 FIT/J - Look up the values of the inverse matrix 
Purpose : This function retums the value of element (I,J) of the packed symmetric matrix V. The 
function FITU is part of the FITOUT.FTS file. It calculates the index in the packed matrix and 
checks for ·out of range"'. 





I and 1 
is the packed upper symmetric matrix 
is the dimension of the matrix 
are the indices of the matrix element 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : - - - none - - -
:\lenu-description : ~ - none ·~ - -
Called from : 
FITOUT - Output of results 
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4.10 F/T/0 - 1/0 of spectrum and parameter file 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -C- of the main-menu (FITME~) of program FIT. It 
displays the menu for Input/Output. The names of both the spectrum and the fit-parameter files have 
to be declared (options -A- and -8-) before the reading!writing. The labe! (i.e. detector) of the spec-
trum is defined by option -G- and the spectrum read in (FITSPR). The saved fit-parameters (option 
-E-) (FITPFL) are of no other use than tobe read in (option -D-) by FIT again, there is no possibili-
ty to handle these files in a different way. Option -I- scans through the spectrum file (given by option 
-A-) and displays the header information for each labet on the screen. At the end of option -I- the 
spectrum buffer contains the spectrum of the last Iabel. The calibration file name (option -K-) is asked 
for and the calibration read in. It is absolutely necessary to have the correct label number already de-
clared in option -G- since this number is the control for reading the corresponding calibration (see also 
chapter 5.3). In order to help the user with the setup of new parameter files, the option -M-
(FITE~E) allows you to read in a energy table (see also chapter S.$myene.). 
CaJiing sequence : CALL FITIO 






- Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
Read energy table 
Read/write fit-parameter file 
Read spectrum file 
Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
Menu-description : 
Get spectrum I save fit-parameters 
A Spectrum file [] 
B Fit parameter file 0 
D Save fit-parameters (FITPFL) 
E Read fit-parameters (FITPFL) 
G Get spectrum from disk (FITSPR) [] 
I Show spectra available in spectrum file 
K Enter calibration polynomial [] 
M Enter energy table (FITENE) 0 
CaJied from ; 
FIT Main program 
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4.11 FITMEN - Mastermenu of program FIT 
Purpose : This subroutine displays the master menu and retums the option number to the calling pro-
gram. 
CaJiing sequence : CALL FITMEN 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
MN .... - Menu routines (MNPA<;::K in RSXLIB) 
:\-'lenu-description : 
FIT 0.0 - - Interactive fit of spectra 
A Menu device: 4= T2, 6= NB, 9= Dl [] 
C Get spectrum I Save fit-parameters (FITIO). 
D Display (FITDIS) 
F Fit the spectrum (FITSET and co.) 
H Write output to print-output file (FITPRT). 
I Route print-output file to spooler (FITROU). 
K Save spectrum and fit-parameters for plotting (FITSFP). 
R Redisplay results (FITOUT). 
CaJied from : 
FIT - ~iain program 
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4.12 FITOUT- Output ofresults 
Purpose : This subroutine prints the results on either the terminal screen (LUN = 5) or the print-
er-output file (LüN = 3). It calculates the errors for the background parameters and uses the calibra-
tion (if any) to print the results not only in channels but also in keV (energies) or eV (Gauss and Lo-
rentzian FWH:vt). The output contains the background, the calibration polynomial, and· the 
peak -parameters. 
Calling sequence : CALL FITOUT (LUN) 
where U)N is the logical unit nwnber for the printout 
3 : printer-output file 
= 5 : terminal screen 







- Calibration of peak-parameters 
- Get actual date from CPU (GENLIB) 
- TenninalliO routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Look up the values of the inverse matrix 
- Menu muti.Iles (MNPACK i.'1 RSXLIB) 
- Get actual time from CPU (GENLIB) 
.\lenu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT 
FITPRT 
- :vtain program 
- Write output to print-output file 
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4.13 FITPAR - Prepare data for fit 
Purpose: This subroutine handles the option -L- of the fit-menu (FITSEn of program FIT. lt defines 
the boundaries for the fitted quantities, prepares data for fit and determines the m1mber of free pararn-







low end < - > high end 
0 < - > high -low end 
0 <- > 109 
0 < - > 1 
0 <- > 1 
0 < - > high -low end 
If option -L- of the fit-menu (FITSEn is set to YES, it defines the fit-pararneters HEIGHT 
( = pararneter 3) and FWH:vt-GAUSS ( = parameter 2) and it determines some background start coef-
ficients by putting a straight line through the very low end (average of ± 5 channels) and the very high 
end (average of ± 5 charmels) of the fit-region. If the background is a higher order ( > 2) function the 
following coefficients ( > 2) are set like : 
c (i + 1) = - c (i) I (high end)1 
just to give it some non zero values (no magic beh.ind!!)The option -L- is obligatory for pre)iously done 
option -N- (define pea.'<s by crosshair cursor). 
Calling sequence : CALL FITPAR 
Subroutines and library-programs m~led : 
DL. .. . 
:YiN ... . 
PEKDEF 
VlZERO 
- Terminal 1!0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Menu routines (M~PACK in RSXLIB) 
- Set default values for peak 
- Reset I*2 aiTay (GE:'\LIB) 
:\1erm-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FITSET - Submenu for fit (option -F- of main-menu) 
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4.14 FJTPEA - Contribution of peaks to fit 
Purpose : This subroutines calculate at a given channel- X- the contribution of the peaks and (if fit) 
their derivatives (for the mathematics see chapter 6.) : 
1. Lorentzian peak or 
2. Gaussian peak and 
- exponential tail to the left (if any) or 
- exponential tail to the right (if any) 
Ca.lling §e(JUence : CALL FITPEA (X,IBACK) 
where X is the actual channel 
and 
IBACK 
< 0: Only one peak JIBACKJ for display and output 
= 0 : All peaks for fit processing 
> 0 : All peaks for display and output 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
CWERF - Camplex crror function (GENL!B) 




- Display spectrum (and fit) 
- Fit the spectrum 
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4.15 FITPFL - Readjwrite fit-parameter file 
Puf"PO§e : This subroutine bandies the options -D- and -E- of the input-menu (FITIO) of program 
FIT. It reads or writes the actual fit-parameter file whose name has to be declared (FITIO) before ac-
tion. The saved fit-parameters are of no other use than to be read in by FIT again, there is no possi-
bility to handle these files in a different way. For instance, to be able to print the fit-parameters on the 
line-printer you must use option -H- ofthe main-menu (FITME:S, and FITPRT). 
Calling sequence: CALL FITPFL 
Subroutines and library-prograrns needed : 
PAR ... - Disk I/0 routines (PARFIL in RSXLIB) 
:\llenu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FITIO - I/0 of spectrt!m a.11d parameter file 
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4.16 FITPRT - Write output to print-output fi/e 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -H- of the main-menu (FITYIEN) of program FIT. lt 
opens the print-output file (if not already open) and sends the output of the fit results to the 
print-output file (see FITOUT). lt asks you : 
- > Do you want a new output file? [;-.;O] 
so that you have the possibility to send your output to different files. 
Calling sequence: CALL FITPRT 




- Terminal l/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Output of results 
- Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.17 FJTROU - Route print-output file to spooler 
Pu~ : This subroutine handles the option -1- of the main-menu (FITYIEN) of program FIT. It 
checks wether a print-output file is open or not. If yes, closes it and opens a new one. It routes the old 
file to the printer. 
This option is not yet implemented. 
Calling sequence: CALL FITROU 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
DL .. .. - Terminal 1/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
MN .. .. - Menu routines (M!'\PACK in RSXLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT Main program 
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4.18 FITSET - Submenu for fit ( option -F- of main-menu) 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -F- of the main-menu (FITMEN) of program FIT. lt 
displays the menu for the parameter definition. The maximum iteration count (option -A-) is 15. If 
you need more just start the fit a second time having option -L- set to ~0 if not already. Then the 
fit-procedure will continue at the conditions of the previous stop. The background is given by a poly-
nomial of the form: 
The maximum number of background coefficients (option -C-) that makes sense is 4 (allowed is 6). 
The higher .the order of the background polynomial the greater the risk of fitting to nonsense. For a 
normal X-ray spectrum a background of the order 2 or 3 is absolutely sufficient. The background can 
be fi.xed (option -D-) to what ever values you want. The option -E- (to set the coefficients to some 
definite values) only shows up if you set the background fi.xed (YES in option -D·). The maximum 
number of fit regions (option -F-) is 7. Foreach fit region (option -G-) you have to define the low 
( option -H-) and the high end ( option -I-). Since 30 peaks are allowed it sometimes is useful to have 
all peaks globally reset (option -K-). Allpeak-parameters (parameters 1 to 6, see FITPAR) are set to 
zero and simultaniously disabled (the peaks are all set to .. ignor}. The intemal start-value correction 
(option -L-) is automatically set to YES after the use of the cursor (option -N-) and to NO after the 
parameter setting (option -0-). For detailed informations concerning option -L- please see FITPAR, 
PEKDEF. Options -N- (FITCUR), -0- (FITSTl), and -Q- (FITST2) give you the possibility to de-
fine the peaks. With option -S- you really start t.~e fit. The peak-parameters will be prepared for the fit 
(FITPAR) and shownon the screen to ask for confirmation. If everything is correct the fit is started 
( FITFIT and cö.), otherwise the setting up of parameters is again made available ( FITSET and co.). 
Calling sequence : CALL FITSET 










- Erase screen, set alpha mode, and clear home (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Terminal 1/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Peak parameters via crosshair cursor 
- Prepare data for fit 
- Peak parameters via menu 
- Gobal flag definition 
- Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Reset R*8 array (GENLIB) 
- Reset 1*2 array (GENLIB) 
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Menu-description 
Set parameters for fit 
A Maximwn iteration count 0 
C No of background coeffs. [] 
D Fixed background [] 
(E Set background coeff. []) only if D is 'YES" 
F No of fit regions [] 
G Define fit region [] 
H Lower end of fit region [] 
I Upper end of fit region [] 
K Reset peak-parameters and disable peaks 
L Do intemal start-value correction [] 
N Define peak by crosshair cursor 
0 Define peaks by setting parameters 
Q Define flags globally 
S Start the fit 
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.19 F!TSFP - Write output to plotter-output file 
Purpose : This subroutine handles the option -K- of the main-menu (FITMEN) of program FIT. It 
saves spectrum and parameters for plotting on a main frame computer. 
Calling sequence: CALL FITSFP 
Subroutine:s. and library-programs needed : 
DL. .. . - Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
MN ... . - Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
Menu-de:scription : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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4.20 F/TSPR - Read spectrumfile 
Purpose : TIUs subroutine handles the option -G- of the input-menu (FITIO) of program FIT. It reads 
in the spectrum. The spectrum file name has to be declared (FITIO) before action. The spectrum 
buffer will be reset (VJZERO), the label of the spectrum wanted is searched for and read in. A control 
message is given on the screen. 
Calling sequenre: CALL FITSPR 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
DL ... . - Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
MN .. .. - Menu routines (:'VINPACK in RSXLIB) 
VJZERO - Reset 1*4 array (GENLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FITIO - 1/0 of spectrum and parameter file 
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4.21 FITSTJ - Peakparameters via menu 
Purpose: This subroutine handles the option -0- of the fit-menu (FITSET) of program FIT. It modi-
fies the fit-parameters if necessary. With option -A- you choose the peak whose parameters and/or 
flags you want to change or define. Options -C- to -H- give you the actual values of the 
peak-parameters for control and wait for the new values. lf you don't want to enter a new value just 
give a slash (/). The (link-) flags are set and changes by options -K- to -0-. The maximum group 
identifier possible is 20. Option -R- tells you whether this peakwill be at all taken into account during 
the fit or not. Thus you have the possibility to turn on and off peaks (for the fit and/or the display). 
After the end of the setting the option -L- of the fit-menu is set to ~0 (see FITSET, PEKDEF) since 
a correction of the values is normally not required. 
Calling sequence : CALL FITST 1 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
MN .... - Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
:\tlenu-description : 
Changes to peak-parameters 
A Peak ~r. 
C Set position 
D Set Gauss-FWHM 
E Set height 
F Set low tail 
G Set high tail 
H Set Lorentz- FWHM 
J Position: - l =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id [] 
K FWH.\1-Gauss: - 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id [] 
L Height: - 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id [] 
M Low tail: - 1 = fix, 0 = fit, > 0 = group-id [] 
N High tail: - 1 = fix, 0 = fit, > 0 = group-id D 
0 FWHM-Lorentz: - 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 0 
R Ignore this peak (Do not fit) [] 
Called from : 
FITSET - Submenu for fit (option -F- of main-menu) 
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4.22 FITST2 - Global.flag definition 
Purpose : Tills subroutine handles the option -Q- of the fi.t-menu (FITSET) of program FIT. It glob-
ally sets the flags for the parameters (if necessary). Sometimes it is very useful for time- and 
type-conservation to have this possibility. Tills subroutine asks you for the flag-number you would like 
to set or change : 
1 Position - l =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 
2 FWHM-Gauss 
3 Height 
- 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 
- I= fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 
4 Low tail - 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 
5 High tail - 1 =fix, 0 =fit,. > 0 = group-id 
6 FWHM-Lorentz - 1 =fix, 0 =fit, > 0 = group-id 
8 Ignor-flag YES/NO 
Which flag do you want to set 
(0 = No setting wanting) [] 
and then gives you this flag for each peak (which is not to be ignored) in order to change or confum it. 
It will ask you for the flag nurober again after each global setting. If you want to go back to the 
fit-menu give it the "flag number" 0. 
Calling sequence : CALL FITST2 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
DJPAGE 
DL .... 
- Erase screen, set alpha mode, and clear harne (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Terminal IiO routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
.:\term-description : - - - none -
Called from : 
FITSET - Submenu for fit (option -F- of main-menu) 
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4.23 MARKER Mark the cursor position on screen 
Purpose : This subroutine writes the hitted character when using the cursor to the graphic screen. Thus 
it gives the user a control, where he did set which mark to the spectrum. The subroutine MARKER is 
part of the FITCUR.FTN file. 
Calling sequence: CALL MARKER (IX,IY,CHAR) 
where 
and 
IX and IY 
CHAR 
are the coordinates on the screen 
is the character to be written at position (IX,IY) 





- Setalphamode (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
- Draw absolute light vector in screen space (DIABS in DISLIB) 
- Draw absolute dark vector in screen space (DIABS in DISLIB) 
- Set vector mode (DIPACK in DISLIB) 
:\tenu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FITCUR - Peakparameters via crosshair cursor 
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4.24 PEKDEF - Set default values for peak 
Purpose : 11Us subroutine sets default values for a selected peak : 
• First do some adjustement of the position (parameter 1). Find out in which fit region the peak 
is situated. The countrate in the two neighbouring channels is compared with the one of the 
actual position. The position start-value will be set to the channel with the highest countrate 
of these three channels unless there is again a peak defined within the range of two channels. 
• Then set height (parameter 3). The height is set to the countrate of the position (channel) 
subtracted by the contribution of the background to this channel. 
• Now try to estimate a Gauss-FWHM (parameter 2). If the distance to the nearest peak is less 
then 1.5 channels the position of the two peaks are set to a distances of 1.5 channels. The 
Gauss-FWHM is set to the channel difference of the locations where the background sub-
tracted countrate is in the order of half the height of this peak. If v.ithin this difference there is 
another peak the Gauss-FWHM is set to half this value. In the case that this difference cannot 
be determined because the spectrum has no half-height countrate within the range of 15 chan-
nels the Gauss-FWHM is set to 15 channels. 
The message 
- > Merde n 
(where n is the peak number) notifies that the determined Gauss-FWHM was negative and now set to 
1.5 channels. 
Calling set~uence : CALL PEKDEF (IPK) 
where IPK is the peak number 
Subroutines and library-programs needed : 
DL .... 
FITBAC 
~· Terminal I/0 routines (DLPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Contribution of background to fit 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FrTPAR Prepare data for fit 
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4.25 SETUP - Set up program parameters 
Purpose : Thls subroutine sets up the fit program. 
Calling sequence : CALL SETUP 
Subroutines :wd library-programs needed : 
DIWNDW 
ERRSET 
MN ... . 
PAR .. . 
VJZERO 
- Define absolute display window of screen (DISLIB) 
- Check for error 29 : "'No such file"' (F77LIB) 
- Menu routines (MNPACK in RSXLIB) 
- Disk l/0 routines (PARFIL in RSXLIB) 
- Reset 1*4 array (GENLIB) 
Menu-description : - - - none - - -
Called from : 
FIT - Main program 
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General aspects of i.nputfoutput flies used by FIT 
5.1 Spectrumfile SPESPC 
Norrnally a spectrum fi.le (options -A- and -G- of the input-menu (FITIO) and FITSPR) has the 
extention .BIN or .SUM. (Of course it can have every other extension.) The general forrn of the 
spectrum file is : 
1. Label = fust detector 
FORT RA:\' record l contains the header-inforrnation (all 1:-ITEGER >~<2): 









is the length of the spectrum in x (energy) 
is the length of the spectrum in y (time) 
contains date and time of data- saving 
is the run number 
is the spill number 
is the target number 
contains the spectrum description 
is the label number ( = d.iode number) 
FORTRA"K record 2 contains the spectrurn-buffer (INTEGER>~<4): 
JBUFF(I),I = l,NXCHA~ 
where JBCFF(4096) is the spectrurn buffer 
2. Label same as 1. Label 
The highest label number used so far is 8, i.e. one spectrurn file contains the spectra of maximum 8 
detedors. 
5.2 Fit-parameter file PARSPC 
The fit-parameter file (options -B-, -0- and -E- of the input-menu (FITIO) and FITPFL) is read 
(written) via PARFIL (RSXLIB) with the COMMO:N-blocks : iOPPARS/ and /OPPART/. This 
means the whole COMMON-block /OPPARS/ is fetched from (dumped on) disk. The 
COMMON-block /OPPART/ is only necessary because this procedure is clone in a subroutine and 
not in the main program [ 1]. 
5.3 Calibration file CALSPC 
The calibration file (option -K- of the input-menu (FITIO)) should have the following format : 
(It is the same a.s needed for the calibration file for the LINPRE-program). 
n, nurnber of channels, 'text', a0 , a1 , a2 
1/ 
where "n"' gives the label number (detector nurnber). "n .. = -1/ means the end ofthe fi.le. (Don't forget 
the slash.) 
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5.4 Print-output fi/e FILPRT 
The print-output file (option -H-of the main-menu (FITMEN)) will contain all the infonnations 
that are written on the terminal after the fit was done, except for the picture, of course. lt will contain 
also some printer control characters (such as 'T' for •top ofform}. 
The program RESULT takes this print-output file as an input file in order to do some modifica-
tions to the output-form or to produce a CALIB input file. 
5.5 Energy tablefile ENESPC 
The energy table file (option -M- of the input-menu (FITIO) and FITENE) has the following 
general structure : (lt is the same as needed for the energy table file for the LINPRE-program). 




is the two letter code of the element, 
is the atomic weight number, 
is the atomic transition for exotic atoms 
or a description for nuclear y-lines, 
is the weighted energy for p-atoms 
or the total energy for single lines, 
are the fine structw-e components for p·atomic lines 
or zero for single lines. 
The energy table file will contain in most cases more than one of the ahRve described inputlines. 
The program will identify Ew ilmt of the fust line with the peak nr. 1 if the E1l are ze~o ?r the E1l with 
peaks nr. 1 (E- +) to 3 (E- -) lf those are none-zero no matter whether peak nr. 1 1s 1gnored or not 
(etc.). So you have to be very careful in editing your energy tables. 
5.6 Plotter-outputfile SA VFIL 
The plotter-output file (option -K- of the main-menu (FITME~}) saves some general infonna-
tions conceming the part of the actual spectrum, the background coeffi.cients, the peak-parameters, and 
a termination record: 









(I2,6(1X, lPE 12.6)) 
MAXPK times 
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6. Mathematics of the fit 
This chapter gives you a - brief- description of the mathematical formula used for the fit. 
6.1 Pure Gaussian peak 
The pure Gaussian peak is fitted by the F(x) [2] as: 
F(x) == H0 exp ( - [ (x- Xo) I a 0F) 
where: H0 = Height 
Xo Position in channels (center of gravity) · 
a 0 FWHM I ( 2 .J ln 2 ) 
and the intensity of the line is given by : 
The parameters x<J ( = parameter l), FWHM ( = parameter 2), and H0 ( = parameter 3) are given 
to the program either via the cursor (see FITCUR and co.) or by hand (see FITSET and co.). 
62 Gaussian peak with exponential tail(s) 
In addition to the pure Gaussian peak (see there) you have the possibility to modify the peak 
shape(s) hy exponential tail(s). This is done by the definition (only possible in the parameter setting 
m.ode ( FITSET and co.)) of a characteristic value t 0 whose sign determines the direction of the tail: 
negative sign = > low energy tail 
positive sign = > high energy tail 
(parameter 4) 
(parameter 5) 
TI1e value t 0 itself is the quotient of two parameters (a) and (b) which define the strength and form of 
the "'anomaly". (a) gives the half width of the normal Gaussian peak at 1/e of the total height, (b) is 
the h:1lf width of the nmmal Gaussian peak at the height where the exponential tai1 should start: 
t 0 = ± b I a 
The total peak is then fitted by G(x) [2] as : 
Mathematics of the fit 
I Ho exp([t0 - 2(x.-:xo)/o0 ]t0)) 
G(x.) = I 
I H0 exp ( - [ (x.-:xo) / o0 ]2) 
where: H0 = Height 
in the region of the tail 
elsewhere 
Xo = Position in channels (center of gravity) 
o0 = FWHM I ( 2 .J ln 2 ) 
t 0 = Ex.ponential tai1 (including the sign) 
and the intensity of the line is given by : 
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The parameter t0 ( = pararneter 4 or 5) can only be set by hand (see FITSET and co.). For all 
other parameters (meanings as described in chapter 6.1) both cursor and manual setting is possible. 
6.3 Lorentzian peak folded with Gaussian energy resolution 
The problern of fitting a Lorentzian line which has been measured with a detector of a non zero 
resolution (normally Gaussian line shape) was solved in the old FITOStEVAL program [2] by a 
Voigt-formula. This means a folding mechanism using Hermite polynomials for the integration. Un-
fortu:nately this method is only valid [3] if the ratio r fo 0 is greater than 0.5. lf this ratio is smaller the 
Voigt-formula will lead to oscillations above the originalline shape. These oscillations can be avoided 
using the complex. error function as discussed in [3]: 
The shape of a line with a natural width is of Lorentzian form : 
r 
be aproximately of Gaussian form : 
D(E) = exp ( - [E/o0]2) I (o 0 .J'") 
Thus the signal will be the folding of the two functions : 
I(E) = J 10(E') D(E-E') dE' 
-oo 
= Re w(z) x [ E/o0 + i f/2o 0 ] / (o 0 .J'") 
Here w(z) is the complex. error function: 
w(z) = exp ( - z2 ) erfc ( -iz) 
erfc(z) = 1 - erf(z) 
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z 
erf(z) = 2 I .J'" x J exp ( - t 2 ) dt 
0 
Mathematics of the fit 
Since the first derivations of the complex error function are combinatioru of the same function and its 
arguments: 
dw(z) 
Re(- - -) = - 21J'IT + 2 x x x Im w(z) + 2 x y x Re w(z) 
dy 
dw(z) 
Re(- - -) = - 2 x x x Re w(z) + 2 x y x Im w(z) 
dx 
with Z = X + iy 
a single calculation of the complex error function not only gives the value of the Voigt integral but also 
gives its derivations with respect to x. and y. 
The Lorentzian peak is fitted by the L(x) as : 




= (x-x.o)la 0 + i fla 0 
= Height of the Lorentzian line 
Position in channels (center of gravi.ty) 
= Gauss-FWHM I ( 2 .J ln 2) 
= Lorentz-FWH.\1 I 2 
and the intensity of the line is given by : 
Area 'IT r He 
The parameters Xo ( = parameter l) and Gauss- FWHM ( = parameter 2) can be either set by cur-
sor (see FITCUR and co.) or by hand (see FITSET and co.), the Lorentz-FWHM ( = parameter 6) 
only by hand (see FITSET and co.). 
The height of the Lorentzian line He ( = parameter 3) is connected to the "pure Gaussian height 
Ho": 
x H0 
It can be set by cursor, but tben it has to be corrected by hand. 
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7. FITSPY - A spy to the fitting procedure 
FITSPY is a separate task which can be started by FIT. It has to be installed to get active. It uses 
the temporary fit-parameter file FIT.TMP written by FITFIT. This file is read in via PARFIL and 
printed on the line-printer. Thus the user has the possibility to control each iteration. 
Note lf the fittingtime is smaler than the printing time the FITSPY will print only the parameters 
saved last. 
References 
[ 1] CERN RSXLIB library manual, Vers~on 1.8 of 11 January 1983. 
[2] R. Guigas, Thesis, Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, KfK 3208, (Appendix), 1981 





As an e:wnple for the output of FIT we present in figure 1 a part of the p 170 spectrum con-
taining the shifted and broadened atomic 4-3 transition. A print-output file is given on the next page. 
El~i-Aug-84 20:130, r~un 122, Spill134, Target. 13, Label 3 







646 660 680 70U 720 740 76 
Figzue 1: Fit to the 4-+ 3 region of p-atomic 17 0. 
Example 
OutßUt lrou l4--"UG-8S Z2:Bz~.,'l Dni:oJ1n57.ol7 
08-AUG-84 23t93:41 Run 122. So• II 5, Taroot 13 lawt J CE I ENEi=IGY 
3, ltarat•on. CH1••2: 136. B87l NFilEE: 119 CJilaeL/NFREE: 1. lt.JC 
Fit r-eo•on'J used 629- 745 
Bac;kground ut th 2 coeff•c•ents: 
Coelts: 3.883196EPE•Bl -2.54'391.~~2E-02 
Er-r-on: 8.911:!2148E•aa L333JT'böE.-B2 
Ca I itlrat •on polynom1<1l: 
Coelf!l: -2.1B75B6iHlE-91 l.BS2273iHfE-ßl 
Poattton Gaun-FLJHM Httlght Lou-tail Htgh-tail Lorantz-FUHM lntenso~ty 
!Fiags:-1.-1. ir.,-2,-Z,-21 
9.13 e.eee e.eee 
Peak I 
G71t.113 6.b14 
O.BBB B.BBB 9.81 8.999 O.BBB 
E: 78.7243 I ß.BBBBI, G: 6SG.IJI B.BI, L: 
!Ftags:-1,-1. 4,-1,-2,-21 
r..S7 a.eea o.eee 
Paak 2 
674.134 6.614 
B. BBB 9. BBB o. JB e. eea e. aee 
E: 78.7~651 B.BBBBI, G: 69ö.BI B.BI, L: 
Puk 3 IFiag!:-1, -1. "· -:, -2.-21 
674.393 6.61-. 3.5~ e.aea a.aea 
8.898 B.8Bi' a.:J e.aee a.eee 
E: 78.75381 8.88891, G: 696.1]:( 8.81. l: 
Paak. 4 IFtags: -1. -l. ... -2. -2,-21 
676.478 6.614 8.58 e.88B e.eee 
8.888 e.eee 8,84 B.BBB 8.888 























Poail1on Gauu-FUHft Height Lou-ta1l High-tail Lorentt-FUHM lnten1l•IIJ 
Puk S IF I ags: -1. -l, ~, -:, -:.-2:1 
676.489 &.614 2e.::l s.eee e.oee 
e.eee e.eee l.Js e.0ee 8.eee 
E: 78.97441 8.88881, G: 696.81 8.81, L: 
Pea~o. S: IF lags: -1. -1, "· -:. -2.-21 
676,759 G.61lo t5.ti: a.aee 8.eee 
e. eea e. ee0 1.84 e.eae e.eee 
E: n.eet91 e.eeee1. G: sss.at e.el. L: 
Pu11. 7 IFiags:-1.-1. '>,-2:,-~.-21 
&78.576 6.614 e.:: e.eea e.e8a 
8. BBB B. 888 B.tl! 8,889 8.888 




7.t3 e.al!e e.aae 
e. eae e. eee 8.5: a.aee e.eea 
E: 71.195~1 8.88881, G: 696.2t 8,81, L: 
ctak. ~ 
;78,85~ 6.614 
IF lag~: -l. -1, ... -:, -2. -::~1 
;;,at. 8.etla e.eee 
e. aaa e. eee e ... c e.eae e.eae 
t: 71.2.238( 8.88881, G: S9b.Cii 8.81, -· 
Pe-'J.._ 18 
6!!3.87ö 6.614 
IF I ags: -1.-1, .. , -Z, -:, -::.'1 
4.57 e.aee e.e0e 
e.eee e.eee e.Je e.aaa e.eea 
E: 72.88481 e.eeeeJ. G: 695.81 8,81, L: 
Pealr. 11 
699 ... 18 6.61.:. 
IFiags:-1,-1. 4,-:',-'2,-11 
a. 84 e. 0ee o. eee 
e.eaa e.eae e.e; e.eee e.eaB 
E: 73.38711 8.88881, Gz 696.at 8.81. L: 
Pea11. 12 
699.699 6.614 
IF lags: -1. -1. lo, -2, -2, -U 
16.82 a.eee e.eee 
e.eee e.eea 1.! 2 a. ae~ e. eeo 
E: 73.41671 9.88881, G: 696,8( 8.81, L: 
Peak 13 
789. :'Sl 6, 614 
IFiags: -t, -1 • .:,, -2. -2,-1) 
11.77 e.eee e.eee 
e. eae e. 8B8 8. 78 B. BBB 9. 888 

















































~Uk !4 IFta;s. :.-~. :0,-:.-:.tu 
701.~!1 6.614 :.35 t!:.th1B B.!?Pa <.,;":;: ::'1.1: 
e.J4B e.eee a ... ~ a.aee e.ua ~.z;.. s.i!'• 
E: 73.57581 B.iD66J, :. b96.i?l e.a1, saa.:1 :1:.=1 
r::!iolO. 1 ~ IF I <1:;;•: :. -:, 7, -:, -:, lll 
.'82.SS3 6.614 :.3.~3 11.eee e.ear~ .:.. "'S: ~a.e; 
o,::q e.e8e &.89 e.eaa e.ua :.th;.:. !3.:3 
E: 7:i,i"l781 B.B3ti6i. :. b9G.l?• a.BI, L: SBE!.lt ::!.~f 
Puk !~ IF I a;~ · < , -:, l.., -:, -::, -11 
79 ... 6 .. } G.Gl.:. ...... s a.eaa e.ac~ 
e. eee e. eae a.~; a.eaa e.U.! 




IF ta;s: -:, -!, 4,-:, -~.-21 
6.614 a.ti: e.~aa e.eea 
e.eee e.s7 ll.Pe~ e.aaa 
; ... .:t.~dt d.dthltH, -· ::.oJti.dt ~.l.dl, 
Peak. 21 (Fiaca.-:.~1. 8.-::'.-2.-2) 
721..,5 S.S14 a.e~ .a.eea e.e~e 
e.eea 8.eee a.al a.aea 8.eee 
E: 75.66481 B.BBB81, :: sss.at e.e1, L: 
Peal!.. 2:2 IFiap.<.-1, S,~:.-:.-:1 
72La7e s.Glt. :.!9 a.a.ae e.eae 
e.eRa e.eee a.~9 a.aeCI e.aee 
E: 7S.66S5i 8.8889'. t>:~;;.a· e.a1 . .._: 
Pos 1 11 on Gaun-FL!Hn 
Paall. ;::::; IF la9'· - .. -:. !. -:. -:. -;:~) 
72!.3J: G.614 :.:3 a.ei!a e.oee 
e.ea~ e.eee a.:::' a.aaa e.eae 
E: 75,;3351 e.ae0e:. :. ;.9;.e · e.al. 
l'-ea11. 21. IFia;s:<.-~. 8,-:.-:.-:l 
72:3. =~5 6. 614 a. J• e. aae a. eee 
e. 22? e. eee a.a.. a.aae e.aaa 




E: 7:..339:'! a.tJBBil•,: 
IF1a9•:<.-;, S.-:.-:.-::.'1 
72.2.lSE. 6.611.. .:.Es a.ne a.eea 
B. i?U 8. BBB a Q~ e.aae e.eee 
E: i'S. 2588 I B. BBt"!Bl, : ;s;.a, a.e1. L: 
F-ea .. :- IF t a~!:- •. -:, ~, -:, -:, -;:;1 
ns. ~:!i! s. Gl.:. 
e. au e. eee 
E: ~;.:,;t. .. t a.aaea·.: 
2.:.. iLna e.el"B 
i!.i': a.n~ a.eaa 
5SC. a · B.t"!1, 
Peaa :! IF 1 a'ils:-:. -:. S. -:. -:, -;:;1 
725. ! ... 5 6. 614 
B.i'U e.88B 
E: 7t..~ö791 e.eaea1, :. 
Peak ~ IFtaQII: 
72&. :l'- 6.614 
e.eea e.eee 
E: 7b.~36Zi B.iJBiJ91 .... 
... 5; a. ~:~ae e. eae 
a .... -: tLe'ae e.aae 
6~0.81 B.BI, L: 
s. -:' -:·. -~) 
e.aae a. 0ea 
r.::~ il.aee e.aae 
6.S.91 8.ill. L: 


























































The following pages give a listing of the FIT program with all its subroutines and functions, of 
the group-written library routines (GENLIB and DISLIB), and of the FITSPY program. 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 YS. 0-0 09:3•: 02 26-Sep-86 








ODOJ " "' c• . es . c• 
• c: . c• 
z C• . c• 
C• 
c• 
ooo• z . c• 
ODDS • .. 
• c:• 0006 lil . C• 
DD07 • . C:• 




DOll :a . 
0012 * . . . . . 
" " 0013 " 0 Ol't . 
0015 • 
001& • . 
0017 • . 
0018 • . Co 
001~ . 




Inte~uc~tve fit of sp•ctre 
INCLUDE 'FIT. COM' 
lMPLICIT REAL*ß (A-H.O-Z) 
Lo9t cml uni t: nuMbers uscd: 
LUNSPE Lun to reod spectru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUN!•RT Lun for prl nt output 
LUNCAL Lun for caiiDrn'!:lon Inpu-t~ Dncl energy trable 
LUNTRM Lun for- '!:Orlrdnal 1/o (lncl. DLPACK, MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•1, LUNCAL•2, LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~D9G. MAXPK•3D. MAXCO•G. MAXREG•7. MAXPAR•~O. 








COMMOr.l /OPPART / 

























COMMO~ /GLOBAL/ XOP.TO,XFIT~FXLOPN 
DATA IOPARS /0/ 
POP-11 TOKTRAN-77 V5. 0-0 09:3~: 02 26-Sep-56 



























50Rlf•I • •qrt(PI) 
~RLN2 • 2 • &~rt(ln2) 
DATA !.1"1·!-;!•C /30*0. /, I:NCfiiPC /3Qe:O_ /, PAR!"öPC /30&0. /, 
u·~;JLN /1.00/. PICOfJ /3. 1"t1592G!o'iUD/, 
SQHTPI /1. 772>t-53851DO/, SRLN2 /1. fi6510922DD/, 
FILOI,N I FAL5L. I 
Set up progrofll 
CALL DIINI CGOO) 
CALL SCTUf" 
Di&Piey Master •enu end get optlon 
CALL FITMEN 
IF CIOP) 9000.1000.1005 
lhv LI~ OJ•II(>tl "wltc.h 
GOTO (1000, 1000. 1010, 1015, 1000. 
10.10. 1000. 10::.15. 1000. 1000. 
1 0 {l 0. l 0 'I 0), l 01• 
Op t C( J, l ~torv/Meatore •-•ctru• 
1020. 
1 DD D ~ 
1000. 
10 0 0. 
1025. 
1 0 0 0. 












oo .. o 
DD'tl 
CE 
Cs Opt O('t) : Display apec~rua and fl~ da~s 
C• 
1015 CALL FITDIS 







Opt FCG) Fl t 
CALL FITSET 
IF (IFIT . EQ. 0) COTO 1000 
IF CIERROR . LT. 0) COTO 1000 
CALL FITFIT 
COTO l.O"tD 
Cll OP"t H(5) 0u"tpu1: rGSVIt& to prl n"t fllo 
C• 
1025 CALL FITPRT 
GOTO 1000 
C:• 
C:&: Opt 1(9) : Route pr-1 nt flle "to prl ni:er 
c• 





Opt KC11) sa~e ED~C~ru• end fit para•etcra fcr- PIOt~~ftS 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-0 09:3~: 02 26-Sep-86 
FIT. FTN; 1 JF7-:/0P/TR: BLOCKS/WR 
PDS!S 3 
OO't2 1035 CALL FITSFP 




RC1.6J (Ro)cll SpiO'f resul-ta 
DO~"t- 10~0 CALL FITOUT (5) 
OO'tS iF (!FIT . ECI. 2) COTO 1.015 
OO't6 COTO 1000 
c• 
C• Ter•l ne-tQ prcgr-DM 
c• 
DO't'J' 9000 CALL FITEND 































ODDS C. . . C• 
DI'JQ&. a . cm 
0007 • . C• 
0008 s . c• 
0009 11!! . ca 
0 01 Q . 
DOll . . 
0012 :s: .. . 






= 0017. . 
0018 E . c• 
0019 ll 
0020 . 
SUSRCUTINC FITBAC (X-ZSACK) 
T~la aub~outl~o ealculstem =~ a gbve~ -X- ~he contrlbut~on 
of t~e bmckg~ound 
Ver. 1. 0 12-0eT-83 COR) JIOF""Ig!f'lcl verslonfU 
INCLUDC •FIT. COM• 
ZMPLICIT REALB8 CA-H.0-2) 
L0$1 CO I uni "t I"'U'"bOrS UliQd; 
LUNSPE ~un to ~ood spoctru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for FH"I nt cutPV't 
LUNCAL Lvn i'or cDilbrctio" lrtPu-t, lilf'ld cnergv table 
LUNTRM Lur-; fo~ 1::ctrl'l'll MiDi I /o Cl ncL OLPACK, MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•~. LUNCALa~~ LUNPRT•3, LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM ~ 5 
PARAMETER ~AXCHN•~D96. MAXPK•30. MAXC0•6. MAXREC•7, MAXPAR•~O. 


































COMMON /GLOUAL/ IOP.TD.IFIT~FILOPN 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS 0-0 09:37:56 26-S•p-86 Pegcr 2 



























OATA :IO~PIR~ /0/ 
Pr-spore vclve:; 
FVBACK • 0. 000 
Calcv!cte C:OM'trlbutlol"l ol background 
XT • 1. 000 
00 1000 ~·l.NCOEFF,l 
FVBACK • FVBACK + CCOEFF(~) a XT) 
IF (COCFFC.J) .NE 0. 00) THEN 
IF CCLBFIX+IBACK) . EO. 0) OER!V(J) 
END1f. 
Xl .. XTIEX 
CONTI NU(. 
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c• . c• 
" c• c• 
c• . c• . c• 
a c• 
OOD~ • . c• 
ODDS lJ . ,. c• 
0006 • . c• 
0007 • . c• 
ooDa s . c• 
0009 • . c• 
0010 • 
0011 . . 






0016 s ,. 
0017. ,. 








Thl s subroutlne seta the fl't pmre•e~ers ln CYraor aode 
INCLUDE •FIT. COM• 
IMPLICIT REALa8 (A-H.O-Z} 
Los! cal Uf'll t ,.uabers vaed: 
LUNSPE: Lun "t.C r-eac! n;pec'tru• 
LUNPAR: Lun fcr PARFIL 
LUNPRT: Lun fcr prl n"t o~o~t:put 
lUNCAL. Lun for CD.IIItH·atl on I nPU't· Cllnd .,..,,..9\1' tablo 
LUNTRM: Lun for tora&~nol 1/o (lncl. OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE-1. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3, LUNPAR•~. LUNTR~ • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~096. MAXPK•30. MAXC0•6. MAXREC•7, MAXPAR••C. 


































COMMON /GLOBAL/ IOP.TO.IFIT.FILOPN 
OATA IOPARS /0/ 
BYTE .JCHAR.XCHAR.VCHAR.LCHAR.HCHAR.PCHAR.BLANK 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 YS 0-0 09:38:51 26-SeJ>-36 Page 2 

























lNTEGERE't JMIN . .JMAX,JSUM.~V 
OATA LCHAR /•L•/, HCHAR /~H·/, PCHAR. ;•p•/, XCHAR t•x·t. 
YCHAR 1•y•;, BLANK 1• ·1. ICHAR /" •; 
EQUivALENCC CICtiAR..JCHAR) 
IRECL • D 
!RECH • 0 
IPEAK • 0 
IDISX • 0 
IOISY • 0 
If no zp~ctru• pre~qnt 
IF (NXCt!AN LE 0) TttEN 
CALL OIPAGE 




































CALL PREPDI (~COUNT.LlXLO.LXXHI.L%YLO.LXYHI.,ZVPWR.JMl~.JMAX,JSUM) 
IF (JSUM . LE. 0) IHE~ 
C:ALL DIPACE 








FORMAT ('"•'"• • Hit P to chtf'l ne p41ck poel-tl on'".1DX. 
'"b I mi\k. to flnlsh Input'"/ 
. ., 
"H 
X now X-dleploy • • l.DX. 
now V-dl sp I cv'"/ 
L fit reglon& Clow end) '",10X. 
(high end)'") 





CALL OJCURI (ICHAR.XX~jY) 
XF (jCHAR .EQ. BLANK) GOTO •aao 
Go~ ob~olute x end y valvo for MARKER 
kX o 105 + ZF~X (FLOAT CIX-LIXLO) I FLOAT (LIXHI-LXXLO) m 918.) 
KV • 650 
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. D-D 09:38:51 26-Sep-86 Psge 3 













































C• Hit H Deflne high end of flt roglon 
C• 
e• 
ZF (jCHAR . EQ. HCHAR) THEN 
IREGH • IRECH + 1 
IF CIRE~H . NE. IREGL) GOTO 3000 
KREGHICIREGtt) • IX 
CALL MARKER CKX.KV~HCHAR) 
GOTO 1010 
ENOIF 
ca Hit L D•flne low end of ftt reslon 
ca 
c:= 
l:F (JCHAR . EO. LCHAR) THE·N 
lREGL • IRECL + 1 
XF CIRECL .CT. MAXREC) COTO 3005 
KRECLOCIRECL) • IX 
CALL MARKE~ (kX.KY.LCHAR) 
COTO 1010 
IENDIF 





IF (~CHAR .EQ_ PCHAR) THEN 
IPEAK • IPEAK + 1 
IF ("IPEAY. . CT. MAXPK) &OTO 3010 
PEAK(].,JPLAK) • OOLC(YX) 
PEAK(3~IPEAK) • 4COUNT(XNT(PEAK(1,IPEAK))) 
IGNOR("IPEAK) • 0 
CALL MARKEK (KX.KV,PCHAR) 
COTO l.OlD 
ENOlf-
Hl "t X : Oef I nu new X-display 
YF (~CHAR . EQ XCHAR) THEN 
IDI~X • IOISX • 1 
IF ( IDISX . EC. l.) TUCN 
IF CIX . LT. LIXLO) THEN 
LIXLO • 1 
ELSE 




IF CIOISX .EO. 2) THEN 
IF CIX .LT. LIXHI) THEN 
LlY.Hl • IX 
LIYtii • LIYLO - 10 
ELSC 
Ll.XHI • NXCHAN 
ENOJF 
IDlSX • D 
[';OJO 1000 
E:NU!J. 
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS 0-0 09 36. 51 26-Gep-36 





























Ca Hl 't V : Deli ne new Y-dl Gpla'W' 
Ca 
es 
IF (~CHAR . EQ. YCHAR) THEN 
IYPWR • 0 
IDISY • IOISY • 1 
IF CIDISY . EC. 1) THEN 
IF (JY .LT. LIYLOJ THEN 
LIYLO • D 
ELSE 




IF CIOISY EC. 2) THEN 
IF CJY .LT. LIYHI) THEN 
LIYHl. • -}MAX 
ELSE 





Ca E~~o~ ••$Sage for w~ong characte~ 
Ca 
WRITE (5.2000) 
2000 FORMAT C • •. ·undefl ned ay~t~~bol•) 
COTO 3"100 
es 
Ce Er-ror raesaa9e for fl "t regl on fsl I ure 
es 




















Ca Error •ezsoge for 
Ca 
3010 CALL OLOUT ("1Msx 




of peaka sot•) 
Ca Deflne o"t.her para•e-te.-IJ for fl"t 
Ca 
~000 7F (lREGL NE 0) THEN 
NREG • l:RECL 
:XNREG • 1 
ENOIF 
POP-~1 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-D 09:38:51 26-Sep-86 
FITCUR. FTN; 1 /F77/0P/TR: OLOCKS/WR 
c• 
C• Ret.urn to ca111 n91 progra1111 
C• 
Oll~ 9000 ALTUHN 
Co 
DlJS END 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 YS D-D 09.39 13 26-Sep-86 


















SUDROUTINE MARKCR CIX.IY.CHAR) 
0Y1E CHAR 
CALL OlMOVA CIX-15.IY) 
CAll OIANU 
WRITE (~. 1000) CttAR 
lDDD ~ORMAT (~X.Al) 
CALL Otv["C 
c• 
CAIL Ol1'10VA C!X-lY-SO) 
CALL UlUK~A (JX.IV·7~) 
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s C• . es . e• . C• . e• 
OOO"t . 
• es 0005 : . . c• 
C006 E 
3 e• 
0007 s . es 
C008 ll! . es 
0009 lt . Cm 
IDOlO a 
ICDll . .. 
0.012 s: . 





D 01 5 a 
0 01 (. z: 
E 
C017 a . 
DOll$ s 
SUBROUTINE FITDIS 
Thl ~ subt-out:l rul di r.piavs: 'the &pectJ-UIIII end op-ti onad IV -tha 
cor-;tr-1 routl on of 'the pusk.& end/er i::he bGcksround 
Vor-. 1. 0/07-Seo:>-SJ(TK) Origl nsd YCr-&i On 
\Iw~. 1. 1/l~-Ooc-SJ(TKJ So•G onhance•ent& 
ver. 1. 2/17-Jnn-S~CTK) So~e ent,ancuMw~i::& 
ver. l.JJ2S-Jcn-a~cTK) SapcrDtqd pack dlspl&y 
INCLUOE ·~rT. COM• 
IMPklCIT REAL•a (A-H,O-Z) 
Log; ccl IJJnlt rni!J'JbQrs used: 
LUNSPE Lun ~o reod ~Pec~rvm 
LUNPAR Lun for PAR~IL 
LUNPrtT Lvn for- pr-z n't ovi::put 
LUNCAL l\.lro for Cl'lllbl'"otlon lrqzn.l-1::~ mndl energv 1:obloD 
LUNTRM Lun for- -ter-•rdrual 1/o (incl. OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUN~PE•2, LUNCALs2, LUNPRT•3. LUNPARm~. LVNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXC~4N••09&. MAXPK~3C. MAXCOs6, MAXREG•7. MAXPAR•~D. 
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0 ( 7 
OL ß 
0 u ._, 
oc 0 
DLll 









COMMON /CLOOnL/ IOP.TD.ZFZT.FILOPN 
DATA IOPARS /0/ 
LOGICAL NODRAW 
:INTEGER•~ JMIN . ..JMAX.~SUM.~YVA~ 
COMMON /UUFMEN/ M8UFFC600) 
11 no s.pec1:,..um pr-us. ... n-t: Go ho•• 
Ir (NXCHAN. LC 0) THEN 
CALL MNERAf; 




























































("01Spley "fi'OC-t~u•• peak& end bectr.s,..ouftd") 
(1, "Lower X 11•1-t".LlXLO.L:IXLO.l.MAXCHN) 
(2. "H1 9her- X II MI t•~ LlXHI. LIXHI. 1. MAXCHN) 
(~.·Lowgr- V llMit".LIYLO.LlYLO.O) 
(S."H19ho,.. 't llml-t",LlYHI.LIYH!.l) 
CG."Powor- of 10 fo,.. Y-low. Y-hlgh".IYPWR.IYPwR.O.lSl 
(8, "01 IPIOV of ~t~ackg,..ound'·,lBACt-.:.lBAC~) 
(9."01,PICI\' peeks ".epar-o:tely",LPEAK,LPEAK) 
(10. "01 splG'f of ;ut15k+b4ckground". LPEBA, LPEBA) 
(l't. "01 spla'f MOdQ D•HI &t:o. l•Err-. 2•Spc.H;. J•Poln't", 
!MODE. !MODE, Q, 3) 
C.lS. "RecH apfav") 
CI\LL MNDISP 
C:ALL MNI~J (IOP) 
IF CIOP) 9000.1000.1005 
Cz The blg op-tl On ~wl tch 
C• 
1005 IF CIOP .NE. lß) COTO lOCC 
C• 
c:z Optl on RC18): Rvdi &ID! av m:pec-t:ru• 
C• 
1010 liXHI • MIN (LJXHI.NXCHAN) 
IF (L!XLO . CE LIXHZ) THEN 
LlXLO .. 1 
l!XH! "' NXCHAN 
ENDIF 
CALL PREPDI (JCOUNT.LIXLO.LIXHI.LIYLO.LIVHI.IYP~R • ..JNIN.J~AX,JSU~) 
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0 o E,•r 
OOL5 
o or.t. 





U II I ;.1 
U II I .l 
u 0 1'-t 
0075 
































IF (JSUM LE 0) T•lEN 
CALL !oiNERAS 




C~LL SDISPL (~COUNT.LlXLO.LZXHl.~MIN.~MAX,I~ODE) 
Dlsplc'f' fi-t dlat~:~ Cif reques:-ted) 
IF ((LPEAK + LBACK • LPEBA) . NE. 0) THEN 
Find lill'llts fo,- dlsplay 
LIFLO • t<RCCl 0(1.) 
LIF~II • KHLGI!l(l) 
00 1020 ~·2.NRCG.l 
LIFLO • MIN CLIFLO.KRECLOCJJ) 
LIFHI • MAX (LIFHI.KREGH!(.J)) 
CON11NUE 
LIFLO • ~AX Cl!FLO.LIXLO) 
L!Fttl • ~IN (LlFHI.LIXtli) 
p,_QPC~e scalln9~ fo~ becksro~nd end f~-t 
IF CLIFLO LT LIFHI) THEN 
1nn r • l I XIII - l !Xl o • 1 
l<lll '-' "' ()I I LJI> l l 1'-'1'0! 1\,; I 1 / l U I Y t 
ll'l 0 • lJ !X (!,Nl.l (1--:ll[V) & llXl 0 • U !.o) 
li'II.I • lf !X (!;1\,~~l (HU!V) :s llXtll • Q ~) 
CALL 0-IWNOitJ CIPLO. lP~Il • ..JMlN, ..J"IAX) 
IPLC • IFIX CSNGLCRDIV) a LIFLO • C. 5) 
IPHI • IFIX CSNGLCROIV) a LIFHI + 0 5) 
D! t.P I av backgr-ound ( 1 f ,-eques.-t<ird') 
IF CLUACK NE 0) THEN 
1\JOOJ-.(11.""' • . T RUE. 
00 1025 J•IPLO. IPHI.l 
CALL FI18~C (OFLOAT(J)/RO!V.l) 
,IYVAL • JIDI~T(FVOACK•O 5) 
.IYVAL • MAXC..JVVAL- J~IN) 
JYVAL • MlrJCJYVAL.J11nX) 
lf- (NOOHAW) THCN 
CALL O~MOVA (..J, JYVAL) 
NOORA'- • . FAILSl. 
ELSC 
















01 splav pomk(a) Cl f requtts-t:ed) 
IF (LPEAK.NE. 0) TliEN 
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00 1035 X•l.,MAXPK~1 
IF C l:GNORC :I) . Ea. 1) GOTO 1035 
NODRAW • • TRUE. 
00 1030 ~·IPLO~XPHI~1 
CALL FITPEA (O~LOAT(~)/ROIV.-I) 
IF CFVPEAK.GT. 0. 't00) THEN 
CALL FITOAC COFLOATC~J/RDIV.l.) 
FVBPK • FVOACK 
4VVAL • 4IDINT(FVBPK+FVPEAK+O. S) 
jVVAL • MAX(JVVAL.4MIN) 
jVVAL • MlN(JVVAL~JMAX) 
IF (NOORA~) THEN 
CALL OJMOVA (j.JVVAL) 
NOORAW • .FALSE. 
ELSE 







































XF (LPEBA .NE. 0) THEN 
tJODRAW • . TRUE. 
DO 10.,.0 4•IPL0;XPHX.1 
CALL FITBAC CDFLOATCJ)/ROIV.1) 
FVBPK • FVBACK 
CALL FITPCA (OFLOAT(.J)/RDIV.l) 
JVVAL • 4IDIWT(FYBPK+FVPEAK+O. 5) 
JVVAL • MAX(JVVAL.JMlN) 
JVYAL • MIN(JVVAL;JMAX) 
IF CNODRAW) THEN 
CALL OJMOVA (J.JVVAL) 
NOORAW • . FALSE. 
ELSE 






Put ~o•• hoad~rllnes on~o tho plc~urez 
CALL PRTHOR (JMAX,JSUM) 
REAO CS.lO'tS) .J 
10~5 FORMAT (Al) 
IF CXFIT . EQ. 0) COTO 1000 
C• 
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FITDIS FTN. 1 /F77/0P/TR:OLOCKS/WR 
Dl 't 0 END 
Poge 5 













0003 • . c• 
" Ca . ca . C• 
c• 
CE 
C• . c:• ,. c• 
DOD't- z . c:• 
ODDS s 
• . es 
0006> : 
• c• 0007 a: . c• 
oooa a . c• 
0009 • 
• C• 00111 : 
001.1 . . 
0012. lll ,. 












Thl s ~ubrou"tl no caoes. s.o•• CIOIIIIII'lUP et 'thcr GPftd of 
fit prosr.me 
'<IOr. 1.0/22-Nov-l13(1K) O~lglii'IIZI voralo" 
INCLUDE •FIT. COM• 
lMPkiCIT REALeS (A•H,O-Z) 
Logl cal uni t nu•bers unedl; 
LUNSPE Lun to read SPO~~rua 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun fcr prlnt Output 
LUNCAL Lun fcr CDitbrmtlon Input. end enera9~ ~able 
LUNTRM Lun for ter•lnal 1/o (lncl. DLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•~. LUNTR~ • S 
PARAMETER MAXCttN•~096. MAXPK•3D. MAXC0•6. MAXREG•7. ~AXPAR•~C. 



































COMMON /GLOOAL/ IOP.TC.IFIT.FlLOPN 
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OATA :IO~t\fot!i /D/ 
CALL PAR•·H 
CALL t"'NLHAS 
CALL OLYCrllO c·oo !fOU reall'f wen~ to a'top•,D,lOP) 
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C Ol. C z 
• es 
0011 =-







o:n7 : . 
0018 E 
E 





Thl s ltubrov'tl n.o handDem -the oP'tl Oft -l!l4- of por-ogr-aM F":ITl:O 
PARAMETER MAXNUC•l.O 
INCLUDE •FIT. COM• 
IMPLICIT REAL•ß (A-H.O-Z) 
Logt cc.J uni t nv..,Ders vaed: 
LUNSPC 
LUNPAR: 
Lun to r-e~d spectruM 




Lun for prtnt output 
IL..un fo,.. collbr-.mtton Inpu-t. 1111nd ertor-gy -toble 
ILun for t:Orlll'llnal 1/o (lncl. DLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•~. LUNCAL•2, LU~PRT•3. LUNPAR•~. ILUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•'t096, MAXPK.,30. MAXCOo6, MAXREG•7. M~XPAR•'tD, 





COMMON /SPECTR/ .JCOUNTCMAXCHN) 
COMMON /SPOESCI NXCHAN.NVCHAN.IDATiMC9).NRUN,ISPILL,XTARG, 
ITEXT(18).LABEL 
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0 0 j 't 
0 (J .i '• 
oo.sc~ 










COMMON /[;LOlfAl / IOI·.ro.lJlr.tlLOf"N 




CALIL ASSIGN (LUNCAL.ENESPC.LEN) 
N~EAK • 0 
1000 kf.AO (LUrJCAL.E,(N0•1010) NUCLUS.IAA,TRANS,WTENER,ESPLIT 
IF CL~I'Lll(l) .EGi. 0.00) TtiEtJ 
N~EAK • NPEAK + 1 
PEAKCl.NPEAK) • (WTENER - CALFAC(l)) I CALFAC(2) 
EL5t" 
00 1005 1•1.3.1 
NPEAK • NPEAK + 1 
Ir ClCNOit(NI•CAKJ . EQ 1) COTO 1005 




1010 CLO~E (U~IT•LUNCAL) 
C• 































0006 $: . 
0007 lS . 
0008 a: 
~ 
0009 :a: . 
0010 :.: 
001~ * . 
0012 s . ,. 
D 013 :s: 
OOlit % 
0015 :u 
0016 Jll:: . 










lhl 5 routl ne fl tfl .111 gpectru• 
Ver. 0. 0109-SEP-83(TI() Qlr-1 gl nai! ""crr&l o" 
Yar. 1 0/0G-OCT-BJCOR) 
Vor. 2 0/Jl-OCT-BJCDRJ 
VGr 2. 1103-Nov-BJCTK) Seep leple•e~ted 
lNCLUOC -FIT COM• 
IMPILICIT REAL•S (A-H,O-Z) 






Lu~ to reod ~pe~~~u~ 
Lun lor PARF"!L 
lun lor P~""l 1'\1:: Ol.l'"tPUt 
lun 4or ceilbrattOI'I InPut. llll!"'d onergy "tebfe 
Lun ior t.erao.1nal l/o (lncl OLPACK.. Jd!N,..ACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3. LUNPAA•..,, LUNTR~ • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCAN·~09G. ~AXPK•3C. ~AXC0•6. MAXREG•7. MAXPAR••O. 































Rvr C ( MAXP AH). l IDrR.! V( froiAXPAR) 
PICON.EPSilN.~OkTP1.5R.lN2 
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LOC!CAl r !t OPN 
COMMON ll~LOliALI JOt'.iO.IfiT.fllOPN 
OATA IOf•nRS 101 
LOG!CAL NOUPDT 
IERROR • 0 
Ct!INi:W • 0 000 
NOUPOT • . T RU( 
s~t wldtt.~ ~0 for•uia-pcrc•eter~ 
001000 t 1••l,MAXPK.l 
SIGMT•l !P) • P€11.1-:(2. IP 1 




loop VI" to lct.el lOGO 0041'- "tho:.< I "tt~r,."tl on& 







i 0031 0032 0033 
OOJ"t 
DO.l!. 
CALL PAiiOC:F (VMI'IT, (Jo!AXPARm(MAXPAR+l)l2)lliL\) 
CA~L PAHWT ("TMP") IIQ 





























Set up for next I nteratl on. CHIOLO hol da old CHINEiol 
CHIOLD • CHINEiol 
CHINEW • 0. DOD 
IF CNOUPDT) GOTO 1051 
UPda~e bockg,.ound coefflclent& 
I~ (LSFXX. LE. 0) THEN 
00 1035 ~·1,NCCEFF.1 
CCEFFC~) • COEFF(~) • HOERIV(J) 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
Upda~e pesk por•~e~ers 
DO 1050 lP•1.MAXPK.1 
IF CIGNORCIP) .EO. 1) COTC 1050 
00 10~5 IV•l.NPPARM.1 
I • INDEXCIV.XP) 
IF (I .LE. 0) COTO 10•5 
Spoc!al ~reo~•en~ for linkod peok hoBght paro~eters 
IF (XV . EQ. 3) THEN 
IF CIFLAC(3.IP) .GT. 0) THEN 
XX • PEAK(3.IP) a (1. 000 + HOERIV(I)) 

























































XX • PEAK(3,XP) • HDERXV(X) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
XX • PEAKCXV,XP) • HDERIV(Z) 
lF (%V .EQ. 2) XX • 5RLN2 a CSIGMACIP) • HDERXVCI)) 
JF (IV . EO. 6) XX • 2. 000 a (GAMMA(XP) ~ HOERIV(X)) 
ENOIF 
IF CXX . LE. TOLO(IV) . CR. XX . CE. TOtiiCXV)) THEN 
WHITE CS.JO~Q) IV.IP 
FOHMAT c· Per"'. ·.12.'" o-f Pcek·.:x3. • out•) 
ELSE 
. PEAKCXY,XP) • XX 
ENOIF 
CONT'INUE 
SIGMA(IP) • PEAK(2,IP) I SRLN2 
GAMMA(IP) • PEAK(6.IP) I 2.00 
CON11NUE 
RQ&et tQ•Porary va~lcblo~ 
NOUPOT • . FALSE. 
CALL VOZERO CRVEC,MAXPAR) 
CALL VDZERO (VMAT. (MAXPARZ(MAXPAR•1)/2)) 
Run throvglo the reglons 
00 10~0 LKLG•1.NMEG.l 
Run through the channo6& 
00 1015 ICHAN•KREGLOCLREC)~KRECHXCLREG).l 
VFIT • D 000 
CALL VOZERO CDERIV.MAXPAR) 
COUNT • ~COUNTCICHA~) 
IF (COUNT LT.l. 000) COUNT • 0.~500 
Calculate contrlbYtlon of background 
CALL FXTOAC CDFLOATCICHAN).O) 
VFIT • YriT + FvunCK 
Colculc-tv contrlbYtlon of pock" 
CAll U!TPrA CUriOATCICHAN).O) 
YI-"If • YfJT + Fvt•CAK 
ll••• "ftt '"'•Iuv" Y~~l I• now ''-'MIJ"Ut•tJ u,.dnlv CJIINfW 
VF"IJ • COUNT - YFlT 
It- (()1\[,!.iCCHIJJLW) I.T. 1. 0015) 
Cti!IJLW • CIIINEW • (YFIT 111 VFIT / COUNl) 
Calculate: 
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T: pockcrca: upp•,.. t;,..lanSiuler no,.•aJ ••t,.lx 
R: rlght ~Lidl!J of no,..•aJ equetlon 































































XX • OERIV(l)/COUNT 
RVECCI) • RvEC(l) • XX II YFIT 
00 1005 .J 4 l.NPAR.l 
.I.J • I.J•1 
VMAT(!J) • YMAT(XJ) + CDERIYCJ) e XX) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
cor .. n I NuE 
CONTINUE. 
ChiB•2 I e calculated Prlnt aeaeese. 
WRI1E (5.1055) ITE~A.CHINEWIOULE(NFREE>.SECNDSCTO) 
FORMAT ( ~ . , !2, • I-tcratl on done CHiea2tNFREE •. F12. 2. 
3x.·c·.F6.1.· &QC" fl-tt•ng)") 
:If d61'5 I red! accuracy reoched. terlll) nete I "t4re1:1 on 
XF (ABSCCHtNEw-CHIOLO) .LT. EPSILN) COTC 1065 
lale ron -through all channel&. Do 11 ae-t:rlx lt~ver-r>lon 
CALL SPXINV (VMAT.NPAR) 
XF CIERRCR .LT. 0) THEN 
. CALL DLOUT c· aa Baa. 11m-trtx sa•) 
GOTO 1065 
ENOIF 
Calculate pm~c•oter lncre•ents 
CALL VDZERO CHDERIV.MAXPAR) 
I.J • 0 
00 103~ I•1.NPAR.l 
DO 102$ ~-I.NPAR.1 
I.J • I.J • 1 
HDERXVCI) • HDERIVCI) • YMATCI~) S RVEC(~) 
IF (I . NE. ~) HDERIV(~) • HDERIY(~) + VMAT(XJ) D RVEC(l) 
COtJT I NUE 
CONTINUE 
CCt..!T I NU~ 
Mmx. Iteration count oxhou~tad 
ITERA • ITERA - 1 
1065 CALL BEEP 
C• 
CALL PARRO c·rMP·) 
CALL PARDEF 
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Set ffs!JI. for dl a,pl111111r 
L8ACK • 1 
LPEGA • 1 
LPEAK • D 
Wa1-t untl I ~o~roer i oolc(9d ot -tho do"ta 
CALL OLKEY 
Rv-tvr~ ~o ccl II n9 P~09~a• 
RC T URi'J 
ENO 
* V. 
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000] ,. . c• . Co 
cz 
c• . Ca . cz 
• C• . es 
"' ca DDD't llt . cz 
ODDS llt 
" . ca 
0006 = . c• 
0007 .. ,. cz 
ODDS a . c• 
0009 m 
• ""' 0010.• 
DDll . . 
OD12 • .. 
• 
B 




0016 • . 
0017 • 
SUBROUTINE FIT!O 
Thls sub~outlne hondles ~he optfon -c- ol prograa FIT 
VOI"'". 1. 0 
Ver. 1. 1 
Ver. 2. 0 
Vcrr. 3. 0 












Clocr en~lre SPQCtruM bofore recdJng no~ 
I~~~~~:pleavn"ta"tlon of collbratlon polyno•Jcl 
Bu9 !n collbrctlon-read ro~n:ovQd 
l.t~~~piQMGntct.l on of encn·gy tablG 
INCLUDE -FLT. CoM• 
ZMPLICIT REAL:a CA-H-0-Z) 
Log I ca I uni t nurttbers u~eQl: 
LUNSPE Lun to reed ~pec~ruM 
LUNPAR LUM fo~ PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun fo~ P~lnt Output 
l.Uf.JCAL Lu" fo~ Clllllb~.otbon ir'lPVt~ ond en•r-gv tmbls 
LUNTRM Lun fo,... terMinal 1/o (lncJ. OLPACK, MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•A, LUNCAL~2. LUNPRT~3. LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•"t096. MAXPK•3D. MAXC0•6, ~AXREG~7. MAXPAR•~O. 
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0018 • 
0019 .. 

















COMMON /CONST/ PICON.EP~ILN.SQRTPX.SRLN2 
c• 
LOCICAl FILOPN 
COMMON /~LOOAL/ IOP-TQ,J:FIT,FZLOPN 
c:• 
OATA IOPAR~ /0/ 
c:• 
COMMON /OU~MEN/ MBUFFC600) 
c:• 
C* DlsplaV cub •enu 
c• 
1000 CALL Mr.JCLR 
CALl MNOUFF (MBUFF.600) 
CALL MNHCAO (•Ge-t &pG'Ctr-VM / SGVCf fit IP&!r-OIIIIIC71;er(.") 
CALL MNTXT Cl· •spt~ctruM lt lo•,sPESPC,SPESPC.29l 
CALL MNTY.T (2,"Fit pollr-DMOter fllg•,PARSPC.PARSPC,29) 
CALL MtJOPT ('r. "Savv fit por-a•Gt"r&•) 
CALl MNOPT (5."H.uad fit par-alfl"'tor$•) 
CALL MNOCC (7. "Cct &P61C'tru&W fr-oM disk".J:SELEC,ISELEC) 
CAll MNOPT (9, "Show SPt.>Ct~l!l Dvcllablg in spec"tr-UM fllg•) 
CAll Mt..!TXT (ll.•EntGr c_cllbf""Dtion polvnoMIUI",C:AL5PC.CAL5PC.29) 
CALL MNTXT (13. "Ento~~r- ener-gy teDicr·-ENESPC,ENESPC,29) 
CALL MNOISP 
CALL Mt.JIN CIOP) 















Cs Tho b!g OPtion &,.,ltCI'I 
C• 
1005 CDTO (1000. l.OOO. 1000. 1010. 1010. 1000. 1020. 1000. 





Optl on D("t); Smvo fl ~ POfPGiiiiiO'tOrs 
Op·U OM E(S); Recd fli par-eu•eto~s 
1010 CALL FITPFL 
C:OTO 1000 
es 
C.C: OptiOn C(7): Get GPOC"il:I'"UII <fr-o• eil sk 
C• 
1020 CALL FITSPR 
COTO 1000 
es 
c.c: 0Ptl on I(9): Show spectrm 131Yol lable 
C• 
10~0 CALL MNERAS 
NXCHAN • 0 
CALL ASSIGN CLUNSPE,SPESPCJ 
.10'?-5 00 1.055 .J•1· 6 .. 1 
READ (LUNSPE.ERR•lC60.EN0•1060) NXCHAN.NYCHAN.IOATI~.NRUN. 
ISPILL.ITARG. ITEXI.LAOCL 
WRITE (5.1035) LA8EL .. IDATIM.NRUN. lSPILL.IlARG. ITEXT.~XCHA~ 
1035 FORM.c<T c·o·. "Spectr-uat ~I th Iabel", I6/ 
• •,9A2 •• Ru,.·.z't •• , SPI 11·. !'t-. •• Tersct:", I<:S/ 
• ",1BA2.3x. •No. of ChGI'II"ul:;: ",!5) 
00 1050 ~·1,NVCHAN.l 
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Option KC11): .lMpvt of callb,.mt:lon poly"oalal 
C.C.l.l... MNERAS 
ChLL ASSICN (LUNCAL.C~LSPC) 
REAO CLUNCAL.a.EN0•2005) !D.LIMIT.HOC:LIN.CALFAC 
IF CID .NE. lSELECl ~OTO 1070 
NCALF .. 3 
CALL DLOUT ( • •) 
WRITE (5.1075) CALFAC 
FORMAT(" CDIIbrctiOI"' POIVMOmlml ;"/• aO., •.E15.7/ 




cz Op"tl on M(.l3}: iMPVi: of eno~gy toblo 
ca 




c:: 01 sk 1/o errO!r" 
c: 
2000 CALL OLOUT c·oNo such spoctru-·) 
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Th1 s. subroui:l he dlsplays -the mac-tor IICU\U end 
trahsMI tc the optl Oh rr.ut~~ber -to t:ho cm I J I ng pr-ogrm• 
YER. 0. 0/07-SEP-SJCTK) Or-1 gl nal vors Ion 
INCLUDE •FIT.COM• 
IMPLlCIT REAL•8 (A-H~O-Z) 
• es 
• es Log! cc I uni 1: nurnbl1trs. used: 
• e• 
s es LUNSPE Lun 1:0 recd s.pec~r-u• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 






LUNCAL Lun for- crlll brat! on ll'lpui:. end an•rgv ~eble 
LUf.ITRM Lun 1or terll!llnal 1/o (lncl. DLPACK~ MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE·l~ LUNCAL•2, LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR·~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~096. MAXPK•30, MAXC0•6. MAXREG•7, MAX~AR•~O. 
000'9- lt 
ODDS z 
ttDD6 m . 
0007 lit 
" 0006 E . 
0009 • . 
0010 Jl. 
0011 . 
• DD12. :c . ,. 




001.6 B . 
001.7 • . 













































COMMO~ /GLOBAL/ IOP.TO.XFIT,FILOPN 
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. D-0 09:3~:25 26-Sftp-56 Page 2 
FITMC:N F"TN.l /F77/t:,/TR·. OlOCKS/looiR 























OATA IOPAR~ /0/ 
COMMON /UUF~LN/ MUUFF(GOD) 
C* S111't UP 
e: 
1000 CALL MNOEV (MOEY) 
CHLL MfJCLR 
C• 
CALL MNOUFF CMBUFF,60D) 
CAt.l MNIH AD ( •F'IT D. 0 -- Xniurac-ta vs fl t <.d IJfll'&>C'tr-111") 
Cl\iL MfJIIIC. (l,•Mu"u dvvlcu: ... •f2, b•NU. !J•Ol".MOI_V.MUI.V) 
CAll tolfJOI'T (J, •lit.•t '-P&C:-tru• I ~.:~ver fl t. par·u•utur!O") 
CALL MtJOI'T (~. "01 Sfll'lcy") 
Cf1l.l Mt.JOI'T (( ... "II t i-P61'Ctrum·) 
CALL MrJOPT (ß, "Output resul1:5 -to pr-Jnt fllo") 
CALL MNOPT (!}. •Route prl nt flle 1:0 prl n-ter") 
Ct,L_L MfJOPT (ll,"!,.avo &.P41CtruM and fit porftRIQtGr" for pio-t1.1ng") 
CALL MfJOI•T (l.U. "kudl n,plny rtirSUI"t~") 
CALL MIJOI5~ 
CALL Mf.litJ (IOP) 
IF (IOf•) 9000.1000.1005 
e= 
1005 GOTO (1000, l.ODO. 9000, 9DOO. 1000. 9000. 1.000. !JODD. 
!JOOO, l 000, 9000. 1000• 1000. 1000, 1.000. lOUO. 
l()UQ, 'IUilll). JOP 
C< 


























OOO>t " e: 
c• 
es . c= 
" c• • e• • c• C• 
c• 
ODDS z 
" es 0006 • . . e• 
0007 * . C• 
oooa • 
= Ce 
0009 • . c:• 
0010 & . es 
0011 . 
0012 • 
"' 0013 • 
E . 







SUBROUTINE FITOUT (LUN) 
••••••••••••••••o•••••• 
Thl~ routlne pr-ln~l the r-esuJ~& CLUN•LUNTRM -> mcreen) 
Orlglnml verslon ~er. 1. 0/09-SEP-83CTK) 
V11tr. 1. l/11-0CT-83(0R) 
Ver. l. 2/19-~AN-ß~CTK) 
Ver. 2. 0/02-FEB-B~(TK) 
Vor. 2.1/10-FEB-B~CTK) 
Vor. 2. 2/10-JAN-BSCDR) 
ErP"Or I nc I uded v4tr& I Ol'l 
Ou~put for•ct s llghtly chansoG 
0YtPut offtags end cellbratlon 
Output of FIT rog1 on& I ncl UCI!oVd 
Output of FIT oete end tl•e I ncl~dea 
PARAMETER MAXLIN•6 
INCLUDE •FIT. COM• 
IMPLICIT REALaB CA-H.O-Zl 











to reod 5PGCtrua 
for PARF][L 
for pr1 n•.t output 
for .. CDllbrGtiOn Input. 1111nd OI'IOrSi.,. tobt• 
for t:or•lnal 1/o (lncl. DLPAC!o;.. MNPAC..._) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l, LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•~. LUNTR" • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~096. MAXPK•]Q, ~AXC0•6, MAXREG•7. MAXPAR•~D. 
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~ITOUT FTN,l /F77/0P/TR ULOCKS/WR 
OOllJ 
0019 lE . c• 
0020 • 

















COMMON /~RMAY~/ VMAT[MAXI"A~a(MAXPAR•l}!~}.OE~IVC~AXPAR). 
RVlCtMAXPAN).~tOll:lV(MAXPAR) 
COMMON /CONST/ PICQN.EP~lLN.SCRTPl.SRLN2 
LOGICAL FILOPN 
COMMON /GLOBAL/ lOP.TD.IFIT.FILOPN 
OATA I:OPAR5 /0/ 
LOGICAL NOOLKY 
!Nil Gl t.c•~· r TOAT(~). K[)AIL(!-), to..TlMl ("t} 
REAL&8 DCOlFF(MAXCO). Ott(MflXf•AR).I)t•[.A~I(Nf-*PAN.M) 
DATA DT /1000.001. FiOAT 19•· ./ 
EQUIVALENCC (OP~AK(l.).tiOERIV(ll). (0CO~~r(1).~10LRIV(NI•f•ANM•llj 
c~~ oc~ucl date end 
CALL OATC (KOATEl 























s~-~~ P~lM~OU~ wlth hoade~ ltnes 




1DDD FORMAT (*1~) 
ENDIF 
WRITE CLUN.lDD1) KOATE,KTIME,PARSPC 
1001 FORMAT ('+",'"Output fro111 •, 5A2, 't-A2. 2DX. 30A1) 
WRITE CLUN.100S) 70ATIM,NRUN.ZSPILL,%TARG.ITEXT 
l.DOS F"ORMAT ("Q",9A2.'" Ruh·,z.,.,•, Spiii",I3. ·, Ta,.go-t'",:t.:J,/ 
• • ",18A2) 
WRITE CLUN.1010) ITERA.CHINEW.NFREE.CHINEW/DBLECNFREE) 




+ • ·, • CHISS2/NFREE: •• F9. At) 
Prl",tou't ol FIT regl ons 
WRITE CLUN.101S> ((KRECLO(~).KREGHIC~)),J•l.NRECl 
1015 F'CRMAT c·o·.·Frr retglons uzod:",/, 
• • ",6(:15. ~--,J:'t)) 
c• 
Ct Cal~~~-~- -~~or for bmckground 
c• 
00 1020 I•1.NPAR.l. 
OHCI) • SQRT CABS CFXTX~ CYMAT,NPAR,I.Z))) 
l.D2D CONTINUE 
C:• 
c: Store errors for background 
es 
































• 0 0 II 
0 0"/P.. 
0 0 7'J 
0 01'. 0 
OCihl 
DO 1025 ~·l.NCOEF~.l 
CCO~FF(~) • 0. 000 
IF CLOFIX . EQ, 0) DCOEFFC~) • OHCJ) 
1025 CONTII\IUE 
ca 
es Prlntout of background 
C• 
WRITE (LUN.l030) NCOEFF 
1030 FORMI\T c~o·.·aactcground wlth·.x:s."' coofflclell'll-t5: "') 
WRITE CLUN.1035) CCOEFF(~).~·1.NCOEFF) 
1035 FORMAT C. •• ·coeff$: "'• 3(1PE16. 8}/ 
+ .. "'•. "',.3(1PE16. Sl) 
WRITE (LUN.lD~D) CDCOEFFCJ),J•1.NCOEFF) 
l.D'tD FORMAT C. "', "'Errors: "'• 3( 1PE16. 8) I 
• .. "', • "',3(1PE16, 8)) 
c:: 
cc P~l~tout of eallbratlon pol~no•lal 
c= 
IF (NCALF_ GT. Q) THEN 
WRITE (LUN.l0~5) 
l.D't5 FORMAT c•a·. "'CDIIbrctlon polynoa.lel ") 
c• 
wr:ITC CLUN.lDlS) CCALFAC(~).~•l.NCALF) 
ENOif 
C• Fl nln h hecdcr- ~•s• 
c• 
c• 
If (LUN NL. LUNf•Rr) THEN 
Ct..LL DLOUT ( • .. ) 
CALL. OLYENO (" Do 'tOU wen"t: to so• the resutta"'.l,l:OP) 
IF CIOP NE 1) GOTO 2DDD 
CALL MNCRA5 
ENDIF 
NOOLKY • . FALSE. 
ca Prl ntout of peaks 
C• 
NPt. I NC • 0 
00 lOßO J~K•l.MAXPK.1 
If CIGNOii(IflK) . EO 1) GOTC 1.080 
NOULKY • TRUC. 
00 10~0 ]PAHM•l.NPPARM,1 
IN • lNflCXC!PARN.IPK) 
OPEAK(!PARM) • D. 000 








Conver-~ ~td~h to F~HM 
Ir CIFLAG(3.IPK) . GT. 0) DPEAKC3) • DPEAKC3l • PEAKC3.IPK) 
lHCIG • INOLX(:S, I Pt::) 
G"'u~~lon 
Jt•AIOo! • ';,l 
XI'.[ • !.iORTf"I 
" 









































C 1 :> D 
u 1 ~· l 
L;) :'~ 
0 l :· 3 
01:.. 't 
D 1 ;> S 
01 ~! G 
Cl27 
o 1 :• n 













WIOTH • SICMACIPK) 
L.orentzl an 
IF CIFLAC(6.IPK) .NE. -2) THEN 
lPARH .. 6 
XPI • PICON 
WIOTH ~ CA~MA(IPK) 
ENDIF 
lWIOTH • INOEX(IPARM.IPK) 
OWIOTH • DPEA~CIPARM) 
Area 
AREA • PEAK(3.IPK) m W~OTH 
~ 




• 2. e AREA m FITIJ(VMAT.NPAR.IWIDTH.IHEIC) 
OAREA • XPI a SORT (ABS(OAREA)) 
AREA • XPI s AREA 
OPEAK(2) • CPEAK(2) a SRLN2 
0PEAK(6) o OPEAKC6) S 2. 000 
5-tmr-t Output 
IF CNPLINE _ EQ. 0) THEN 
WRITE CLUW.1055) 
FORMAT ( • ·) 
WRITE CLUN.l060) 
1055 
1060 F'OR.MriT (.. • , • PosItIon •, 2X ... Ci aus s -Flz'HM•. 3X •• Hel1)h"t: .. , lX. 




WRITE (LUN.l.065) TPK. CXFLACCI.ZPK) .. l:•l.NPPAA.~) 
FORMAT ("0"'. '"Peak",X:S.JOX. "(Ftag~ "'.$(12. •• "'l.X2. ~).) 
WRITE CLUN.l070) (PEA~CI. lPK).I•l.NPPAAM).AREA 





WRITE (LUN .. l070) (DPEAKCI).I•l.NPPARM).OAREA 
Prtnt ca!lb,..otlon (lf Dny} 
XF CNCALF. CT. 0) THEN 
XPI • PEAK(l.IPK) 
W!OTH • D 500 : PEAK(2.IPK) 
OWIOTH • Q_ 500 s PEAK(6.IPK) 
DPEAKC1) • 0. 500 : OPEAK(l) 
OPEAKC2) • 0.500 a DPEAK(2) 
OPEAK(6) • 0 500 a OPEAK(b) 
WRllE (LUN."1075J CALVAL(XPI). 
CALVAL(XPI•DPLAK(J))-CALVAL(XPI~OPEAK(l)). 
0 T * (CA L VAL ( XPI • W I 0 T H) • CAL VAL ( XP I- W 10 T tt1 ) • 
01&(CALVALCXF•J•0PfAk(2))·CALVAL(XPl-OPCAK(2))). 
Cl&( CALVAL (Xf~l•OWIOTtl) -CAL VAL ( XPl -0Wll1TH)). 
OT&(CALVAL(XPI•DPfAK(b))·CALVAL(XPl-OPEA~(b))) 
1075 FORMAT ('" ·• "E ".F9 't. "(",FJ3 "t. "). '" 
FORTKAN-71 V~ 0-0 09 ~~ 11 2~-~ep-86 





·c; ·.Fa l."C".Fa 1."). 
"L. ·.Fa 1. ·c·.Fa 1 ... , .. , 
MakQ m "' ce pa91 "'9 
NPLINE o NPLINE+l 
11 (r.tPL!r..JC CL MAXLIN) THEN 
IF (LUT~ _ EO LUtJTRtot) TliE.N 
r .. wt.INF • 0 
CI\Ll. OlOUT ( ') 
Cr .. LL DLYl.NO ( Conti nue• .1, IOP) 
IF (lOP ,..:.C 1 ·' COlO 2000 
CALL Mf..!(H.A!> 
NOOLKY • f1,1 '.L. 
ENOlF 
lNOIF 
101\0 CONT l~~Uf" 
I 1- 1 I • 11J 
Cz 
IF (LUN NE LUNTRM) GOTO 9000 
IF (NOOLKY) CALL DLKCY 
2000 CALL MNLHAS 
CALL DLYE"f..IO ("'Oo yov W.llll!'1t the pl ct~o~r-c" • .l.lf"l1) 
C> 
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FITIJ (YMAT,NOIMM.l,J) •.•.........................•..••..........•.... 
Poge l! 
C* Thlm func'tlon retur-n& -tho \c'mlue of eietnont: C:I~.J) o-r 


































IF CI . LE. 0 . OR. X . CiT. NOIMM) COTO 1000 
I:F C.J . LE. D . OR. .J • GT. NO!MM) COTO 1000 
IF CI . LE . .J) THEN 
Upper ~rlangulmr •mt:rix 
XI • X 
,JJ • .J 
ELSE 
Lower t:rlangular •atrlx 
II • J 
.JJ • I 
ENOIF 
Cslculete Index ln Pecked ~atrlx 
XJ • (2 s NDIM~ - XI) : CXX - 1) I 2 • .JJ 
FI:T'IJ • VMAT(.l.J) 
GOTO ~000 
Ca Cu-t of ~•nset re"lurn 
C• 
1000 FITI.J • D. 000 
C• 
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0003 • ,. C• .. c• 
• C• . c• 
• c• 
" c• . c• 
C• 
c• 
000"1- • . c:• 
ODDS :: 
" . ca 
0006 • . es 
0007 l& 
• ca 
ODDS t ,. c• 
0009 • 
" c• 0010 * 
DOll * . 
COUOLE PRECISION FuNcTION CALVAL CDCHAN) 
Thle func"tl on ret~o~rMa the 
INCLUOE ·FIT. COM• 
.lMPLICIT REALZß (A-H.O-Z) 
Los I ca.l uni t nUMbors used: 
LUNSPE; l.un 'to remd cpec-trut:ll 
LUNPAR: Lun for PARF'l.L 
LUNPRT: Lun for p,-a nt Output 
LUNCAL. lun fo~ ccll b~atl on Input. end eru:rr!)y toble 
LUNTRM. Lun for 'tGtr•tnal 1/o (lncl. OLPACK. JI4NPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•:J, LUNPAR•"fo, LUNTA.M • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~09&. ~AXPK•30. ~AXC0•6, MAXREC•7. ~AX~AR•~Q. 





COMMON /SPECTR/ jCOUNTCMAXCHN) 









DDlG :a . 
0017 • 
" 0018 • . "" 0019 • 

























COMMON /GLOBAL/ XOP. TC.IFZT.FILOPN 
D1\TA IOPARS /D/ 
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS 0-0 09 ~1- 5~ 2&-Sep-36 Ps'31• l.l 










0 0 .!.1 
CC Apply c"'ll.,,ellavn {lf ar.y) 
c• 
IF (NCALF CT 0) THEN 
DT f:MP • UCttAN 
CALV~l • C4LFAC(l) 
00 1000 J•2.~CALr.l 
CALVAL • CALVAL•(OlEMP•CALFAC(J)) 




CAL VAL • 0. ODD 
LNDli" 
ce Rviurn to ccllln9 p~O!)r-&• 
C• 
0032. 
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C• . c• 
" c• " Ca . ca . es 
• C• DOD't- z . es 
0005 • . . ca 
0006 • . ca 
0007 :s . ca 
oaoa z . c• 
0009 • . es 
0010 • 
a 011 a . 
0012 JE . . . . 




0016 • . 
0017 • . 
D-01 5 E . es 
0019 :a 
SUBROUTINE FITPAR (IANW) 
•·····•··•·····•········ 
Tht s routl ne Cll!efl nea: PG'H"'eaeters for /I 't 
V•~- 0. 0/09-SEP-83CTK) Orlglhal ~•rslon 
Ver. 1. 0126-SEP-eJCOR) 
Vvr. 1. DID2-0EC-83COR) 
INCLUOE •FIT.CoM• 
IMPLICIT REAL:cß CA-H.C-Z} 
Log I cad unl1: nu1111bers used: 
LUNSPE Lun to read &pec"t:rum 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for pr)n~ outpu~ 
LUNCAL. Lvn for ccllbrat,on Input. end enO"rgy "t:Dble 
LUNTRM Lun for -terMinal l/o (lncl. OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•1, LUNCAL•2, LUNPRT•3. L.UNPAR•~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~096. ~AXPK•30. MAXC0•6. MAXREG~7~ ~AXPAR•~O. 
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FITPAR. FrN.l IF77/0PITR:OL0CKS/WR 







0 t~ Lo 
OC~7 
0 c;;•1] 








DAT.c\ IOPARS IO/ 
OATA TOLO IMAXCHN. 0. 000. D. 000. 0. 000. 0. 000. Cl. 000/ 
DATA TOHI I 0. 000. MAXCHN. 1. 009. 1. 000. 1. 000. 0. 000/ 
IERROR • 0 
C• Ctea~ ~creon 
Ce 
CAlL MNI HA:O 
Tu • ~LCNil~CO. 0) 
C• 
C:• Ovf1nu IlMits for fl"tt:Gd qunntli:le~ 
Ca 
00 1000 ~·1.NRCG.1 
TOlO(l) • HltJ CTOL0(1),00LLCKRr:GLO(..J))) 
iOIII(l) • MA>:_ (lOtll(l).IHJLCCKHL:GII.I.(.J))) 
1000 COfJllrJUt:.. 
TOHJC2) • TOHICl) - TOLO(l.) 
























l.ntornal 5"tii(P"1:-value corroctl ona 













IF (LBFIX . EQ. 0) THEN 
Deter~l~c lower o~erago 
IL • 9999 
IH • 0 
00 1005 J·~.NREG.~ 
IL • MIN (IL.KREGLO(J)) 
IH • MAX (lt~.KRECHI(J)) 
CO~TINUE 
lL • MAX (2.IL) 
lH • MIN (NXCHAN-1.lH) 
SL • (JCOUNT(lL-1) • ~COUNTCIL) • JCOUNT(IL•l}) I 3 
SH • (JCOUUTCIH-1) + JCOUNT(IH) + ~COUNTCIH•1)) I J 
COEFFC2) • CSH - SL) / OOLECIH-IL) 
IF CCOEFFC2l .EQ 0.00) COEFF(2) • 5O-S 
COEFF(l) • SL - COEFF(2) s IL 
00 1010 I•1.NCOEFF-1.1 
COEFF(I) • SIGN (MAX CA85(COEFF(I)),1 00-lSl.COEFF(I)) 
IF CI GE. 2) COEFF(I•1) • - COEFFCil / TO~Il(ll•*I 
CONT!NUE 
ENOIF 
Pr•Pere ~mta fo~ fi-t 


































10~5 CAlL VIZERO CINOEX.MAXPK&N~PARM) 
CALL VIZERO CILINK.MXLINK•NPPARM) 
c• 
C& Run throu9h the flt ~eglons 
cz 
KUSE .. 0 
00 1020 ..J•1.NREC.l 
KUSE • KUSE • KREGHI(~) - KRECLO(~) • 1 
1020 COf.JT!NUE 
KSKIP • NXCHAN - KUSE 
ca 
C* Re5ervs parcMeter~ for background 
"" NPAR • 0 
XF CLBFIX .EQ. Cl NPAR • NCOEFF 
Ca 
















00 1030 I.PK•l. MAXPK. 1 
IF CICNORCIPKl EO. 1) COTO 1030 
IF CINTCOR . EQ 1) CALL PEKDEF CIPK) 
Set ·forgotteM· flags 
IF (PEAK(~.IPK) . EQ. 
IF (PCAK(S.IPK) . EQ 
IF CPEAKCG.IPK) . EO. 
IFLAG(6. IPK) • -2 
EL~E 






DO 1025 IPARM•l.NPPARM.l 
If"LAG • 0: Fru<ir p4flrlflllllvt..,,.. 
XFLAG(~.IPK) • -2 
1FLAG(5,IPK) • -2 
THEII.: 
IF CIFLAGCli'ANM.lPKl LC 0) l~iLN 
NJ>AI-t • Nf'AH•l 
IF (NPnJ; GT MAXPAN) COTO 7000 
lNOEXClPAkM.IPK) • NPAR 
ENDIF 
LI f•lllvd ycre•~te~ 
IF CIFLAG(!PARM.JPK) GT. 0) THEN 
K • IFLAG(!PARN.IPK) 
lF CK . GT MXL.INK) GOTO 7005 
IF CILINK(IPARM.K) . LE. 0) THEN 
NPAR • NPAR•l 
lF (NPAr. Gl MAXPAR) G010 7000 
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Ca Calculcte nuMber of degroes of freedo• 
c• 
ca 
NFREE • KUSE - NPAR 
NDIM • NPAK a (NPAR•1) I 2 
GOTO 9000 
cn: Error 1110'5S819G; Too ••nv parJIUIGI'ters 
ca 
7000 CALL MNERAS 
CALL OLOUT c·o:s Too MDnV porm•~cr& az•) 
CALL. OLOUT c· NPAR • •, NPAR) 
CALL OLOUT ( • KUSE • '", KUSE) 
CAL.L OLOUT ('" NO:IM • '",NO:XM) 
COTO 80 00 
es 
CE Error Mos&age: Linkegoflag too blg 
C• 
7005 CALL MNERAS 
CALL OLOUT ('"OZS L.lnkege fla9 t:oo blg SS'") 










t o CD I I l ng program 
Page 't 


















OOO"t * . c• 
0005 .. 
s . es 
0006 :II . e• 
0007 • . es 
ODDS :a . c• 
0009 .. . c• 
0010 • 
0011. :: 




0016 • . 
0017 • . 
01118 • . c• 
0019 • 





lNCLUOE "FIT COM" 
lM~LICIT REAL•ß (~-H.O-Z) 
Log I cal uni t "VI>lb4'r~ ue.ed: 
LUNSPE L~n ~o reod ~pectru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for prl n"t ou"tput 
LUNCAL Lun for callbrotlon InPut. ar'ICII one,..g.,. "tablo 
LUNTRM Lun for till'rlrdnol 1/o (lncl OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2• LUNPRT•3. L.UNPAR•.,.. LUNTA.M • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•"t096. MAXPK•30, MAXCO•&, MAXREC•7. MAXPAR•~Q. 






















l PCUA. NCOEFf". COf.FF (HA X CO), I T (:RA. NI- R(E. 
P[AK(N!•PA~M.HAX~~).I~LAG(NP~ARH.MAXPK) . 
INDCX(NPPAHH.MAXPKl. ISEL(C.ICNO~(MAX~~).N~EC . 











COMMO~ /CLOUAL/ IQP.TD.IFIT.FILOPN 
OATA IOPAR5 /0/ 
Optt on Ol"t). Save fl t poera1111ete,.a 
PDP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-0 09; 36:38 26-Sop-66 Pese 2 
FITPFL. FTN,l /F77/0P/TR: BLOCKS/WR 
0022 IF' (IOf" 0:0 ~) TtiC::N 
002.3 CALL PARLUN (LUNCAL) 
002'T CALL PARFIL (PARSPC) 
0025 CALL PAH:WT 
DD:.-!6 COTO 1000 
0027 ENDIF 
c• 
c• Optl on ECS): Read fit PO,.OM$"t:$,.& 
es 
002fl XF C IOP . cc. 5) THEN 
002.9 CALL PARLUN (LUrJCAL) 
0 0 3 (ll CALL PAH:riL ( f--l'ldi~5P C) 
00..11 CALL PAHRO 
003~ COTO 1000 
0033 Et<.:DIF 
c• 
003'1- 1000 CALL PARLUN 
0035 CAL.L f'ARtiL 
c• 
C• RGtu~n 1: o c: u I I I n 9 Pr 09 r •• 
C• 
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" Ca " C• CE 
"" ,. C& 
DDO"t s . C:& 
DDDS : 
" . c:• 
DDDG a 
• C:• DDD7 a 
"' c:• DOD6 a: . c:a 
0009 • . es 
0010 a 
0 Oll. ll! 
" 0012 .E 
" . . . . . . 




SUBROUTINE FITPEA CX~IBACK) 
Thl s eub~ou~lne calculctes at a glven -X- the cont~lbutlon 
of -the pealcs 
< 0 
IBACK • 0 
> 0 
Only one pec~ C-IBACK) for dlspley end output 
All poales for 4"11: p~ocessl ng 
All pock& fo~ dll sploy end outpvt 
Ver. l.. 0/02-DEC-83 CDR) 
~er. 1. 1/25-~AN-8~ CTK) 
vor. 1.2/06-FEB-8~ CDR) 
Orlslnal verslon 
%MPIOMG~etlon of P•Dk Gctlect!on 
IMple•eta~l on of foldlng w}th complex 
e~ror functl on 
INCLUOE ·FrT.COM• 
IMP~ICIT REALza (A-H,O-Z) 
I..Cgl cal urd 1: nu•bers uscrd: 
LUNSPE Lun 1:0 resd spect~u• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUN~RT Lun for P~lnt output 
LU~CAL Lun for coltbrctton Input. and energy tobJe 
LUNTRM Lun fo~ ter•l nel 1/o (lncl. DLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l.. LUNCALa2, LUNPRTa3, LUNPAR•~, LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~096. MAXFK•30~ MAXC0•6~ MAXREG•7. MAXPAR•~O. 



















1 Nlli"X( Nf~r• AHM, MAXPK), l LI L [.C. I GNOft( MAXI•K), NI~EG • 
Kf(l.GL.OCMAXHEG), KHI.Citl (MAXH:LG), IMOOI. TN1COH. NCALF. 
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COM~O~ /ARRAVS/ VMAT(MAXPAR•CMAXPAR+l)/2).DERIV(MAXPAR). 
HVCC(MAXPAR).HDCRIV(MAXPARl 
COMMON /CON~T/ PICON.~P~lLN.~QilTPI.SKLN2 
LOC:!CAL FILOPN 
COMMON /GLOUAL/ %0P,lO.IFIT#FILOPN 
DATA IOPARS /0/ 
COMPLEX CWERF~C 










FVPEAK • 0. CIOO 
c• 
ca D~tv~MI~u ·p~nk ~~n~• 
C• 
IF CIBACI< . CE. 0) THEN 
I l • 1 
IH • MAXPK 
ELSE 
IL • -IOACK 

















































































Celcuiste cont~lbu~lon Of ~ookG 
00 1015 YP•IL,IH.1 
XF (!GNORCIP) .EQ. 1) COTO 1015 
IF (!BACK EQ D} THEN 
Il • YNOEX(1.XP) 
I2 • INDEXC2~IP) 
I3 • INOEXC3.IP) 
I6 • ~NDEXC6.IP) 
ENOIF 
XT • X- PEAK(1.XP) 
HEIGHT • PEAKC3,IP) 
IF CIFLAGCG.IP) . NE. -2) THEN 
A. Lo~mntzlan peak 
ZREAL • XT I SICMACIP) 
ZIMAC • CAMMA(IPl / SICMA(lP) 
C • CWERFCCMPLXCZRE~L.ZIMAC)) 
DHEIC • D&LECREALCCll a SORTPI s Z~MAC 
IF CIBACK .EQ. D) T~EN 
COERIV • 2.00 a HEICHT a ZI"AC • SCRTPI I SlCMAC%P) 
DGAML • COERIV * {2REAL a OBLE(AlMAC(C)) • 
CZIMA~ + 0. 500 / ZIMAC) a OSLECREAL(C)) 
- 1. 00 / SQRTPI) 
OPOSI • - COERiv a CZIMAC a DBLECA!MACCC>l -
ZREAL a OBLECREAL(C))) 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
-- ~~ w~ -u~J-~~wo 
/F77/. ~/TR:SLOCKS/WR 
U • XT I SICMACIPl 
8. Exponentlei -aal I "to 'the left 
%F CIFLAGC~.IP) .NE. -2) THEN 
F • PEAKC>t~IP) 
IF CU . LT. F) COTO 1000 
ENDIF 
C. Exponentlei -tall to1:hO r-lght 
%F CIFLACCS~IP) .NE. -2) lHEN 
F • PEAKCS.IPl 
IF (U .GT. F} COTO 1000 
ENOIF 
COTO 1005 
OtH IG • CF 2 00 ll Vl • F 
GOTO 1010 
0 Pu~u Ceur.&lon pea< 
IF (AUS(U) Cl 2. 600) COTO 1015 
OHEIC • - U a U 
Dut&-r•lnw cerlvatlvas. 
OHEIC • EXP (OttEJC) 
I""DSOil .i 
lJ- CIH"CK EQ Q) TH[N 
Of•O!.l • 2 00 lfl U / SIGMA( IPl a HCICHl a OttCl~ 
D~ICM • U a OPOSl 
ENOIF 
EN01J-
04t<tet~t•dns ~liilrtultr. end up(la1:o der-lve-tlvor. Ctf ncteG'Ied) 
FUNCT • HEICHT a 
FVPEAK • FV~LAK + 
IF (!BACK EC Cl) 
IF CIFLHCC3~IP) 
IFCil.CT Dl 
IF (12 . GT . .C) 







GT 0) D~tCIG • FUNCT 
OCkiV(ll) • DERIV(ll) • DPOSI 
DERIVCI2l • CERIV(I2) + DSICM 
DER1VC!3) • DERIVCI3) + Oti[IC 
DEH!V(!Gl • 0ERIVCI6) • DCAML 


























C:• . c:a 
• C:a . C:• 
" C:• • es 
QDO't E . Ca 
ODDS a 
" " Ca 0006 • 
• Ca 0007 .. . c:• 





" 0012 • 
" . 
" . 





• DDlT s . 




This evbroutlfte hDftdlea ~he Prlntout of the llt ~esults 
'to ra prlnt flle 
Yo~. D. D/l2-0ct-83(TK) P~ell11l nm~y VCJrsl on 
7NCLUOE •FIT. COM• 
7MPLZCIT REAL•ß (A-H.O-Z) 
Los I c:cl uni t numbers used; 
LUNSPE Lun to rocd spec:trum 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for prln~ output 
LUNCAL Lun for callbrctlon Input. and ener9v tablo 
LUNTRM L.un for "ter,...lnDI 1/o (lnc:l. DLPACK, MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•1, LUNCAL•2, LUNPRT•3, LUNPAR·~~ LUNTRM • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•'t096. MAXPK•3D~ MAXC0•6~ MAXREG•7, MAXPAR•~Q, 


































COMMON /GLOOAL/ XOP.T0.7FIT.FILCPN 
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OATA IOPARS /0/ 
Azk fo,. fl IGP-naae 
CALL MNI:ItA!.i 
CALL Cl. VLIJO ( • Do YOU 
IF (. NOl FlLOf"N . OR 
1~ (flLOPU) CLOSE 
FILOPN • . FALSE:. 
CALL DL TXT (. Pr I nt 
ENDIF 
wen"t • ncw p,.lnt ou"tput-flle·.o.IAN) 
IAN . EQ 1) lHEU 
( UI..JI T • L UNPR T) 
output·flle na".e·.FILPRT.FILPRT.3D,LEN) 
Open p,.l r'lt flle Cl f not allready open) 
XF (_NOT FILOPN) THEN 
CALL ASSIG~ (LUNPRT.FILPRT) 
FILOPI~ • TRUE. 
ENOIF 
Prlnt ,.e&ults (u&lng FITOUT) 
CALL FITOUT ClUNPRT) 
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DOO.J a . Ca . c:s 
" c• " c• " ca . c• 
" c:• • c• 
" c:z 000~ • 
" c• ODDS :a: 
" " ca 0006 • . c:• 
DDD7 11: 
• c• 0008 % 
"' c:s 0009 ll. c• 
0010 s 
DDl.1 a . 





D Ol't a 
0015 z: 
0016 :m . 
DD1.7 m . 
0018 m: 




Thls &PJb,.outl ne routaa 111 p~t nt flle 1:0 'tho Pr I ft"te~ 
Ver. D. 0/12-0ct-ß.J(TK) Prel&•lnery Yeralon 
ZNCLUDC ~FIT COM" 
iMPLICIT REAL%8 (A-H.O-Z) 
L.ogl cal uni t nu•bor-s um.ed; 
L.UNSPE Lun to read $pec~ruM 
LUNPAR Lun for- PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun ~or- p,.J n1:. outpu1: 
LUNCAL Lun for- callbr-D"tlon Input. and ener-sy tettle 
LUNTRM Lun for 1;e,.Dinal 1/o (lnCI. OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPEaJ., LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•J:. LUNPAR•'t .. LUNTRM • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•'t096. MAXPK•30. MAXC0•6. MAXREG•7. MAXPAill•'tC • 



































COMMON /GLOBAL/ lOP.TO.IFXT~FILOPN 
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OATA lOPARS /D/ 
CP"ock wot:he,.. 111 prl "itfl IC' Ir; ope" or- not 
CALl MNLH.A!i 
If- (.NOT f-llOPN) THEN 




CALL ASSIGN (LUNPRT. ~ FITRES OMP•) 
ENDlt 
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FYTSET. FTN;l . /F77/0P/TR:BLOCKS/WR 
DDDl 
0002 
QD03 z . . 
R . . . . . . 
DDO"t- z . 
acos z 
0006 • .. 
0007 • . 
ocoa • . 
0009 z . 
0010 z: 
0011. . . 
0012 • . 




0016 = . 
0017 :c . 
0018 • . 
0019 :c 










lMPLICIT REAL•S (A-H.C-Z) 
c: Log I cal uni 't numbers usod: 
Ca 
Ca LUNSPE: Lr..~n to reecf spec:1:rua 
Ca LUNPAR· Lun for PARFIL 
Ce LUNPRT: Lun for prl nt output 
es: LUNCAL; Lu"' for cal 1 brotl on I npu1:.. Gl'\d OI'\Orgy teble 











PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3, LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•'t-096. ~AXPK•30. MAXCO•G• MAXREC•7. ~AXPAR•'tO, 


































COMMON /GLOBAL/ IOP.TD.:IF:IT~FILOPN 
OATA :IOPARS /0/ 
COMMON /BUFMEN/ M8UFFC600) 
Page 2 
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es 1:1 "0 spectruM prG~G'n't: Go home 
c• l:F (NXCHAN . L~. 0) THEN 
cr.t.L '"'Ncn:n!:< 
CALL OLOUT ("Of.JO sP&JCtru• 1:0 fit") 
CAll 01-KCY 








I Fl T • 0 
CALL MNCLR 
aonu 
CALL MNBUFF (~8UFF.600) 
CALL MNHEAD ("Sot PCra•e-te~& for ~~~·) 
CALL MtJDEC ( lo"Jol.:tXIDIURI t"ter-ct:lon coul'\t: •• MXl:TER:,JioiXITER.0~32) 
CALL MNOI•T ( 2. ·s•t conver-gence radt u:t for f1 1:·) 
i 
g 0030 























CALL MNVENO ( 't •• Flxoal background"~LBF:IX.LSFIX) 





6."No of fl"t r-eglont.•-NREC.P•,II~EC.l.IIIIIAXREC) 
7. ·ooflne fit: reglon·.zNRE.G.INREC-l.NREC) 
8. "Lo .... er end of fl t: regt on•, 
KREGLOClNREC).KRECLOCINREC).l..MAXCHN) 
CALL MNOEC ( 9. • UPPCr ond of f I 't rvgl on", 
KRECHl(lNRECJ,KRECHl(lNREC),]..~AXCHN) 
CALL MNOPT (1.1. •Rot.e't PG"Die. PllH'""IING""terJ. al'\dl dl sable PftAk&•) 







Cl~. •ovf1 no poalts by crossh.al,.. curr.or•) 
(15. "OG'flna po.alcs by se'ttlng para•ot:er&") 
Cl7.·oeflne fla9s globolly") 
(19 •• 5-tl.lrt 'tno fit•) 
CALL MNIN ClOP)• 
IF CIOP) l.065,1DOC.l005 
c: Tho blg oP"tlon s:wltch 
ea 







1000. 1000~ 1020~ 1000. 1000. 1020. 1035. 1000. 
lO'TD. 1000. l0"t5). IOP 
Cll Op"tl on 18(2): Set c:onvergancG real u,; for fi-t 
c• 
1006 CALL DIPAGE 
WRITE ($.1007) EPSILN 
1007 FORMAT (" •• ·old c:onvg~gcti'\CG" real! us • ·.E15. 7. /, 
+ • •• ·En"ter hQw vclue") 
REAO (5.c) EPSILN 
t;OTO 1000 


















0 0 13 
Oll /'t 
0 <; I-~ 








es Op"tl on ECS): Set bmc:k.gr-ound" coeffl clon.1: 
c• 
1010 WRITE (5.1015) ICOEFF.COEFFCICOEFF) 
1015 FORMAT(" ·.·Background co.:tiflcl&~t·.:IJI," 
• • ·.·e:ntt<>r nG'""' vsluo") 
READ (5.&) COEFFCICOEFF) 
GOTO 1000 
• ·.E15.7./. 




00 1025 ~·l.MAXPK,l 
IGf-.IOR(~} • 1 
CONT!NUi: 
CALL VDZERO (PEAK.~AXPK•NPPAR~) 
CALL VlZEHO (lFLAC.MAXPK•NPPARM) 
IF (lOP .EQ. 1~) GOTO 1030 
COTO 1000 
c• 
C• OPtion N(l't-)· Ouiflnv P""dkl. bV c:rOG.II-halr c;ur-&o ... 
c• 
1030 CALL DIPACE 
CALL FITCU!-1. 
If..!TCOR • 1 
COTO 1000 
cz 
C• Qptl On 0(15): Oofl n6r J>UDkat by "ettl ng Pllrft.,G1.eP"• 
C• 






Qptlur. CC17)· Ooil"lno llt1'9S globn.IIV 
l~l'tC CALL Uli'AGC 






Optl on !i(l'9): 5tort 1ho fl t 
Set. par-Drt!IIOI'"t:qr$ for- fit 
10~5 lANW • l 
CALL Fllf'~R (IANW] 
If CIERROit Ll QJ GOTO ~000 













DlapOav pqmk parm•e~er& end aak for conflr•a~lon 
CALL OYPAGE 
W'RITE (5.1050) 
llDSD FORMAT c· .,.The follow1n9 pcntke will be 4'1-tted;',//, 
• ·."No·. 'tX. ·Pos 1 'tl on·, "tX. ·ceuss-FWHM". 7X .. ·Helght". sx. 
"Lo,.en'tz-FWHM") 
00 1060 ~·l.~AXPK.l 
IF CICNOR(J) .EQ. 0) THEN 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-0 09:38:27 26-Sep-86 Pogo Iot 














lallRITE (5,.1055) .J, PEAK(l • .J). IFLAG(l • .J), PEAK(2. ,J). IFLAG(2 • .J), 
PEAK(3,.J),IFLAG(3,.J),PEAK(6,.J),IFLAG{6,.J) 
1055 FORMAT c· ·.1:2.·: ·.Ff..3,•c•.t2.·)·,F(1.3."(.,12..·)·. 











CALL DLOUT C * .. ) 
CALL DLYENO c·correct•,1.~) 
IF CJ .LE 0) COTO 1000 
CALL OIPAGE 
IFIT • 1 
COTO 9000 
Error return 1'10 fit 
XF CIOP .LT. 0) IERROR • -1 
Return to CDIIIng prograM 
RETURf.l 
END 
POP-~1 FORTRAN-77 YS. 0-0 09.36: ~7 26-Sep-86 
FITSPR.~TN.l /F77/0P/TR' BLOCKS/WR 
Page 1 
0001 SUBROUTINE FITSPR 'Tl es 
C• 
e• ~ 0 
CDD2 
0003 m 
XNCLUOE ·FIT. COM• 
lMPLICIT REAL&8 (A-H,O-Z) 
=-: ... 




















" 0010 s 
0011 * 

















LUNSPE Lun to reud apcctru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for Pr1nt output 
LUNCAL Lun for callbrotlon fnput. a"d enorgy tcblo 
LUNTRM. Lun for tQrMin<ll 1/o (lncl. DLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l, LUNCAL•2, LUNPRT•3, LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • S 
PARAMETER MAXCHN·~09G. MAXPK~JO, MAXC0•6. MAXREC•7. MAXPAR•~O. 


































COMMON /GLOBAL/ IOP.TD,IFIT,FILOPN 
OATA IOPARS /0/ 
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1 0:' 0 
1025 
CAll Mf..!CRA~ 
CALL V..JZ(ItO (JCOUNT. MIIXCtiN) 
CALL A~Slf.rJ CI...UNSPE. SPESPC) , 
READ (LUN~PC.ERK•~ODO.ENU•2000) NXCHAN.NYCttAN.IOATIM. 
NRUN.ISPILL.ITAKG.ITEXl,LABEL 
IF CLABCL NE. ISELEC) lHEN 
00 1030 J•l.NYCHAN,l 









IF (NVCHAN NE 1) THEN 
CALI. OLOUT c·ocnn work onlv wl-th on" di•CilnLlonnl ti.P"'Ctr- .. ·) 
tJXCHA~J • 0 
ELS[ 
READ (LUN!:iPC.ERR•2DOO.EN0•2000) (~COUNT(J),,J•l.NXCHAN) 
biJ~IlC (!_;, 10J5) LAilrf.L,lOATJM. NltUr.l. l~.f>!Ll. ][TAHG. lTlXT. NXCJIAN 
FORMAT c·o·. •!•PUC~r""Uil>l wl1t, II'Ot• .. •l'.lr,. /. 
• • , 'I II :· , • lt u" . , I •t • • • f. ,. 1 I I •• I ~ . • I 111 • ·1 •• t • • l ~ , / 
. '. l A~f,.;!, .1);. • l..&v ~ f .:. I••• ,,,,..,.I \.. ', J •..,) 
ENOIF 00)9 













2000 CALL DLOUT c·oNo LUCh spwctru••) 
C• 
NXCHAN • 0 
CLOSE CUNYT•LUNSPEl 
CALL OLKEY 
c:c Return -to c:allln-9 prosrmm 
c: 
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c• . c• . C• 
C• 
Ca 
C• . c• 
DDO"t :& . C• 
ODDS a . . c• 
0006 • . Ca 
0007 ll . c• 
ODDS • . cz 
0009 • . C• 
0010 a 
CDll. . . 






0016 • . 
0017 • . 




Thls svb~ov'tlne ;.e.,el!t end po~•••-t•~• fo~ pfot'tlns 
Oft 0 bl9 MD Chi ne. 
Ve~. 1. D/08-Feb-B~CTK) O~lglnal vo~&lon 
INCLUDE •FIT.COM• 
IMPLICIT REAL•8 (A-H.O-Z) 
Losdeal unlt nv~abe~~ us.ed: 
LUNSPE Lvn to read spectru• 
LUNPAR Lun fo~ PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun fo~ p~lnt OUtput 
+ 
LUNCAL Lun fo~ ccllb~atlon Input. and Cl'nergy table 
LUNTRM Lun for terMInal 1/o Cl ncl. DLPACK .. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•..,., LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•..,.096. MAXPK•3D. flo!IAXC0•6, MAXREG•7, lloiAXPAR•'tD. 


































COMMON /GLOOAL/ IOP.TO.IFIT,FILCPN 
POP-11 ~ORTRAN-77 V5 0-D 09:~2:18 26-Sc;rp-6& 




















OATA IOPARS /0/ 
BYTE 5AVFIL(30) 
ALk fo~ fl IG 
CALL MNERAS 
CC.LL CLTXT c·SP<.<Cify fllo~· •• SAVFIL.J:O.LEN) 
CALL A55ICN (LUNSPE,SAVFIL) 
ScvQ SOMU gun"',..nl I nforMlll'tl on 
WRITE (LUNSPC.lDDO) LIXLO.LXXHI.t IVLO.LIYHI.IVPWR.t.lrLO.LIFHI. 
1000 FORMAT (8I7.~IG) 
WRITE (lUNSPE.lOOS) 




C• 5CY~ bftC~9rovnd 
C• 
~RITE CLUN5PC.l010) COEFF 













Ca Savc peak parn•etera 
Ca 
CO ~020 ~·l,MAXPK.l 
IF CICNORCJ) NE. 1) THEN 
wRITE CLUNSPE.lDl.S) J. CPEAK(K~ J). 1<•.1. NPPAAJ1t4) 




C• blrl1:.c;r a e-ter11d rtlltl 01"1 ~•cord• and c:losa output flle 
Ca 
WRITE CLUNSPE~l025) 
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0003 a . ca . c• . ca 
" C• ,. e• 




" c• ODDS :a 
• 
" e• 0006 E 
" e" 0007 • 
" es oooa z 
" C• DC09 a . es 
0010 = 
DOll. s . 
0012 = ,. ,. ,. ,. 
" ,. 




• 001-7 a .. 
DD18 a . c• 
0019 .. 
SUBROUTINE FITST1 
Thl e mubr-outl ne changee i:he fli: par-a•eters I f neccecsar-t 
Yer. 1. 0 25-Fob-~~ CDR) New ••nu etructuro 
ZNCLUDE •FXT. COM. 
%MPLICIT REALC8 (A-H.O-Z) 
Log I c.al unl t nu~mbor-e ueed: 
LUNSPE Lun to reod apectru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun for prlnt output 
LU~CAL Lun for callbratlon Input. and enor-gv ~oble 
LUNTRM Lun -for 't.er•l nol l /0 Cl nel. OLPACK, MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l, LUNCAL=2, LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•'tD96. MAXPKm30, MAXC0•6, MAXREG•7, MAXPAR•~O. 






CCMMON /SPDESC/ . 
COMMON' IOPPARS/ 
COMMON .IOPPART./ 
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FITST1. FTN,l IF77~ ;)P.ITR: BLOCKS/WR 










COMMON /CLOBAL/ IOP.TO,:IFIT,FILOPN 
OATA XCPARS 10/ 
COMMON /BUFMENI M8UFF(600) 
CHARACTER~16 KTEXT(6) 
OATA KTEXT /"Pos:l 'tl on I& 
"Hwl9th ls: 
"H•gh t.aJI ls 
INTCOR • 0 
•, •Gove:s-FWHM I;; 
•. •Low-- tol I I s 




















































("5ot parsaoters of paaka:•) 
( l. • Pe.ok N,. •. IPEAK. I PEAK. 1. MAXPK) 
( J.·sG't: !P'O&It:lon") 
( 't. "Set Causa:-FWHM") 
( 5. "Set hetght:") 
( s.·sct loa· toll") 
( 7. "Set h I 9 h t m I I ") 
( 5. "Set !Lorentz-FWHM") 
ClD."Po~ltiOn -l.•flx. D•f'J"t. >D•srout~t-id 
ZFLAG(l. !PEAK). IFLAG(].. l:PEAK). -1. MXLINK) 
(11. "FWHM-Ciaua:~: -l•flx. D•fl"t. >O•grout~t-ld 
IFLAC(2. IPEAK). IFLAG(2. :IPEAK). -1. la':X~IJI.IK) 
(12. "H&!?I9ht: -l.•ftx. D•flt. >D•grOYP-td 
IFLAC(3. IPEAK), IFLAC(3, IPEAK), -1. MXliNK) 
(13. "Low tal 1- -2•no tal!. -1••xJD- tel 1, D•no 
IFLACC~.IPEAK).IFLAGC~.IPEAK).-2.MXLINK) 
C.lit. "High tmi I. -2•no t:al I, -1•oxp -tal 1. D•no 
l.FLAG ( S. I PEAK). IFL AC ( 5. X PEAK). - 2.. MXLI NI<) 
(15. "FW-HM-Lorent.2: -l•flx. O•flt.. >D•sroup-Jd 
IFL.AC(6, IPEAK}. IFLAC(6. IPEAK). -2. MXL.:XNK) 
(15. •Icnorc> "thl ~ pg.mk. (Oo J\01: fit)•, 
IGNOR(IPEAK).ICNORCIPEAK)i-2.MXLINK) 
CAL L MNOI SP 
CALL MNIN C:IOP) 
IF CIOP . LT. OJ COTO 9000 
The bl 9, optl on r;;wl "tch 
I;OTO (1.000. 1000. 1005. 1005. 1005 • .lOOS. 1005. 1005. 
~000. 1000. 1000. 1000. 1000. 1000, 1000. 1000. 
1000. 1000), lOP 
COTO 1000 







tel 1 •• 














1005 IOP • lOP - 2 
CALL MNCRAS 
WRITE (5~ 1010) KTEXT(ZOP), PEAK(IOP. IPEAK) 
1010 FORMAl c·o".A16.FlO.J,I," ·.·EntGr new veluo•) 
READ (5.:) PEAKCIOP.IPEAK) 
Ca 
IF CIOP . EQ. 2) SICMACIPEAK) • PEAKC2.IPEAK) I SRLN2 
IF CICP . EQ 6) GAMMA(IPEAK) • PEAK(6.IPEAK) I 2 ~Q 
IF (PEAK(~.IPEAK) .GT. 0.00} PEAK('t,IPEAK) • -PEAK(•.IPEAK) 
IF (PEAKCS.IPEAK) . LT D. 00) PEAK(S.IPEAK) • -PEAK(5.IPEAK) 
COTO 1000 
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0003 IE . c:• . C:• . C:• 
C:B 
C• 
C:B . C:• . Ca . es 
DDD~ s . c:s 
ODDS a . . c:s 
0006 • . Ca 
0007 • . c:• 
ODDS D' .. c:a 
0009 • . c:• 
DDlD :c 
0011 . . 
0012· 111 





0016 • . 
0017 $ . 
0018 s . c• 
0019 a 
SUBROUTINE FITST2 
Thla sub,.o~o~tlne chsnges thtt -(Iogs glofDmlly 
Ver. l. D 03-Mmy-8~ CDR) OrlglnaJ ~•rclon 
ZNCLUDE •FzT. COM• 
~MPLXCiT REALeS CA-H~O-Z) 
Log I col uni t nu•bel"'s used: 
LU~SPC Lun ~o read spectru• 
LUNPAR Lun fo,. PARFIL 
LUNPRT Lun fol"' Pl"'ln~ ou~pu~ 
LUNCAL Lun for cellbi"'Otlon lnpu~~ and energv table 
LUNTR~ Lun for te~•lnal 1/o Clncl. OLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•t. LUNCAL•2~ LUNPRT•3~ LUNPAR•~. LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•~OS6~ MAXPK•30~ MAXC0•6~ MAXREG•7, MAXPAR•~D~ 
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0025 l 0 0 0 
0C2b 
OC:' ., 
0 r. ;• J~ 
0 t;• ~ 
OCJD 
DCJl 





0 U J ·1 
ODJ8 
C• 
COMMON /CLOOAL/ IOP.TO.IFIT.FILOPN 
OATA Icr•nRS /0/ 
LOClCAL LLINL 
C~4ARAC1Ck•l2 KTCXT(B) 
•, • GIIJUI-!1. -F"WHM OATA KTEXT t•Potoltlcn 
.... .,, ~tth 
: Hl !J l1 tel I 
•, •Low 1:al I ~ 
•, ·Lor-or,"tz-FWJIM·. 
•• •1gnor- flc~·/ 
01 tpluy po!is:lble flags 
CALL OIPAGE 
CALl OLOUT c· 1: Position: 
CI\Ll 01 OUT ( • .,: F"WH)o<t-!;;u.ul.z.: 
C.nt I 01 OUI ( • :S. 
C.ftl L IH.OUJ ( • 't 
CAL L DLOUf ( • 5. 
Cl\ll lll OUT ( • (,; 
CAl l Ul OU J ( • •) 
th•l !Jit t 
Lu-... 1: o I I: 
Hi !!h "tu I I; 
FWIIM-Loreft'tZ: 
-1•fl x. 
-1 • f I x. 
- 1 • fIx. 
-2. O•no 
-2. O•no 
-1· II x. 
D•ftt:~ >D•gr-oup-ld'") 
O•flt. >O•qr-ou,•-lrl•) 
U•fl t, >fJ••,ruu,.•-IU•) 
'tn I I. •l • Ul<.f• lu I I") 
talh, -l•"xp tull•) 
D•fl"t. >O•group:>-ld•) 
CALL .OLOUT ( • IJ: lgnor- - flog : YES / 1!1..10") 
Cnt L Cl OUT ( • •) 
CO.Il IJIO!JJ ("W'Itlch fln9 do 'f0\1 wnnt 1:0 sot•) 
Cflll IHOJC c· CO • N" aut1:1n!J wnntuiJ)".Kf"LAG.KFLAC.O.Ol 
lf (~JL~G EO 0) COTO 9000 























LLZNE • . TRUE. 
DO 1020 I•~.MAXPK~1 
IF CLLINE) THEN 
1Cll.D IL:Ifi.:E • 0 
CkLL OIPAGE 
wRITE (5.~015) KTEXTCKFLAC) 
l.Dl.S FORMC.T c· Se~ •,A12 •• fl119: "') 
l.L I r..IE • 1 
Lllf..IC: • . FALSE. 
ENOIF 
IF CIGNORCI) . EO 1) COTO 1020 
ILINE • IliNE • 2 
CALL OLOUT ( • Poak. Nr. ·,I) 
CALL DLDCC c· ~o ·~IFLACCKFLAC.:Il.XFLAC(KFLAG.Il.-2.~XL:INK) 
IF CIL:INE .GT. 26) THEN 





CE Se-t lgnor--fiDSl 
Ca 
1025 IF CKFLAG . CT 5) GOTO 1000 
LllNE • T RUE 
00 10~0 I•l.MAXPK.l 
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IF (LLINE) THEN 
l.D30 IL:INE • 0 
CALL DIPACE 
WRITE (5.1035} KTEXT(KFLAG) 
1.035 ·FORM!l\T C. Set •• A12) 
ILINE • l 
LllNE • . FALSE. 
ENOIF 
XLINC • ILZNE • 2 
CALL OLOUT (. Peok Nr-. ·.I) 
CALL OLYENO c· ~o ·.IGNORCI).~GNOR(l)~-2.MXLINK) 
IF CILINE . GT. 28) THEN 
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DDD't> c . c• 
ODDS • . ,. c• 
0006 2 . es 
0007 • .. c• 
0008 c: . es 
0009 :: . c• 
0010 • 
0011 . . 
0012 ·• . . 







0017 z . 




SU8ROUTI~E PEKOE~ CIPK) 
Thla subroutlne aet& defmu6~ vmlues for e selec~ed peek 
Ver. 1. 0/22•Nov-83CTK) Orlg!nml verslon 
V~r. 1.1/17-jAn-S~(TK) Sat~or handllng of background undor pamk 
I~:LUDE "FIT. COM" 
lMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H,O-Z) 
Logtc;;al urd't nv•bor& vsecil: 
LUNSPE Lun 'to reod spectru• 
LU~PAR Lun for PARF1L 
LUNPRT Lun for prlnt output 
LUNCAL Lun for CDIIbrotlon Input, end o~orgy tablo 
LUNTRM Lun for tcrMtnal 1/o (lncl. CLPACK. MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l.. LUNCAL•2. LUNPRT•3. LUNPAR•"t, LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN•"t096. MAXPK•30. MAXCO•G. MAXREG•7. ~AXPAR•~D. 








































































OATA IOPARS /0/ 
Xt.ITEC.ERB"t ~Pt 
Firs-t do &o•O adJu,~e~ent of the po&ltlon (para•etar 1) 
IF CIFLAG(1.IPKl .EO 0) THEN 
! • lNT(PEAK(l.IPK)+Q_SOO) 
~"' a JCOUNT(l) 
IF C~COU~TCl-1) . GT. j~) THEN 
~"t • jCOU~TCI-ll 
PEAK(l,IPK) • D6LECI-1) 
ENoJr 
IF (jCQUNTCl•l) . CT. J~) PEAK(l..IPK) • I+l 
ENOIF 
Fl nd In whl eh fl t rflgl.on t9'1oCJ peak. I & &ltuatod 
l • INTCPEAK(1.IPK)+D. 500) 
00 1000 ~·l.NREC.1 
IF (KREGLO(j) _CT. X .OR. KREGHI(j) .LT. I) GOTO 1000 
ICL • KREGLOC~l 
l.CH • KREGH!(j) 
GOTO 100:. 
CONTI J..IUE 
Then &et helght (pcra•eter 3) 
IF CIFLAG(3.IPK) .EG. 0 . OR. PEAK(3,7PK) .LE. D. 000) T•IEN 
PEAK(3,IPK) • jCOUNT(lNTCPEAK(l.IPKl•O. 500)) 
CALL FITßAC (PEAK(1.IPK).1) 
























Now ~~Y ~o cstl•e~e a Cmu~s FWHM (peraaete~ 2) 
1. Find noo~es~ paa~ 
IF CIFLAGC2.IPK) .EQ. D . OR. PEAK(2.IPK) . LE. D. 000) THEW 
I • 0 
OlFF • 1. 007 
00 1010 j•l.MAXPK.1 
IF CICNOR(4) EQ. 1) COTO 1010 
IF (j NE IPK) T~EN 
IF (A85(PEAK(l,IPK)-PEAK(1,J)) . LT. OIFF) THEN 




If dls"t.onco to nearea~ peek ls IO&S 1:hen 1.5 channels 
do &OIIIIG correc1:1 onro 
IF CI .NE. D .ANO. DIFF .LT. 1. 500) THEN 
PEAK(l.IPK) • PEAK(l.IPK)+SIGN(O. 7500.DBLECIPK-I)) 










































PEAK(3.IP~) • jCOUNT(lNTCPEAK(1.IPK)+O 500)) 
DIFF "' 1. 500 
ENDIF 
2. SQ1: Ceu~e-FWHM ~o a rssonable value (straight forwarcil) 
I • INT(PEAKC1.IPK1•0 500) 
CALL FITBAC CDFLOAT(l).l) 
RB • 0. 500 a (PEAK(J.IPK)-FYBACK) 
IL • I 
IH • I 
lL • IL-1 
IF (IL .GT XCL) THEN 
CALL FITOnC CDFLOAT(IL). ll 
IF ((08LEtJCOUNTCIL))-FY8ACK) . CT. Rß) GOTO 1015 
ENDIF 
IH • IH+l 
IF (IH .LT. ICH) THEN 
CALL FITBnc COFLOAT(IH).l) 
IF ((DBLE(JCOUNTCIH))·FYßACK) .GT. R8) GOTO 1020 
ENOIF 
PEAK(2. IPK) • M!NCDBLECIH-IL).lS. 000) 
3. Correct flr&t eGtl•a~Q ln casero of near peak~ 
IF COIFF . LT. 1. 005 . ANO 
PEAK(2.IPKl • OIFF/2. 
ENOIF 
PEAK(2.IPK) .GT OIFF) 
IF CPEAK(2.IPK) . LE 0 000) THEN 
CALl OLOUT c·~srds-.IPK) 
CALL OLKEV 
PEAKC2.IPK) • l. 500 
ENOIF 
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C• . c• . Ca 
oao-. a 
"' e• !JODS E . . es 
CDD6 : . c• 
0007 • 
" c• ooo.a • . c• 
0009 E . e• 
COlD a; 
DOll . . 
0012 • . 
" . . 
• 
" " 0013 a 
IDOl .. a 
0015 .. 
0016 a 
" 001.7 = 





Thls sub~outlne cetc up ~ho fl~ p~ogra• 
Ver. l..0/22-Nov-SlCTK) Original verzlon 
INCLUOE •FIT. CuM· 
IMPLICIT REALDß (A•H.O-Z) 
Log I cal ""'' t nu•bera; I,I&Gcll: 
LUNSPE Lun to read spectru• 
LUNPAR Lun for PARFXL 
LUNPRT _Lun for p~lnt ou~put 
LUNCAL Lun for callbrat\ on Input. end energy tsble 
LUNTRM Lu" for ~oral ru11l I /o (I nc I. OLPACK~ MNPACK) 
PARAMETER LUNSPE•l. LUNCAL~2. LUNPRT•3~ LUNPAR• ... LUNTRM • 5 
PARAMETER MAXCHN• .. D9G. MAXPK•3D. MAXC0•6. MAXREC•7. MAXPAR• .. O • 


































COMMON /GLOBAL/ %0P,TD.%FZT,FZLOPN 
















DATA IOPARS /01 
P.fCALF • 0 
CALL PARRD 
CALL V~ZERO (~COUNT.MAXCHN) 
C~LL DIWNOW (105,1023.30.700) 
CALL ERR~ET (29. TRUE .•. FALSE. ,. TRUE. • .FALSE.) 
CALL MNLUN CLUNTRM) 
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CO~FLEX FU~CiiON CWERFCZ) 
•••••••g•••••~ae&•••e•••• 
Thlß fu~ctl on ts used for ca!cuictlng ~he coMplex •rror luftctm~~ 
~(%) • ex~(-z••2) s erfct-lz) 
whero arfc(:) ~ 1. - ~~f(x) 
Cm: Li tcr:=-tvre AbrtDIII'IO'III'I tx~ S-tegvn, chp. 7 
C:r W. G:uut5Chl ~ Co.Mm. ccm 12 (1969) GJS 
Cll I<.S.Koelt:dg,. C:Q~M.DCM 15 (1972) Lt6S 
C!l. C.H.\•Hik!rtso~ot. NI:M 95 (.197.1) 259 
Clll C . .J. Sat"t-11 et: 111 i. NIM 137 C 1976) ~ 79 
e• 
c• 
Cl! lw'e~. 1.11 06-Fab-C."t CDR) Or&glnal ve;--mlol'l 














DATA XLIMIT /5.3300/. VL7MIT /~.2900/, 
OCONST /1. 1283791&70955100/ 
XX • DBLE(REAL CZ)) 
VY • DBLE(AIMAG (Z)} 
X '" AB5(XX) 
V "' ABS(YV) 
:CF (V .LT. YLI:M:IT .ANO. X .LT. XL:IM'IT} THEN 
S • (1. DC - V I VLXM:IT) s SQRT Cl. 00 - X I XLIMIT t X / XL!MIT: 
H • 1. 600 1t S 
H2 • 2. DO lC H 
NC • 6 • XNT (23.00 eS) 
NU~ 9 • INT (21.00 B Sl 
LAMBDA • H2S&t.IC 
B • LAMBDA .EC. D.DD 
ELSE 
H "' 0. DD 
NC • 0 
NU .. a 
LAMBDA • D.DD 
8 "' . TRUE. 
ENDIF 
Rl "' 0.00 
R2. • 0. 00 
Sl • 0. 00 
52 .. 0.00 
N • NU + 1 
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D 0"11 l 
00-.2 
DD>tJ 
0 0.., "+ 
0 O>t S 
0 o•r (., 
D Q•r "/ 
oo-.s 
0 O't 'I 





0 0 ~ ... !.. 
OO~Lo 
c 0 ·~ 1 
o o •. n 









FN • OFLOAT(N + 1) 
Tl • Y • H + FN s Rl 
T2 • X - F~ s R2 
C • D. 500 I (Tl s T1 + T2 a T2) 
Rl • C s:: Tl 
R2 • C • T2 
IF (H .GT. 0. 00 .ANO. N .LE. NC) THEN 
Tl • LAMßOA • 51 
51 • Rl • Tl - R2 : 52 
52 • R2 • Tl + Rl s 52 
LAMBDA • LAMBDA I H2 
ENOIF 
Ir- (N . GT. 0) GOTO 1000 
It CU) THEr-.1 
H ~1 • R 1 
R~2 • R2 
El5E 
J{!";]t • !;1 
N:~;:..• - !;;> 
ENDIF 
R~l • OCON5T s RSl 
IF CY . EO D. 00) RSl • EXP (- X c X) 
CWERF • CMPLX CRSl.OCONST 2 R52) 
IF (YY .LT. 0.00) iHEN 
CWERF • 2. 00 • CEXP C- CMPLX (X. V) a CMPLX CX.Y)) - CWERF 
IF (XX . GT. D. OD) CWERF • CON~G CCWERF) 
CLsr 
IF (XX LT. 0.00) C~ERF • CONJG (CW~RFf 
ENO!F 
Return to cal I I ng progra• 
Rl1 UlotrJ 
LND 
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SUBROUTINE DATE (KDATE) 
cm ·············e········· CE 
CE Thl;; progro• geta the actual dm-to 
c• 















DATA CAL1 /"'.Ja•, "'Fe"', "'Mc.". '"Ap"', '"Ma'". "'.Ju"', 
"'.Ju"'. "'Au·. ·se·, ·oc·. "'No·. "'Oe"'/ 
DATA CAL2 /"'n-·. "b-"'. •,--·, "'r-·. "'y-•, "n-·, 
·I- •. · g- ·, • p- •. • t- ·. • v- •. • c- • I 
DATA STRl:NC /"'-•/. BLANK /"' "'/ 
EQUIVALENCE CFORM.FORM1(1)) 
CALL GElTIM (DATIM) 
WRITE (FOR~.lDOO) 0ATIM(3).STRING.CAL1COATI~(2)), 
CAL2C0ATIMC2)).0AT!M(l).OLANK 
1000 ~ORMAT CI2.Al.A2,A2.I2.Al) 
IF (FORMl(l) . EQ. BLANK) FORM1(1) • ·o· 
IF (FORMl(ß) . EQ. BLANK) FORMl(.S) • • o· 
READ (FORM.l005) (KOATECIJ.I•l,S) 
1Q05 FORMAT (5A2) 
c• 
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SUBROUTI~E T!ME (KTIME) 
Thl & progrc• gu-t& i:he me-tue I 1:11110 





OATA STRif.IG /~: •;. BLANK t• •; 
EQUIVALENCE (FORM.FORM1(1)) 





WRITE (FORM.1000) OATIM(~).STRING.OATIM(5).5TRING.OATI~CG) 












lF CFORMl(l) EO DLANK) FOR~l(l) • "0" 
lf (FO~Ml(~) EQ BLAN~) FOHI11(~) • "0" 
IF (FORM1(7) EO BLANK) FORM1(7) • "0" 
READ croJ;;r.t. 1005) CKl !MCCI).I•l, 't) 
FOfO.,AT ('tf.2.) 
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SPXINV.FTN,l /F77/0P/TR:SLOCKS/WR Poge 1 
COOl. SUBROUTINE SPXINV (A;UOZM) 















































+1: EIII'OI"'\'I'thl ng WIDI Ok:. 
ZERR: -1: Bad t~~Dt:P'"I x 
-2: Invallef diM&fta:lon pareMeter (NDIM) 
lfe•. l. 0/16-DEC-79CRG) 
Ver. 1. l/11-SEP-83CTJ<) 
Ver. 1.2/Dl-CCT•S3(0R) 
Ver. 1.3/08-~AR-S't(Tl<) 
X~pleaoted under RSX-~~-M 
M!nor •odlflcatlon;; 
Mlnor •odlflcatlon& 
So•e corroctl one 
%MPLICZT REAL$8 CA-H,O-Z) 
PARAMETER MAXOIM • ~0 
COMMON /ER~COM/ ZE~R 
DZMENSl:ON ZNOEX(MAXDXM).RKCMAXDXM).A(MAXDZM3(MAX0l:M+1)/2) 
DATA TOL/ 1. 0-12/ 
Ca Set up svbroutlno 
ca 
c• 
ZERR • 1 
ZF CNOIM .CT. MAXOIM) .THEN 
ZERR • -2 
COTO 9000 
ENDIF 
~MAX • NOIM $ (NDZM+1) / 2 
NOIM1 • NOZM - 1 
DC 1000 %•1.NDIM 






00 1020 %•1.NOIM 
F'lndl plvot 
..J..J • 1 
MOIM • NCIM 
PIVOT • 0.00 
00 1005 ~~l.NDIM 
ZF Cl:~DEXC.J) .~E. C) THEN 
A.J.J • ASS(A(.J.J)) 
IF (A4~ . CT. PIVOT) THEN 
PIVOT • A..J.J " . ... 















JJ • ..JJ • MOIIWI 
v::I~ • NDlM - 1 
COJ.. i I f-.VC 
IF (PlvCT/A85(A(l)) .LT. TOL) THE~ 
IER~ • -1 
CCTO 9000 
ENO!F 
l:I.IO.EX(K) • Q 












































EI 1 •II nmtl on 
NP • N0IM1 
~K • K 
NM • 1 
CO 1015 ~~l.NDIM 
IF CJ .EQ. K) THEN 
A(..JK) • ~.DD I PIVOT 
R.K(J) • D. 00 
NM • Cl 
NP • 1 
ELSE 
A~K • SI:GN (MAX CTOL.ABSCAC..JK))).•A(..JK)) 
RK(..J) • AJK / PIVOT 
RK(..J) • SIGN (MAX CTOL.ABSCRK(J))).RKC.J)) 
IF CA..JK .NE. 0.00) THEN 
NPC • NDZMl. 
..JL • ..J 







• A(.JL) + A.JK S RKCL) 
• .JL • NPC 
• NPC - 1 
A(.JK) • RK(.J) 
END:IF 
.JK • ~K+NP 
NP • "NP-NM 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Change i:ho slgn 
00 1025 X•l.NMAX 
AC!) • - AC::!) 
CONTINUE 
Return 1:0 csl I ins prog~P• 
RETURN 
END 






























SUBROUTINE PRTHOR (,JMAX.JSUM) .•.........•......•••.•..••.• 
T h I 6 Subroutine p,..l nt:G. -t:ne apectru• heeder o" top oU e pl c-twre 
Ver 1..0/0a-Oec-&J.CTK) Orlgli'IDI YGrs.lon 
Ver. 1. lll•-Oec·83CTK) LABEL I•PIG•Gftted 
COMMON /6POESC/ NXCHAN.NYCHAN.IDATIM(9). 
XRUN.ISPILL.ITARG.ITEXT(lß).LABEL 
INTEGER•~ ~MAX • .JSUM 
Set curso,- to ho•epos I t:l on end swl i:ch 1:o 1111 pha MOde 
CALL. DIHOME 
CALL DlANU 
Pr I n"t lovadvr" 
W'RITE (5,1000) !DA TIM. lklJN. I SPILL. !VARG.LAOCL • .)!;UM • .Jt&OAX. :11l"X1 
FOH.Mnr ("c-".!IA2,"'. Run·.I·t.·. ~piii".JJ:.·. 1c,-!Jvt"~l:J, 
"',. Lnl>"I .. I'+./ 
... 1:11.. • • ~v ... -. :Ill. • • Mnxl ......... ~X. lßA&!) 
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BEEP MACRO M1200 2S~FEB-85 13:.23 PACE 1 
... 
• 





"' :;, ... 
IJl 
"'" MU .. o ....... 
''"" 
"'"' ...... .... .. 
0 ... ,. ... ... 












2' .. ,., ... 
"' '" ... .... 
vo . 
0 • 
"' "'' .... .... 






































"' "' " ... ,. 
• • I. 
m 
"' ft .. 
~ 
"' & .. 
• 
• .c. .. . 
• 0 .. 
• ... 
• < .. 
~ 
0 









" • " 0 . • • • 
" " " • 
" 0 .. 
.. 
... 
" "' "' " ... 
" o.c J: 
0 u i' 
1.-. .. .. .. 
" . 
" I. • 0 • Cl .. .. 
Oä A .... " ... ".. ,. V 
•• • "' .. .., L " .. . ' .. ... " m w .. 




" " " 
• • .. 
"" 0 
L 
" ß • V "' ". " c " .. " .. .. IX • :z 
" ' • H ' ... ., u • 
"' ,". 0 • ~ aw .. 
" 
, oct:> 
w 0 ""'" < " O«M L w • rlHt- , ... . 2 ... 
:z • 0 0 • H ... " u 01 
" " " • • • RJitMM uuu uuu 
"' ,,. 111 ., 000 
0 000 
" ooa 
, TITLE BEEP 
' l ••••••••aaaaaauaaaaaaaaaaauaaaauauaaaaYaaaaaaaaa~&~~u&&~Da~~e•~~~~ 
1 THIS ROUTINE SENOS A CNTL-G CBEL) TO LUN S 
1 CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL BEEP 
VER 1. 0/03-0CT-83CTK) ORIGINAL VERSION 
' J aaaaaoaaaaaaaaaaaaauaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa:aaaaaeaaauaaaaaoaaaa 
' . MCA L l CHOW$5 
~EEPY' , BVTE 007 ; CNTL-C CTHE BEEP) 
. EVEN 
OST AT: • BLKW 2 1 THE STATUS OF I/0 
ISSUE OIO TO SEND BEEP 
EEP:: MOV RO,- ( SP) SAVE REGISTEq 
QIOWSS aiO. WAL, uS, 85,, KlOSTAT , CltOEEPV, Bl· :0> 
MOV (SP)-+,RD RESTORE REGISTEr( 
RTS PC ANO RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM 
,END 
2 
"' " " ... " • • • "' " "' 2 . • .. • .. 0 0 .. 
L X ,. • • 
" H " " 
< 
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&USROUTl:NE OJCURI Cl:CHAR.IX.JV) 
······························· 
Thls rgutl~e dl splaye e c~osshaOr·curmor cn ~he screon. 
get& thc Input fro• ~he ke~bocrd. con~erts ~he (absolvt•) 
aereen coordlno~e& to uaer coordlnate~ end rGturns theM to 
the cml I Ins prograM 
Ce III 1"19' &squenco: CALL D~CUR% CXCHAR#XX.JY) 
On exlt: l:CH~R C:!&2): 
IX CI•2l: 
.JY { Is:'t): 
chm,.acter typed 
X c oord I nat.e of 
Y coordlnct" of 
( left Jur;:tl fl ed) 
cur&or (user r;:vateM) 
(UI.er &\"S't4U~t) 
Var . .1. 0/22-Sep-ß:SCTK) Orlgl nad vors» on 
XNTECERm~ JVHIN.JVMAX.JVRAN.JUSERX 




Ca I OICURI to ge~ the abaolu~• ec~een coo~d~nate& 
CALL OICURI CICHAR.IXX.IYV) 
Conv•~t X coordlnate 
JXX • IXX-K.XLO 
-.lXX • .JXXtlXRAN 
.JXX '" .JXX/KXRAN 
IX '" .JXX+IXM.IN 
Convctrt V coorQ'll nate 
.JV • l:YY-I(YLO 
.JY • .JY.m:.JYRAN 
.J'f • .JY/KYRAN 
.JY • .JY+-JVMlN 
Rei:urn "to cal II ng progra• 
RETURN 
END 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 V5. 0-0 12:57:11 25-Fob-SS 



























SUBROUTINE PREPDI CJCOUNT.XXL.IXH,IVL.YYH.IVPWR . .JMIN . .JMAX,.JSUMJ 
···-···---------········--~---·····-···---------···-··········· 
Thl & &ubroui:lne prepcre& t~e datm needed to produco a plot 
ca Ver. 0.0/07-5EP-83CTK) Orl9ll'llllll verelon 
cm 
C•• 
%NTEGE~=~ ~MIN,-.JMAX,JSUM • .JCOUNT(m) 
C• Chuct Y-lt•lt$ and Pr$pCre ~he• 
C• 
IF CIYL. GC. IYH) lHEN 
~MI\X • 0 
.J"HN • !J!J~!JC)~ 
CO lOQO J•ZXL.ZXH,l 
.JMI~ • MIU(JMIN.JCOUNTC..J)) 




JMIN • IYL 
JP-'IAX • IVH 
..JMIU • ~MIN•1D••IVPWR 
JMAX • ~MnX•lDDClYPWR 
ENOIF" 
ca Ce leulote 1 nt~grmtsd conteMtß 
c• 
..J5UM • 0 
CO 100~ ..J•IXL.IXH,1 
.J~UH • J~UM•..JCOUNT(.,J) 
IODS CONTlNUL . 
cm 





POP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0·0 12:57:22 2S•Feb-&S Page 1 





























SUBROUTINE SCISPL C.JCOUNT.IXLO,XXHZ • .J"ZN,JMAX.ITYPE) 
Thl s subroutl ne Ci spiays a epaet:ru• -.JCOUNT- .fro• 
Chonnel IXLO to channal XXHI and cets t:he 'f' ll•lt& 
~o .JMIN end ..JMAX. The dl &play type Ia taken fro• ITYPE. 
\lor. D.0/08-SEP-S:JCTK) Original Version 
ZNTECER•~ .JCOUNT(3),.JMIN.~MAX 
Oefl ne dl &plcy wl ndo'd. ermso &creen, 




drcw fr••• end ox~m 
Dlsplav &poctrua of -t:vpe ITYPE and "'IGIIIYG -the plcture OsPer~~"' 
CALL D~SPEC CJCOUNT,IXLO.IXHI,ITYPE) 
Return to cel llng progra• 
RETURN 
END 
PDP-11 FORTRAN•77 VS. D-0 12:57: D't 25-Fob-85 Pese 1. 
DJSPEC.FTN;l. /F77/0P/TR:BLOCKS/WR 


























0 O;! 1 
0022 
D 02 J 
C IPLOT • 0 HISTOCRAM PLOT 
C • l. ERROR BARS 
C • 2 SPECTRUM PLOT 










CALL OJMOVA CKA,JV) 
00 200 I•KA,KB 
JY•NN(l:) 
IF CIPLOT .NE. 3) COTO 100 
CALL D~PNTA (I.JY) 
GOTO 200 
IF (IPLOT . NE 1) COTO 150 
IF C~V .LE. Dl COTO 150 
E•.JV 
E•SQRT CE} 
~JV .. JV-C: 
CALL DJMOVA (I,~.JY) 
JY•~Y•E 
C~LL OJORWA (I • .JV) 
IF- (!PLOT . NC. 0) GOlD 200 
I1•I•l. 









































33 000000 033 
J~ 000003 037 
35 000005 035 
36 000007 033 
37 000012 026 
38 
39 00001\f> 






















. TITLE DIP•cK 
THIS PACKAGE PROVIDES THE BASIC SUPPORT OF A TEKTAONIX ~010 OIS~LAV 










INITIALIZE THE GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
ERASE THE SCREEN 
- MOVE CURSOR TO HOME POSITION ANO CALL OIANU 
SET TERMINAL TO ALPHNUMERIC MODE 
SET TERMINAL TO GRAPHie (VECTOR) MODE 
SET TERMINAL TO POINT MODE 
- CALL OlANU ANO OUTPUT A TEXT STRINC 
OUTPUT A STRING OF CHARACTERS TERMINATED BY SOME 
SET CROSSHAIR CURSOR ANO WAll FCR GRAPHIC INPUT 
VER. l. 0/17-FEB-82CRGJ ORIGINAL VERSION 
VER. 1. l/21-SEP-83(1Kl IMPLEMENTATION OF DICURI 
BVTES 
j ....................................................................... !!!aGD<ISB ........................................... D .. .. 
, GLOBL OIMOVA 
, MC::ALL CHOWsS 
MAXCNT • 72. 1MAX. NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN BUFFER 
CODES OEFlNING VAR!OUS FUNCTIONS OF TEKTRONIX DISPLAY 
~AGE: • BVTE JJ.l't. 0 ;ERASE SCREEN 
ALPHA: . BVTE 37. 0 ;ALPHANUMERIC MODE 
CRAPH: . BVTE 3 s. 0 ; GR~PHIC MODE 
GIMPUT: . BYTE 33.32.377 ,üRAPHIC CURSOR (FORCE OUTPUT l 
DUMM V: . BYTE 26.0 ; NO FUNCT!ON 
.EVEN 
I OST AT• . BLKW 2 
BUFCNT: • WORO Q ;NUMBER OF ENTRIES 
BUFFER: . BLKB MAXCNT ;BUFFER F'OR OUTPUT TO TERMINAL 
. EVEN 
INIT DISPLAY PACKAGE. ERASE SCREEN, MOV'E CURSOR HOME AND SET ALPHA '""ODE 
CALLlNG SEQUENCE• CALL OIINI CIDELAV) 
t.JN ENTRV: IDELAV ~ DELAV AFTER SCREEN ERA5E BErORE ~EW CHARACTEQS 
; ARE ACCEPTED M TERMINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS/SECCNO 
; ------------------------------------------------------------------































































































































































iGET TERMINAL SPEED (CHARS/SE:) 
;START WITH EMPTY BUFFER 
;ASSUME ALPHA MODE KKMCDE 
; CALLING SEOUENCE• CALL DIPACiE 
i:JIPAGE:: MOV SPAüE,RO ;RO POINTS TO PAGE FUNCTION 
JSR PC,OIOUT ; OUTPUT CHARS 
MOV KSPEED.R1 ; GET SPEED OF TERMINAL 
INC Rl ; AT LEAST ONE DUMM V CHAR 
LOOP: MCV 80UMMV,RO ; LOAD DUMM V FUNCTION 
JSR PC,OIOUT ;OUTPUT A SVN CHARACTER AS F:LLER 
508 Rl,LOOP ; LOOP COUNT PROPORTIONAL TO SPEED 
: CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL OIHOME 





;POIMTER TC BEAM COORDINATES 
;LEFT CORNER 
000052" MOV 876'7. , KBEAMV 
Pc,DIMOVA 
;POSITION OF FIRST CHARACTER 
;GO HOMEI JSR 
l ------------------- ---~~-----··-~ ~~ ~ ~~- ~~ ~ ~ ~ G ~ ------ --~----- .. ", ______ , 








;FLAG ALPHA MODE 
1 LOAD FUNCTION 
----- -~- -- m "'"' -----"'- • --'" -- '"""' ..... m"'- ,._"'--"""',. "'"' ,.. .. 00 .. ,. ,. ~ R--- -- ... • •"'"'---"',. • • 
1 SET TERMINAL TO GRAPHie CVECTDRJ MODE 
: CALLYNG SEOUENCE: CALL DIVEC 
; .. _________ -----~ ~~ ..... -.. -- .. ---~-~- ----- .. ~---~--------- ---- .... ---------






1 FLAG GRAPHIC MODE 







j ---------"' ""-"' ---- ., __________ w'! ~~ .,..,,. .... "'"'"' .... "'------ '""' ----- ~- .. ,.- ..... ,. ~-
SET TERMINAL TO POINT MOOE 
: CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL DIPNT 
~-~-~~---~----·-~a--••-••---g--~-•••--~-•--•••••--~--P--•-•--•••--"' 
:::::~: =~~ =~~~~~~~~R :~~=g ~~~~r~~~:EOLD COORDINATES 
MOV a .. 1,~PCHAR+2 
MOV 8-l,KPCHAR+'t 
MOV &-1,KPCHAR+6 
JSR PC:, DIOUT 
RT5 PC: 
1 0UTPUl CHARS 
~ ..................... ----•••••-••-•••-••-•---------~----·--·------------~--v~ ; SET ALPHA HODE AND OUTPUT STRING TERMINATED BV A ZERO BYTE 
1 CALLING SEQUENCE• CALL DITXT (STRING) !-------------------- .. --------~~- .. ------------------------ ... --------
i:JITXl: : JSR PC.OIANU J GET TERMINAL TO ALPHA MODE JCET AODRESS OF STRING MOV 2(RSJ,RD 
JSR I'C:,DIOUT ,FORCE OUTPUT OF LINE .JSR PC.OIANU 
ATS PC 
DISLIB-lirung 
















































































l Ja---- 00 .... "'"' .. "'"' 00"' .. ., ,. .... "'"'"' "''""''" .. .., .................. "'., .. "'"' "''" .. •"' .... ••• .... "''""'"' '"'"'"' "'"',."' 
; FILL STRING TERMINATED BV A NULL INTD OUTPUT BUFFER WHICH 15 
1 OUTPUT TO TERMINAL IN A SINGLE OID IF 
- FULL - OR <CR> OR <US> OR 377 ENCOUNTERED 
1 CALLING SEOUENCE, JSR PC.OIOUT 
1 ON ENTRV' RO POINTS TO STRING TO BE OUTPUT 
~~~-~-w., __________ ., .. .". .. ..,~----------~-- .. --------~-----~•-••••••"'"'"' __ _ 
lnour', MOV Rl, - ( SP) J &AVE R1 
MOV BUFCNT,Rl ,CET ACTUAL BUFFER COUNT 
CETCHA: MOVB CRO>. BUFFERCR1) ;GET CHARACTER 
BEQ EXOUT ; NO MORE CHARS IF ZERO 
INC Rl ;VALID CHAR ., INCREMENT COUNT 
lNC RO ANO POINTER 
LOOK WETHER AN OUTPUT lS TO BE DONE OR NOT 
CMPB S15.BUFFER-l(Rll ;IF CARRIAüE RETURN 
BEQ OUT J.'. THEN FORCE OUTPUT OF BUFFER 
C:MPB sJ7,BUFFER·l(R1) ;IF us 
BEQ OUT :xr: THEN FORCE OUTPUT OF BUFFER CMPB s377,BUFFER-1CR1) 377 
BEt! OUT ; iF. THEN FORCE OUT PUl OF 
BUFFER 
CMP RJ., aMAXCNT STILL PLACE IN BUFFER 
BLT GETCHA THEN GET NEXT CHAR 
OUT' QIOW$5 &10. WAL, 85, sS,, miOSTA~:: (saUFFER. Rl. 80> 
CLR Rl ;RESET BUFFER COUMT 
I!R GETCHA 
EXOUT: MOV Rl,BUFCNT ,SAVE BUFFER POINTER 
MOV (SP)+,Rl ; RESTORE R1 
IITS PC 



















DIGeUR - SHOW GRAPHICS (CROSSHAIR> CURSOR ANO WAIT FOR INPUT 








RO POINTS TO A STRING CF 5 BYTES UHERE 
THE GRAPHIC INPUT WILL BE STORED 
RO, a (SP) ; SAVE RO FOR A WHILE 
3GINPUT,RD iGINPUT PROO, CROSSHAIR CURSOR 
PC, OIOUT ; OUTPUT CFORCEO SV l77 AT END) 
(SP).;.,RO ;RESTORE RD 
8IO. RAL, &5, aS,, SIOSTAT,, <RO, a6, 80> 1 READ INPUT 
PC ;ANO RETURN TO C~LLING PROGRAM 































































J --- ....... --- __ .. _ .. -- ---- ...... ~ ~~ ~ ~ ...... ~- .......... ~ _ ................ ---------- .. ~ .......... .. 























. PSECT DICOM,RW,D,GBL,OVR.REL 
.BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 1 USER RIGHT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
. 8LKW 2 1 USER BOTTOM MARGIN CINTECER*4) 
, BLKW 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN (lNTEGER•4) 
.BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE CINTEGER•4) 
.BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAV MODE 
.BLKW 1 JCURRENT USER X-POSITION 
.BLKW 2 ;CURRENT USER Y~POSITION CINTEGERS~) 
, BLKbl :!. 
. BLKW l. 
. BLKW :l 
• BLKW 1. 
, BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
• SLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
, BLKW l 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 't 
. BVTE: 2, 0 
• WORO KBEAMX 
. WORO KBEAMV 
. BVTE 2. 0 
• WOR.O IUSERX 
, WORO IUSERV 
. BVl E 2, 0 
• WORO KX 
, WORD KV 
, BL KW 1 
. BLKbl 1 
.BVTE 2,0 
. WORO IX 
, WORO IV 
. BLKW 1 
, BLKW 2 
. ENO 
1 SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
;SCREEN RIGHT MARCIN 
1 SCREEN X~RANCiE 
;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
;SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
;SCREEN V-RANGE 
;CURRENT HARDWARE OISPLAV MODE 
JCURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
;CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECONO 
;CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FORMAT 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT SCREEN COOROINATE9 
1 ARCUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORDINATES 
;TEMPORARV SCREEN X-COORDINATE 
;TEMPORARV SCREEN Y-COORDINATE 
1ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
;TEMPORARV USER X~COOROINATE (INTEGERs2) 
;TEMPORARV USER Y-COORDINATE (lNlEGERa~) 
DISLIB-listing page 73 






































































017567 ODDOD6 000022" 


















. TITLE DIAEIS 
' .~.~-g----------------------------~-----------------------~--------DRAW ABSOLUTE VECTOR OR POINT TO SCREEN POSITION CIX.IV) 
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL DIABS CIX.XV.X~ODE) COLL OlMOVA CIX,IVl ;DARK YECTOR 
CALL DIDRWO CIX.IVl ;BRICHT VECTOR 
CALL DIPNTA (IX,IY) ;POINT 
ON ENTRV' IX 
IV 
• ABSOLUTE SCREEN X·CDORDINATE 
• ABSOLUTE SCREEN V-COORDINATE 
I MODE • 1 •> DARK VECTOR 
• 2 •> BRICHT VECTOR 
• 3 •) POINT 
' ; -------------- .......... -...... -.. -.... --- ................................ ---- .............. ---- .... --
. GLOBL DXVEC.DIPNT,OICNVT 
bxnes:: MOV e6CRS),!~ODE 
DIA'' CMP IMODE,o2 
BGT DIP~.JTA 
BEO DIDRWA 
;GET DESIRED MODE 
JTAKE ACTION ACCCRblN~ iU MODE 
MODE ., 3 
MODE • 2 



















1 IF ALREADV IN YECTOR ~ODE 
; , .. THEN ORAW YECTOR 
; , .. ELSE SWITt:H TO VECTOR MODE 
;SAVE ARGUMENT POINTER 
;POINTER TO CURRENT BEAM COORC. 
;DAW DARK VECTOR TO LAST POSITION 
~RESTORE POINTER TD (X,V) 
i:JIPNTA:: CMP #2,KKMODE ;lF ALREAOV XN POINT MODE ; ... THEN DRAW POINT BEO GOTOXV 
JSR PC:,OI.PNT 
GOTOXV' JSR PC,OICNVT 
; ... ELSE SWITCH TO POINT MODE 
;DRAW VECTOR 10 (X,V) 
RTS PC 
I j --------- • ........ __ .,. -- m .. ----- D • • .... •- .. -- m m .......... • P ...... - .. ., m"" .. P ...... - m m m m .. "'"' 






. PSECT DICOM.RW.D,QBL,OVR.REL 
.BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 1USER RIGHT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 JUSER X-RANGE 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN (INTEGER•~) 
. BLKW 2 1 USER TOP WARGIN (INTEGER*'+) 
DIABS fi4AC:RO M1200 25-FEB-85 13:10 PACE 1-1 
S't 000016 IVRAN· ss 000022 
. BLKW 2 1 USER V-RANGE CINTEGER•'tl 
56 00002'+ 
I MODE' . BLKW l J CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
57 000026 
IUSERX' . BLKW 1 J CURRENT USER X-POSITION 
58 
I USER V: . BLKW 2 J CURRENT USER V-POSITION (INTEGER•'tl 
59 000032 kxLo, . BLKW 1 
60 000031+ 
1 SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
61 000036 
KXHI' . BLKW l J SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
62 ODOO'tD 
KXRAN: . BLKW 1 ; SCREEN )(-RANGE 
63 DDOO't2 
KVLO: , SLKW 1 J SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
6't DOOO't't 
KVHI' . BLKW 1 J SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
65 00DO't6 
KVRAN: , SLK\J 1 1 SCREEN V-RANGE 
66 000050 
KKMODE . BLKW 1 ;C:URRENT HARDWARE DISPLAV MODE 
67 000052 
KBEAMX . BLKW l ; CURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
611 00005'+ 
KBEAMV . BLKW 1 ; CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
69 000056 
KSPEED . BLKW l ;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECOND 
70 000066 002 
KPCHAR • BLKW .. ; CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FORMAT 
DDD 
71 000070 oooo5o• 
ABEAM: • BVl E 2. 0 ;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
• WORO KBEAM)( 
72 000072 000052" • WORO KBEAMV 
73 00D07't 002 000 
7'1 000076 OD002't• 
AUSER' . BVTE 2. 0 ;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR C::URRENT USER COORDINATES 
• WORO I USER X 
75 000100 000026" . WORO I USER V 
76 000102 002 000 
77 000104 000110. 
AKXKV' . BVTE 2. 0 , ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORAR V SC:REEN COORDINATES 
. WORD KX 
711 000106 000112. • WORO KV 
79 000110 
BO 000112 
I< X' . BLKW 1 ;TEMPORARV SCREEN X-COORDIN•TE 
131 DDOll't 
I( V: . BLKW 1 1TEMPORARV SCREEN VwCOOROINftTE 
002 DDD AIXIV' . BYTE 2. 0 ; ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV 
132 000116 000122 9 
USER COORDINATES 
. WORD IX 
BJ 000120 00012'i• . WORD IV 
~~~ 000122 
85 00012't 
IX' • BLKW 1 ; TEMPORARV USER X~COORDINATE (:XNTEGER112) 
116 000001 
IV: . BLI<W 2 ;TEMPORARV USER V-CDORDINATE CINTEGERO~) 
. END 
page 74 DIS LIB -listing 



































































017567 000006 000022" 
067567 OOOOC2 000050" 






012767 000001 000022" 
000757 
012767 000002 000022' 
000753 
012767 OOODOJ 000022' 
0007't7 
. TI TL E DIREL 
ROLF CUIGAS FEB-1982 
CALLING SEOUENCE: CALL DIREL CINCX, INev', lHOOE) 
CALL DIMOVR (INCX, l".:CV) 
;POINT OR VECTO~ 
;DAR~ VECTC~ 
CALL DIORWR ( lNCX, I NCV) 
CALL DIPNTR (INCX,INCV) 







































1 .. > DARK VECTCR 
2 e) BR!GHT vc:TOR 
3 •> POINT 
; GET OESIRED MODE 
;AOD X- It.;CREMENT TO C:UIHtE~"'" 
;AD:J V -l "-lCREMENT '0 CURREf. i 
; SAVE RS 
;POINTEq TO ARGUMENT BLOCK 
; DRAW ACC:ORDING TC MODE 
; RESTORE RS 
; MODE .. l •> DARK vE:.:TOR 
;M00Ea2 ., BRIGHT VEC:TOR 












I USER X: 
I USER V: 
.PSECT DICOH,RW,Q,GBL.OVR.REL 
. BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN (!NT 
.BLK~ 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN CIN7 
.BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE CIN7 
.BLKW l ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLA 
.BLKW 1 ;CURRENT USER X-POSITIOt~ 





(INTEGER• .. ) 
MACRO M1200 25~FEB~ll5 1],12 PAGE 1·1 
s~ 000032 KXLD: . ßLKW 1 ;SC:REEN LEFT MARCiiN 
55 0f.l003't IO<Hl: . BLKW 1 JSCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
56 000036 I<XRAN: . BLKW 1 ; SCREEN X-RAtJtiE 
57 OODO'iO KVLO: . BLKW l ;SCREEN BOTTOM MARtiit.l 
58 0000'1-2 I<VHI: , BLKW l ;SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
59 DOOOitlf KVRAN: . BLKIJ 1 ;SCREEN V-RANGE 
60 D00Dtt6 KKMODE . BLKW 1 ;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAV MODE 
61 000050 KBEAMX , BLKW 1 ; CURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
62 000052 K8EAMV . BLKW 1 ; CURRENT BE. AM V~POSITION 
63 000054 KSPEED . BLKW 1 ;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECOND 
6~ 000056 KPCHAR , BLKW .. ; CURRENT BEAM POSITION It~ CHARtiCTER FORMAT 
65 000066 002 000 ABEIHt: . BYTE 2. 0 1ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR t:URRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
66 000070 ooooso· , WORO KBEAMX 
67 000072 000052' • WORD KBEAMY 
68 00007lt 002 000 AUSER: . BVTE 2. 0 ;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRE~H USER COORDINATES 
G9 000076 00002'+' . WORD I USER X 
70 000100 000026' . WORD I USER V 
71 000102 002 000 AKXKV: . BVTE 2. 0 ; ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SC:REEN COORDINATES 
72 OOOlO't 000110. . WORD KX 
73 000106 000112' , WORO KY 
7't 000110 KX' , BLKW l ;TEMPORARV SCREEt-J X-C:OORDINATE 
75 000112 KV: . BLKW 1 ;TEMPORARV SCREEN V~COORDINATE 
76 OOOlllt 002 000 Al XI V: . BV11: 2, D ; ARGUMENT BLOCK 1EMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
77 000116 000122' , WORO IX 
78 000120 00012'1" , WORD IV 
79 000122 IX' . BLKW 1 ;lEMPORARV USER X-COORDINATE ClNTEGERi!i:2) 
ao 00012lt IV: . BLKW • JTEMPORARV USER V-COORDINAlE CINlEGERiillt) ,., 000001 . END 
DISLIB-listing page 75 






















































































017567 ooo::6 000022' 
00'+767 oooe:oc; 
000207 
012767 ODOC:l 000022' 
000771 
012767 DODC:2 000022' 
000765 















. TITLE D.IUI5 
I 
J ...... - ...... - -- ........................ - .... - .. - --- ............... --- ........................... -- ..... - -- ...... .. 
DRAW VECTDR OR POINT TD ABSOLUTE USER COORDINATES (IX,JV) 
ROLF CUIGAS FEB-1982 
CALLING SEDUENCE' CALL 0.JA95 CIX,JV.IMODE) 
CALL D.JHOVA CIX,JV) 
CALL OJDRWA CIX,JV) 
CALL D~PNTA CIX,JV) 
;POINT OR VECTO~ 
; DARK VECTOR 




0 USER X-COOROINATE CINTEGERB2) 
I MODE 
• USER V·CDORDINATE (INTEGER••) 
• 1 • > DARK VEC:TOR 
2 •> BRIGHT VECTOR 
3 •> POINT 
; ... ------ ...................... ------ .... -- ........ -...... ----- ...... ---- .... -- ........ ---- .... -- .. ... 
. GLOBL DJCNVT 
bJABS' , MOV a6(RS),J:MODE ; GET DESIRED MODE 
CNVT: JSR PC,DJCNVT ;CONVERT TO SCREEN COOR.D. 
RTS PC 
b.JMOVA:: MOV &l,IMOOE ; I<DDE"l .. DARK VECTOR 
BR CNVT 
D.JORWA:: MOV a2.1MODE ;I<ODE•2 ., BRIGHT VEC:TOR 
BR CNVT 
DJPNTA: : tr!OV a3,IMODE ;t400E 0 3 .. POINT 
BR CNVT 
; - ~ -~ m.,- ~ ----- m .. a .. -- m_., m- m .... - .. --------- --• ------- • -- • •-., • •., .. - .. ---- .. 









I USER X: 




















. PSECT DICOM,RW,D,GBL,OVR,REL 
. BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN CINTECERU~) 
. BLKW 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN (INTEGER•'+) 
. BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE (INTEGER*~) 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT USER X-POSITION 
. SLKW 2 ;CURRENT USER V-POSITION CINTEGERB~) 
, BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW l 
. BLKW 1 
. DLI<W 1 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKII '< 
. BYTE 2, D 
. WORD KBEAMX 
• WORO KBEAMV 
.BVTE2,0 
, WORO IUSERX 
. WORD IUSERV 
. BVT E 2. 0 
. WORO KX 
. WDRD KV 
. BLI<W 1 
• BLI<W 1 
. BVTE 2, 0 
. WORO IX 
. WORO IV 
. BLI<W 1 
. BLKW 2 
. END 
;SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
;SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
;SCREEN X-RANGE 
;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
1SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
;SCREEN V-RANGE 
;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAY MODE 
;CURRENT SEAM X~POSITION 
;CURRENT SEAM Y-POSITlON 
;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECOND 
;CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FORMAT 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT SCREE~ COORDINATES 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK >OR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARY SCREEN COORDINATES 
1 TEMPDRARV SCREEN X-COORDINATE ;TEMPORARV SCREEN VmCOORDINATE 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
;TEMPDRARV USER X~COORDINATE CINTECERB2) 




















































































. TITLE DJREL 
' ; --wp•----~-------·------------------~-----••••--•-a-••••m•-----~~-; DRAW VECTOR DR POINT TO RELATIVE USER COORDINATES CINCX, INCV) 
ROLF GUIGAS FEB-1982 
CALLINü SEQUENCE: CALL DJREL CINCX.I~CV,IMOOE) 
CALL OJMOVR CINCX.INCV) 




CALL DJORWR CINCX,INCV) 
CALl OJPNTR ClNCX,INCV) 
1 ON ENTRV: INCX 
INCV 
I MODE 
USER X-INCREMENT CINTEGERB2) 
USER V-INCREMENT CINTEGERU't) 
000022• bJREL:: 












. GLOBL DJCNVT 
e6(R5),IMODE 
a2(R5),IUSERX 









• l •) DARK VECTOR 
2 "') BRIGHT VECTOR 
3 '") POINT 
;GET DESIRED MODE 
;AOO X-INCREMENT TO CURRENT POS. 
;SAVE RS 
;POINTER TO LOW V 
;ADD V-INCREMENT TO 6URRENT POS, 
; ... IN 
; ... DOUBLE PRECISION 
;POINTER TO ARGUMENT BLOCK 
;DISPLAY ACCORDING TOMODE 
; RESTORE RS 
000022" bJMOVR:: MOV 
BR 
000022" DJDRWR:: MOV 
BR 








;MOQEal a) DARK VECTOR 
;MOOEo2 m) BRIGHT VECTOR 
;MOOEmJ ~> POINT 
; 
; ------- -~-------------- -------------------------------------------








, PSECI DICOM,RW,Q,GBL,OVR,REL 
. BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
, BLKW 1 ; USER X~ RANGE 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARCIN CINTECER•~) 
. BLKY 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN !INTEGER•~) 
, BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE CINTE~~R**) 
, BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MC~E 
DJREL WACRO M1200 25~FE8-85 ll 12 PAGE 1-1 
5~ ODD02't I USER X; . BLKW ;CURRENT USER X~ POSITION 
55 000026 I USER V: • BLKW ;CURRENT USER V~ POSITION CINTEGERB't) 
56 
kxLo, 57 D0::032 , BLKW 1 ;SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
58 OCC03't KXHI' . BLKW 1 ;SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
59 000036 KXRAN: . BLKW 1 ;SCREEN X-RANCE 
&0 DCCO'tO KVLO: . BLKW 1 ;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
61 OOCC't2 KVHI . BL KW 1 ;5CREEN TOP MARGIN 
&2 OOOO'+'t KVRAN: . BLKW l ; SCREEN V-RANGE 
6J fJOCCit6 KKMOOE • BLKW 1 ;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAY MCJOE 
G• 000050 KBEAMX . BU<W 1 ;CURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
GS 000052 KBEAMV . BLKW 1 ; CURREtJT BEAM V-POSITION 
66 DDCOS~ KSPEED • BLKW 1 ; TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECCND 
67 000056 KPCHAR . BLKW • ;CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FORMAT 68 000066 002 DO~ ABEAM: , BYTE 2, D ;ARGUMENT BLOCK F'OR CURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
69 DODV70 CDDOSO' , WORD KBEAMX 
10 OOOC72 000052' . WORD KBEAMV 
71 00007't 002 oco AUSER' . BYTE 2, 0 ;ARGUMENT 9LOCK FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
72 OOOC76 00002'+. , WORO I USER X 
73 000100 000026' , WORO I USER V 
7'+ 000102 002 oo:: AKXKV: . BYTE 2. 0 ,ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV 6CREEN COORDINATES 
75 DOClO't DODllD' , b'ORO KX 
76 000106 000112' . WORO KV 
77 000110 KX' . BLKW 1 1TEMPORARV SCREEN X- COORDINATE 
78 000112 KV: , BLKW l ;TEMPORARV SCREEN V-COOROlNATE 
79 0 0 c 11 't 002 ooc AI XIV: . BVTE 2. 0 ,ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPOR.ARV USER COORDINATES 
80 OOC.!16 000122. . !JORO IX 
111 000120 ODD12.'t' . WORD IV 
82 000122 IlC , BLKW 1 ;TEMPORARV USER X-COORD!NATE ClNTEGER'Il'2) 
83 ODDl2't IV: , BLKW 2 ,TEMPORARV USER V-COOR01NATE (INTEGER*'+) 









































































































































































































































































, TITLE DIAXI!I 
, IDENT /0103811/ 
!-~----~-QDGmm•·----~----···DW-PPQd-G~O--~p~~~-----~~~--------------
' DRAW X· AND V•AXIS WITH TIC MARKS AND PRINT NUMERIC LABELS 
IIDLF CUIGAS 
1 CALLINü GEOUENCE: CALL DIAXIS ~----w ___ .,..,,. .......... ,. .... ,.., .... ,. .. ,.._.,,.., ...... .,,. .... .,,. .... .,.., .. ,. .. ,.., .. _ .. .,.,..,.,._.,.., .. ,.., .... .,., ...... 
, GLOBL DIDRWR,OIHOVR,DIDEC,OITXT,OjMOV• 
LTIC: . 6 ;LENGTH DF TIC MARI< 
LABXX . 75. ;X .. DFFSET DF' X-LABEL 
LABXV . 2't. 1 V•DF'FSET DF X-LABEL 
LABVX . !>9. ;X .. tJFF'SET CF V-LABEL 
LABVV . a. 1 V·DFFSET OF V•LABEL 
' . BYTE 2. 0 ,ARGUMENT BLOCK FDR TIC POSITION A)(V: 
. WORD XX 
. WORD vv 
)()(: , BLI<W 1 
vv: , BLI<W 2 
ALAEIX' , BVTE 1.0 ;ARGUMENT IILOC:I< FOR X-LABEL \IALUE 
, WORD XX 
ALAIIV: . BYTE 1. 0 , ARGUMENT BLOCK I'DR V-LABEL \IALUE 
. WORD lLAB 
UAEI' , WORD D 
INC: , WORD 0 
.JINC: . WORD 0, D 
AUNIT' . BYTE 1' 0 ,ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR UNIT 
, WORD UNIT 
UNIT: , WORD D 
' ' 
CALCULATE SUITABLE INC:REMENT BETWEEN X·TlCS 
' : M0\1 IXRAN,Rl ;RANGE TO SCALE DlAXIS: .JSR PC:,OELTA ; FIND SUITABLE INCREMENT BETWEEN TIC:S 
177726 MOV IXMIN,)()( ; START 
177722 MOV IVMHJ, VY I• •, AT 
177716 MOV IV~IN+2,VV+2 i· •. ORIGIN 
' 
DRAW X~AXIS WITH TIC MARKS AND L~BELS 
~EXTX' MOV SA~V.RS ;POINTER TO ARGUMENTS 
.JSR pc,O..JMOVA ,co TO TIC MARK POSITION 
CLR KX ;LOAD OFFSETS 
000112. MOV a-LTIC, KV ; ... FOR TIC MARI< 
MDV sAKXKV.RS 
.JGR PC. DIORWR 1 DRI'W TIC MARK 
OOD11t. MOV 8-LABXX.KX ;LOAC' O~FSETS 
00011._. MOV s~LABXV,KV ; ... •FOR LABEL POSITION 
13, 10 PAGE 1-1 
.JSR I'C,DIMOVR ,co TO LABEL START 
MOV aALABX.R.S ,ARGUMENT POINTER FOR LA~EL 
.JSR PC,DIDEC 1 PR INT LABEL 
ADD R3,XX ,INCREMENT X 
000002' CMP XX.IXMAX 1 lF STILL IN RANGE 
BLE NEXTX ; ... THEN MilKE NEXT l<·TIC 
FIND SC ALE UNIT FOR V·AXIS ( 1 OR 1011183 OR 10U86 ' MOV IYMAX,Rl , SCALE MAXIMUM 
MOV IVMAX~2.RD 
Mo \I IVRAN,R3 ,LOAD RANGE 
MOV lVRAN+21R2 
TST RD 1IF ' 0 BNE l$ J• '. THEN MAX EXCEEDS 16 BIT CMP R1, 810000. ,IF MAX < lD**It 
BHIS l$ 
171GOG MOV a .. o. UNIT I• • • THEN UNIT . 1 (BLANK) 
MOV RJ,Rl 1LOAD NUMBER TO SC ALE 
BR l:lETINC 
1$, C:MP 110.8152. ,:r:F MAX • 101111!17 BGT E6 ; ... THEN UNIT . 14 (10 .. 6) 
BLT E3 
C:MP Rl, 038528. 
BHIS E& 
177556 EJ: MOV 8113, UNIT , UNIT . I< (10 .. 3) 
!ll V 81000 .• R2 •OIVIDE RANGE BY 1000 
BR LDINC 
1775~2 E6' MOV &115, UNIT , UNI1 . M ClDUU6) 
ASHC: a-6.R2 ;OIVIDE RANGE BV 211186 
DIV 1115625., R:Z 1 DIVIOE RANGE av SlklliiG 
LOlNC::: MOV R2.Rl ;LOAD NUMBER TO SCALE 
' ' 
CALCULATE SUXTABLE lNCREMENl BETWEEN V-TICS 
' CETINC: JSR PC,DELTA ;FIND SUITABLE INCREMENT 
MOV R3,INC: ; SAVE INCREMENT 
IIOV R3.1~2 
MOV lVMIN, R1 
MOV IVMIN+2,RO 
177~~6 Mo V IXMit-J, XX J START 
MOV h,l,VV ; ... AT 
MOV RO.VV+2 J· .. ORIGIN 
0000~0 CMP UNIT. o~O ;IF UNIT . 1 
llNE I( 
MOV R1.RO ; ... THEN FIRST LABEL . IYJ.-41N 
CLR R2 ; ... AND HIGH ORDER INCR. . D 
!IR VA)( 
000113 1(, CMP UNIT.alll ; IF UIIIIT . I( 
BNE M 
MUL BlDDO. .R2 J· •. THEN JINC . INC • K orv ill 00 0' ,RD j ••• AND ILAB IVMIN I I( 
!lR VAX 
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1 JINC Q XNC m §D8G 
I , , . D 
1 I(AB o IVMIN I 2SD6 
;FIRST LABEL VALUE 
1 LONC biORD 
J ••• IIJCREMENT 
I 5111116 
















































;POINTER TO ARGUMENTS 
;GO TO TIC POSITION 
;LOAD OFFSETS 
; ... 
; DRAW Tl C MARK 
;LOAD OFFSETS 
FOR TIC MARK 
; . . . FOR LABEL POSITION 
,MOVE BEAM TO LABEL START 
;ARGUMCNT POINTER FOR LABEL 
;PRINT LABEL 
;PRINT UNIT OF LABEL VALUE 
;lNCREMENT LABEL VALUE 
; ADVANCE 
; . . . TO 
CALCULATE SUITABLE INCREMENT BETWEEN TIC MARKS 
ON ENTRV: Rl ., NUMBER TO SCALE 
ON EXIT: RJ ,. lNCREMENT 























A < 2 
1 <C A < 5 




:!!!11 0. , R3 
RO 














o) INC • 2 s lOV*(l-1) 
S) INC 5 • 1D••<I~1) 
.. > !NC 10*111! 
;START WITH 10880 
; IF <" 10 
; ... THEN INCREMENT 1 
;NEXT POWER OF TEN 
;ZERO HIGH ORDER PART FOR O!V!S!ON 
; DIVIOE BV TEN 
;LOAD RESULT FOR NEXT DIVISION 
; XF STILL >"' TEN 
; ... THEN TRV NEXT POWER 
; lF > '+ 
J ••• THEN INC • lDU&I 
; IF > 1 
1,,, THEN INC • 5 a 1D••CI~l) 
~--- ---- ~ ~- ~-- D- -- __ .,._ ~ 0- ~ ------- ~ -- _ ... ----------- -~- -- ~- ~ ~--- ~ ~---








I USER X' 


















, PSECT DICOM,RW,O,GBL,OVR,REL 
.BLKY 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
.BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN (INTEGERS~) 
, BLKW 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN (INTEGER&'+) 
. BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE ClNTEGER~It) 
.BLKW 1 ;GURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
.BLKW 1 1CURRENT USER X-POSITION 
.BLKW 2 1CURRENT USER V-POSITION (XNYECERB~) 
, BLKW 1 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKIJ 1 
. llLKW 1 
, BL KW 1 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
, BLKW 1 
. BLKW 't 
.BVTE2,0 
. WORD K9EAHX 
. WORO KBE.AHV 
• BYTE 2, D 
, WORD IUSERX 
, \JORO IUSEf~V 
. BVT E 2, 0 
• WORO KX 
. WORD KV 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BV 1 E 2, D 
. WORD IX 
,WORO XV 
. BLKW 1 
, 9LKW 2 
,END 
1SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
1SCREEN RICH1 MARGIN 
;SCREEN X~RANGE 
;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
,SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
;SCREEN V-RANGE 
;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAY MODE 
;CUR~ENT BEAM X-POSITION 
1CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECOND 
1 CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FOR~AT 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
; ARGUMENT BLOCK 'FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
JARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORO!~ATES 
;TEMPORARV SCREEN X~COOROINATE 
1TEMPORARV SCREEN V~COOROINATE 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
;TEMPORARV USER X·COOROINATE CINTECERa2) 



































































0 0 0 0\f 0 





0 0 0 0 62 












































116 7't 2 1776""5 
0 0 D't Oi.t 
126767 1 77€;"" 0 


































0 0 0162 
0 0 01 b6 
0 0 01 7'+ 





D 0 0222 
0 0 02.2'+ 
0 0 0230 
0 0 02Jit 
00U2't2 
OöO,:!SO 
0 0 02-SG 
0 0 02G't 
0 0 0:272 
000300 
0 0 0 J 02 
fJ 0 llJO'-t 
0 0 0.3 06 
83 1:\coooo· 
8"+ oooooo 
.95 0 l10002 
ß6 0 OODO't 
.B7 D OOOOG 
88 D 00012 





!f!,, 0 Obil32 
~~5 c 0003'+ 
~)6 0 10 0036 
97 0 l'JDO'tO 
98 0 000't2 
99 0 OOD't't 
100 0 COO't6 
:l01 0 oooso 
102 DOODS2 
103 0 COOS't 
1 Dlt lJ 00056 
105 0 00066 
1011> ~ L"i f107tJ 
liH DD: 001'2 
1Dill D0tH1l''t 
109 0 0 0076 
110 oo: 0100 
111 oo 0102 
112 0 0 01 O't 
.l.ll oc 01.(16 





117 D D 0! 1& :na oo 0120 
11'!1 Oe> 0122 
120 !IC C12't 
:l:U 
DDH02 









































. TITLE DICIJVT 
' s-v-~~-------------------------------------------------------------' CONVERT SCREEN COORDINATES CIX,IV) TO CHARACTERS AND OUTPUT THEM 
: CALLING SEQUENCE: CIILL DICNVT CIX, IV) 
;--~------~----------------------------------·------ .. --------------
. GLDBL DlDUT 
OLD LO X . KPC:HAR 
OLO Hl X . KPCHAR+2 
OLD LO V . KPCHAR+'t 
OLO HI V . KPCHAR+6 
~E'JX, 
NLX' . BYTE 0 
NHX, . BYTE 0 
NEWV: 
NLV: . BYTE 0 
NHV: . BVTE 0 
BVTSTK: • llVTE o.o.o,o.o 
GSBUF: . llVTE 29., 0 
, EVEN 
DxcNVT:: Mov RO, -CSPl 
HOV Rl, -CSP) 
























LVCK: CMPB NLV,KPCHAR..,.'t 
1 SAYE REGISTERS 
;GEl SCREEN X-CDOROINATE 
;FLAC X 
;STORE NEW X 
; GEl SC:REEN V-COOROINATE 
;FLAG V 
; STORE NEW V 
;POlNTER TO BVTE STACK 











PUSHLV: MOVB IJLV, -(1'12) 
HVCK: CMPB NHV,KPCHAR•G 
BEO DMPBS 
MOVB NHV, ~ C R2) 
DMPBS' CMP a2,KKMOOE ,If' POINT MODE 
BNE PASSA 
MOV aGSBUF,RD J· •• THEN FORCE DARK VE:C:TOR 
JSR PC.OIOUT 
f'_ASSA· MOV R2.RO 
JSR PC,D!OUT 1 OUTPUT COORDINATES 
CMP 82,KKMODE 1 IF POINT MODE 
BNE PAS SO 
l>tOV 88VTS'fKi-:S,RO I, •• THEN ORAW END POINT 
~SR PC,DlOUT 
PAS SO: MDVB NLX, KP'CHAR 1 UPDATE COOEO COORDINATES 
t<~OVB NHX,KPCHAR>t>2 
140V8 NL V, t<PCHAR+lt 
I<IOVB NHV, ~<PCHAR<~>G 
MOV a2CRS), KSEAMX 1 UPDATE 5CREEN COORDINATES 
""" o'i(R5),KBEAt-1V MOV ( SP )+-, R2 , RESTORE REGISTERS 
MClV C SP )1, R1 
MOV (SP)•, RD 
RTS PC 






























, PSECT DICOM.RW.D,GBL.OVR,REL 
BLKW 1 1USER LEFT MARGIN 
, SLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
. BLKU 2 ;USER BOTTOM WARGIN CINTEGERD~) 
. SLKW 2 JUSER TOP MARGI~ ClNTEGERO't) 
. BLKW 2 oUSER V-RANCE CINTEGER*'t) 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
. BLKW 1 1 CURRENT USER X-POSITION 
. BLKW 2 ;CURRENT USER V-POSITION (INTEüERU~) 
. BLKW l 
. Bl KW 1 
, BLKW 1 
. BL KW 1 
, BLKW 1 
• BLKW l 
. BLKW l 
. BL KW 1 
. BLK~ 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 4-
.BVTE2.D 
• WORO KBEAMX 
. WORD KBEAHV 
• BVTE 2. 0 
• IJORO IUSERX 
• WORO IUSERV 
. BVTE 2. D 
, WORO KX 
• WORD KV 
. BLKV 1 
, BLKW 1 
. QVTE 2. 0 
• WORO XX 
, WDRD IV 
• IiDLKW 1 
• IILKW a 
. END 
JSCREEN LEFJ MARCIN 
1 SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
1SCREEN X-RANGE 
;SCREEN BOTTOW MARGIN 
sSCREEN TOP MARCIN 
; SCREEN V-RAt.JGE 
1CURRENT HAROWARE OISPLAV MODE 
;CURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
1 CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
;~~:~~~~ ~~!~Dp~~I~~~:Ai~E~~.=~~T~~C~~gMAT 
,ARGUMENT BLOCH FOR CURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
,APttiUiiiENT DLOC&< FOR CURRENT USER C:OOROINATES 
1 1'Utt;UMENT fJLOCK TEMPOkAR V GC:REEN COORDINATES 
,TI::MPORAA.V SC!IEEN X~COOftDINATE 
J'tEMPORARV SCREEN V-COOROINATE 
,ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPOR.AIIi\' YSEII COOIIDINI!ITEE 
,TEWPORAN:V UIIER 11-C:OOROIIdATE C%NTEGERB2) 
1 'fE14POIHHtV U!iEII V-C::OOROHJAU CXNTEGERD't) 
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. TITLE DJCNYT 
;--------~--------------u---a-----------------•-•••-••--•••--••••-
J CONVERT USER COORDINATES TD SCREEN COORDINATES ANO OUPUT THEM 
ROLF GUXGAS S-FEB-82 
CALLING SEQUENCE' CALL DJCNVT (IX, JV l 
; ON ENTRV: IX INTEtiERW:2 USER X-COORDINATE 








































; GAVE REGISTERS 
;üET X-COOROINATE 
1 UPDATE USER X 
;SUBTRACT LEFT MARGIN 
; SCALE 
, ... USER DISTANCE 
; ... TO SCREEN DISTANCE 
;SAVE CONVERTED X 
:POINTER TO V COORDINATE 
; GET LOW PART 
iüET HIGH PART 
;UPDATE 




;GET HIGH DIVISOR 






























; SHIFT O:VISOR 
; . . UNTIL BIT 31 SET 
; SHIFJ DlVIDENT 
;RESTORE SIG~ g:-
;SCALE 
; .. USER Y =:s7~N=E 
; ... TO SCREE~ Y CIS7A~CE 
;6AVE CONVERTED V 
;POINTER TO SCREEN ARGUMENTS 
;OISPLAV ACCORO!NG TC MODE 
;RESTORE REGISTERS 






























































' J- ---- --p~---- _________________ A ____ A_W _______ MM --- 0 ° 0 
! FORTRAN COMMON /DICDM/ FDR DISPLAY ROUTINES 
J 







I USER X: 













.PSECT OICOM,RW,O,G8~. OVR,REL 
. BLKW 1 1 USER LE~T MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ,USER RXGHT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 JUSER X~ RANGE 
. BLKY 2 ;USER BCTTOM MARGIN CINTEGERD't) 
.BLKW 2 ,USER TCP MARGIN (INTEGER•'+) 
.BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE (INTEGER•~) 
.BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT USER X-POSITION 
. BLKW 2 1 CURREN1 USER V-POSITION (INTEGER•~) 
. BL KW l 
. BLKW 1 
. BL KW 1 
, BL KW 1 
. BLKW 1 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKfrJ 1 
. BL KW 1 
• EILKW 1 
. BL KW 1 
• BLKW 't 
, BV TE 2, D 
.WORD KBEAMX 
. WORD KBEAHV 
.13VTE2,0 
.WORO IUSERX 
• WDRO IUSERV 
.BVTE2,D 
. WDRD KX 
. IJORD KV 
• Bl KW 1 
. BL KW 1 
. ev TE 2, o 
. !MORD !X 
• WORD IV 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 2 
.END 
1 SCREEN LEFT MARGJN 
;SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
;SCREEN X-RANGE 
;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
;SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
; SCREEt.J V- RANGE 
;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAY ~ODE 
;CURRENl BEAH X-POSITION 
;CURRENT BEAM V-PO~ITION 
;~5=~~~~ ~~~~DP~~l~~~~Ai~E~~A=~~T~~C~~~MAT 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRE~T SCREEN COORDINATES 
JARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORDINA1ES 
;TEMPORARV SCREEN X-COORDINATE 
1TEMPORARV SCREEN V-COOROINATE 
,ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
fTEMPORARV USER X~COOROINATE CINTEGER*2) 
,lEMPORARV USER V-CODRDINATE ClNTEGER*'t) 
DISLIB-listing page 81 












































































































. TITLE DICURI 
I 
;••uaueuaaaaaaaueaaauaaauuaaaueaaueuaaueesaeaoaueaaasoaaaaaaoaaa•••e 
TH7S SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS A CROSSHAIR CURSOR ON THE SCREEN. WAITS 
; UNTIL A CHARACTER lS TVPEO AT THE KEYBOARD ANO RETURNS THE CURSOR 
COORDINATES (IN ABSOLUTE SCREEN COORDINATES) TO THE CALLER. 




CHARACTER TVPEO C"RIGHT ~USTIFIEO•) 
X SCREEN COORDINATE 
V SCREEN COOROINATE 
VER. 1. 0/21-SEP-83CTKJ ORIGINAL VERSION 
' ; Be'" G., u'" .. o .. "' .... D e e a .. D'" a D D D G <>Da e P"' 101010 a a 10"' a • e II a e B .. I> a,. .... a • t1 .. a II II a .. 01 a D D II .. u 
, CLOBL DICCUR,RGSAVE.RGREST 
























1 TEMPORARV STORAGE FDR GlNPUT 
;GAVE REGISTERS 
;WHERE TOSTORE GRAPH. XNPUT 
;GET GRAPHICS INPUT 
;MASK OFF ßlH BIT 
;STORE SENT CHARACTER 
;PICK UP FIRST CHARACTER 
;PICK UP SECOND CHARACTER 
;PROOUCE 16 BIT CCOROINATE CRDl 
;STORE X COORDINATE 
;PICK UP FIRST CHARACTER 
; PICK UP SEC:OND C:HARACTER 
;PROOUC:E lG BIT COORDINATE CRD) 
;STORE V COORDIUATE 
; RESTORE REGISTERS 
;AND RETURN TC CALLING PROGRAM 
INTERNAL SUBROUTINE TD PRODUCE 16 BIT CODROINATE FROH ~ CHARACTERS 
1 ON ENTRV' RO' FIRST CHARACTER, R1' SEC:ONO CHARAC:TER 















81777 .. 0, Rl 
R1.RO 
PC 
;WASK OFF ALL UNUSED STUFF 
,,.DVE IT TD UPPER BVJE 
;ANO MOVE 
IT BACK TD 
1 POSITION TD 10 BIT 
;CLEAN LOWER PART 
JMOVE IT INTO OUTPUT VALUE 




































































011>767 000032" 000110" 
016767 OODD'f.O• 000112" 
OD't767 ooooooc 
016767 DDOOJ"t• 000110" 
DO't7G7 OOODOOG 
016767 ODDDtt-2" 000112" 
00'+767 DODOOUt:i 
016767 000032' 000110" 
00.767 ODOODDG 




. TiTLE DIFIUI4 
I , ............................................................................ ______________ ............................ .. 
1 DRAW A RECTANGULAR BOX ACCORDING TO SCREEN WINOOW 
ROLF GUIGAS 17-FEB-1982 
1 CALLXNG SEOUENCE; CALL DIFRA>4 
.CLDBL DIDRWA,OIMOVA 
I 
DIF'RAM• ' MDV aAKXKV,RS ;POINTER TO ARGUMENTS 
MDV KXLO.KX ;START bi!TH LDIJER LEFT 
MOV I<VLO,KY 
J5R PC.OIMOVA ;DARK VECTOR TO LOWER 
MOV I<XHI,I<X 
J5R PC.OIDRWA ; VECTDR TO LOWER RIGHT 
MOV I<VHI,J<V 
J!iR PC.Dl:DRIJA ;VECTOR Tc UPPER R:tCHT 
MOV KXLO,KX 
JSR PC,OIDRWA ; VEC::TOR TO UPPER LEFT 
MOV KVLO,KV 
JSR PC:,OIDRIJA ; VECT OR TD LOIJER LEI='T 
RTS PC 
I 

















, PSECT OIC::OM,RW,D,GBL,OVR,REL 
, BLKW 1 ;USER LEFl MARGlN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
, BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
.BLKW 2 1 USER BOTTOM MARCIN (INTEGER•'+) 
, BLKW 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN CINTEGER*~) 
.BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE CitJTEGEfU:Ilf) 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
• BLKW 1 ;CURRENT USER X-POS!TION 
. BLKW 2 ; C:URRENl USER V-P0511ION ClNTEGERJJ'i) 
;SCREEN LEF1 MARGlN 
;SCREEN RICHT MARGIN 
;SCREEN X-RANGE 
;SCREEN SOTTO~ MARGIN 












. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
, BL KW 1 
, BL KW l 
. BLKW 1 
, BL KW 1 
. BLKW l 
. BL KW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW ~ 
;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAY MODE 
;CURRENT BEA~ X-POSITION 
·CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
~TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECC\0 
;cURRENT BEAM POS!TlON IN CHARACIER ~CR~A7 
DIFRA~ WACRO M12DD 25-FEB-aS 13 11 PACE 1-1 
S't 000066 002 000 ABEAM: BYTE 2. 0 ;ARGUMENT B.L.CICK F'OR eURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
55 000070 ooooso· , WORO KBEAMX 
5G 000072 000052" . WORO KBEAHV 
57 D0007tt 002 000 AUS ER: , BYTE 
"· 0 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FCIR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
58 000076 00002tt' , WORO I USER)( 
59 000100 000026' , WORO I USER V 
60 000102 002 000 AKXKV: , BVTE 2. 0 ; ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORDINATES 
61 OODlO't 000110' , WORD KX 
62 000106 000112" . WORD I< V 
GJ 000110 KX' , BLKW 1 ;TEMPORARV SCREEN X~COOROXNATE ,.., 000112 I< V• . BLKW 1 i TEMPDRARV SCREEN v~cOORDlNATE 
''" OI'J011'+ 002 000 AIXIV: . BVTE 2. 0 ;ARGUMENl BLOCK TEMPORAR V USER COORDINATES 66 000116 000122' . WORO IX 
G? 000120 OD012"t' , WORO IV 
GB 000122 IX• , BLKW l ; TEMPORARV USER X~COORDINATE CINTEtiERB2) 
'"' DDD12lt IV: , BLKW 2 ;TEMPORARV USER 'f·CDOROINATE ClNTEGERWlt) 70 000001 • END 
DISLIB-listing page 83 





























































































0000 ... 2 













D 0 01 O't 
000106 

































o TITLE DIWNDW 
' J•-•~D--•••••--•-••---·~-·-·------~--•o-~-~----~------------·-•••• 
1 DEFINE SCREEN WINDOW CSCREEN UNITSI) 
1 ROLF GUIGAS 17-FEB-1982 
CALLING SEQUENCE• CALL DIWNDW CKXLO,KXHI,KXLO,KVHI) 





















JSKIP NUHBER OF ARGUMENTS 










; GET I<XHI AGA IN 
;CALCULATE X-RANGE 
;KXRAN :• KXHI·KXLO+l 
;CET KVLO 
; GET KVHI 
;GET KVHI AGAIN 
JCALCULATE V-RANGE 
; KVRAN : • KVH1·KYL0•1 
J -------------~---~--~---~~-----~-------~--------------------------





























o PSECT O!CDM.RW,D,CBL.O\IR,REL 
, BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
. BLKW 1 ;USER RIGHT MARGIN 
o BLI<W 1 ;USER X-RANGE 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN (INTEGERB't) 
. BLKW 2 ;USER TOP MARGIN CINTEGERW't) 
. BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE CINTEGER8't) 
, BLKW 1 ;CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAV MODE 
. BLKW 1 ;CURRENT USER X-POSITIO~ 
. BLKW 2 ;CURRENT USER V-POSITION CINTEGERa't) 
o BLKW 1 
o BLKW 1 
. BL KW 1 
• SLKW 1 
• BL KW 1 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
• BL KW 1 
. BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
BLKW 1t 
.BVTE2.,0 
. WORD KBEAMX 
. WORD KBEAMY 
. 9VTE 2, D 
. WORO I USER)( 
. WORD I USER V 
. BYTE 2.0 
. WORD KX 
. WORO KV 
• BLKW 1 
. BLKW 1 
o BVTE 2, 0 
, WORD IX 
• WORO IV 
. DLKW 1 
oBLKW 2 
o END 
;SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
;SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
;SCREEN X-RANGE 
;SCREEN BOTTOM MARGIN 
;SCREEN TOP MARGIN 
; SCREEN V-RANGE 
;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPLAV MODE 
;CURRENT BEAM X-POSITION 
;CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECONO 
;CURRENT BEAM POSITION I~ CHARACTER FORMAT 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENi SCREEN COORDINATES 
; ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORDINATES 
;TEMPORARV SCREEN X-COOROINATE 
,TEMPORARV SCREEN V-COCR:JINATE 
;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV USER COORDINATES 
;TEMPORARV USER XPC:OOROHJATE CINTEGER*2l 
,lEMPORP..RV USER V~COOROlp"jATE (INTEGER•'+) 
page 84 DISLIB-futing 























































































. TITLI: DJWNDW 
I 
·-------p-~--------------------------------------------------------1 DEFINE USER WINDDW 
RDLF GUIGAS FEB-1982 
BUG TAKEN OUT CIXRAN•IXMAX•IXMIN, NOT IXRAN•IXMAX-IXMIN+l) 
THOMAS KOEHLER MAV-1983 
CALLING SEDUENCE: CALL OJWNDW (IXMIN.IXMAX,JVMIN,JVMAX) 
ON ENTRV: USER COORDINATES DF WINDOW (V IN INTEGERS't I) 

















































~n. c R'+>• 
(R'+) 
PC 
1 SKIP NUNBER 0~ ARGUMENTS 
;POINTER TO ENTRV IN CCMMON 
, GET IXMIN 
; GET lXMAX 
;GEl IXMAX AGAIN 
;lUSERX: • IXMIN 
1CALCULATE USER X-RANGE 
;l:XRAN : • IXMAX-!XMIP•,H-1 
; POINT CORRECT 
;POINTER TO IVMI~ 
; GEl IVMIN L ow 
; USER V : • IVMIN 
; .. DOUBLE PRECISION 
; GE"T IVMIN HIGH 
;POINTER TO IVMAX 
; CET IVMAX LOW 
; . AGA IN 
; GET I VMAX HIGH 
; ... AGA::N 
;DOUBLE PRECISION 
; ... CALCULAT!O,. 
; ... OF USER V-RANGE 
;IVRAN · ~ JVMAX-:VMIN+1 
;---~-- .. ---------~-------------------------------------------------







.PSECT DICOM.RW.O,GBL, OVR,REL 
.BLKW 1 ;USER LEFT MARGIN 
.BLKW l 1USER RIGHT MARGIN 
.BLKW 1 ;USER X-RANGt 
. BLKW 2 ;USER BOTTOM MARGIN 
. BLKW 2 ;USER TOP HARCIN 
.BLKW 2 ;USER V-RANGE 
C l"'' ... !;:::iEil:v'+: 
( 1NTE:ERelt) 
(lNTECERBlt) 
OJWNOW ~ACRO M12DD 25-FEB-85 13. 12 PAGE 1-1 
S't 000022 X MODE. . BLKW 1 1CURRENT SOFTWARE DISPLAY MODE 
55 00002'+ I USER X: . BLKW 1 1 CURRENT USER M-POSITlON 
56 000026 !USER V: . BLKW 2 ; CURRENT USER V-POSITION (INTEGER•'+) 
57 
kxLO: 58 000032 • BLKW 1 1 SCREEN LEFT MARGIN 
59 00003'+ KXHI: . BLKW l ; SCREEN RIGHT MARGIN 
60 OöOOJb KXRIHJ: . BLKW 1 1 SCREEN X-RANGE 
61 DOOD"tO KVLO: , BLKW 1 1 SCREEN BOTTO~ MARGIN 
62 0000'+2 KVHI: , BLKW 1 ; SCREEN TOP MARGlN 
GJ 0000'+'+ KVRAN: . BLKW 1 ;SCREEN V~RANGE 
6~ DDOD'tb I<KMOOE . BLI<W 1 ;CURRENT HARDWARE DISPl.AV MODE 
GS 000050 I<BEAMX . BLKW 1 1 CURRENT BEAM X~POSITION 
G& 000052 KBEAMV . BLKW 1 1 CURRENT BEAM V-POSITION 
67 00005'+ I<SPEED , BLKW 1 ;TERINAL SPEED IN CHARACTERS PER SECONO 
&8 000056 KPCHAR . BLKW ~ 1 CURRENT BEAM POSITION IN CHARACTER FORMAT 
69 000066 002 000 ABEAM: . BYTE 2, D ;ARGUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT SCREEN COORDINATES 
7D 000070 ooooso· , WORO KBEAMX 
71 000072 000052' , WORO I<BEAMV 
72 00007'+ 002 000 AUSER: . BYTE 2, D 1ARCUMENT BLOCK FOR CURRENT USER COORDINATES 
7J 000076 ODD02't• . WORD IUSERX 
7't 000100 000026" . WORO IUSERV 
75 000102 002 000 AKXI<V: . BVT E 2. 0 1 ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORARV SCREEN COORDINATES 
7& 000101-t 000110. , WORD I< X 
77 000106 000112. . WORD KV 
71! 000110 J()(, . BLKW 1 ;TEMPORARV SCREEN X-COf.HtDINATE 
79 000112 t<V: . !!LKW 1 1TEMPORARV 5CREEN V-COOROINATE 
80 00011"+ 002 000 AI XXV: . BYTE 2. 0 ;ARGUMENT BLOCK TEMPORAR V USER COORDINATES 
ßl 000116 000122. . WORD IX 
82 000120 00012'-t. , WORO IV 
E!J 000122. IX: . BLKW 1 ~TEMPORARV USER X-CODROHIATE CINTEGERIB2) 
"~ 00012
1t :rv: . BLKW 2 ;TEMPORARV USER V~GOORDINATE ( :O.Jl EGERB't) 
ll!i fJOtiOUl . END 
PDF·11 FORTRAN-77 WS. 0·0 13•05•59 3·Me•-a• Pm:~o 1 



































Th~ m: ~ou1tl r.~t pri ni:e. 'tho i!'"CPGUi't!J o" 'the ! B rae-prl "'ter 
"'"""". 1. a 29-~~b-8~ (0R) OriglftaO vcr&lo~ 
Y~PLICIT REALtS (A-H.O-~) 
PARA~ETER MAXCHN•~096. MAXPK•30, MAXC0•6, ~AXREG•7, MAXPAR•~DP 
L'..'f't.!SPE~l, L..W\I?;.R.-2., ~UNPRT•3, NFPARM•6~ MXCALF•3, 
"POINT•SDO. MXLINK~2D. MAX~XN•1D. LUN•6 
BYTE SPESPCC3D). PARSPC(30) 







COMMON /OPPART/ XOPARS 
COMMON /ER~COM/ XERR 
OATA lOPARS /D/. OT /l.ODO. 00/, PY /3_l.'t1592651t0Q/, 
SRPI /1.772~5385100/ 
Reed FI:T pa,.cua•tor-f~ le 
CALL PARNAH c·FyT·) 
CALL PARRD 
C1: 61:atr1: p,.l ntout wl th hoader llnc;s 
c• 
~RITE [LUN.lOOO) 
!OOC FORMAT c·1·) 
C• 
C» PP" I n1:ov1: or FIT ,.ogl on& 
C• 
W~lTC CLU~.lCOS) ITER. CCKRECLO(J),KRECH%(~)),J•1,NREC) 








•D-,"FIT ~'"<1910,..& u:;~d:·.t.· •,t:;(J:S,•-·,I:'t)) 
P~ln~out of background 
WRITE (LUN.l010) NCOEFF 
FORMAT ("Q",'"Bockqround 'WI-th .. ,I3.• c:oef.f~cicrni:s:~) 
WRITE (LUtJ.1015) ~COEFF(~).~•l.NCOEFF) 
FORMAT ( • ". ·coc-ff~: -. 3(1PE16. 8)/ 
·.3[lPEl&. 8)) 
I"'P"Dntovi o4 callbr-ot.~on polyno•lai 
,..OP·lll FOitTUnN-77 V~ 0-0 13:05: !;".) 3-May-B"t Page 2 
Fl15-PV rvN,l /F77/0P/TR· OLOCKS/WR 
0 0 1., 
0020 
CD:'l 10:!0 
o rr:• .• 









D 0:' J ,. 
cc 
11"1.,. 
V f: •' ., 




o r , 1 
[/1)1.· 
c 0 'J 
0 r. ~ ... 
DCJ<; 




Ir (NCALr CT 0) THCN 
WHlT[ (LUN.IO;>O) 
FORMI\T c·o·.·cnllbr"i"lon polyno""lel:•) 
WJ.-ttl (1\.JJ.I.l.Cll~.) (CAllnCC~I) • .J-l.NCnt.r) 
r·rJilit 
rr In t t•v I I' I J••ftllt.;. 
Nl.l I rJJ • 0 
00 10',.::1 Jf'f.IH<•],MAXPK,l 
11 tlr;rJCRClf'fnl..:) _EQ 1) COTO lDSO 
(.,,,,.,..,,., ,_ldlh "to J"WIIM 
1 111 T r. .. r rJfll xc :s. r r•r Av. J 
r.l'lu1. 1. I ttn 
)<l'l • ~ld' I 
"'11: f II • ~.I r.ro~n ( TI" I Al() 
Lo,.el"'ltZIAn 
Il ( fl 1 llr:(( •. lf"("I\K) . NC. -2) 
It'r•'"'' .. • t. 
Y.l' I • Pl 
~II)l~t • CAMMACIPEAK) 
fr.ICT I 
Iw!OT•t • INDEXCIPARM.IP[AK) 
THLN 




















IF (NPLINE. EO D) THEN 
WR!TE (lUN.l02Sl 
FORMAT (. •) 
WRITE (LUN,1D30) 
FORMAT (' • , "Po: I 'tl on*,2X, "CDus.s-FW:HM•, :JX, •Holghi:•.tx. 
"low--tt!!l t ",1X, •HI gh-t-al I" .tX. ·Lorert"t7-FW'HM·. 
lX. ·:r"t-en&l tv") 
FII.IOH .. 
WI'Ilr (LUN, 1035) I PEAK. Cl.FLPICO{I, IPEAKJ, I•!, NPPARM) 
fORMAl ("Q","Ponk',IJ:,lOX,"(Fiags: ",5(!2. ","),!2 •• )") 
WRITE (LUN.lD~O) CPEAK(I.IPEAK).I•1,NPPARM),AREA 
FORMAT (" ",Fß.3,1X,F7.3.1X,Fl3-2.2X.OPF7. 3.2X.F7.3.2X.F7.3, 
l.X. F"l3. 2) 
Prlnt collbrstlon (lf anvl 
IF (NCALF . CT. 0) THEN 
XPI • PEAK(l.IPEAK) 
P0~-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-0 13:05:59 3-May-8~ Pego 3 


















WIOlll • 0. SOO•PEAK(2, IPEAK) 
OWIOT•t ~ 0. 5DO•PCAK(6.IPEAK) 
WHilE (LUU, 10'~5} CALVAL(XPI). 
OT•(CALVAL(XPI•WIOTH)-CALVAL(XPI-WIOTH)), 
OT•(CALVAL(XPI+OWIDTH)-CALV~L(XPI-OWIOTH)) 
FORMAT (" •• ·E: •, F9. i.t. •• •, •t;;: ·, FS. 1. •, •, "L: ",FS.l.) 
ENOI.F 
M~kQ ~ nlce poglng 
NPLINE • NPLINE • 1 
Ir (NPLINE . CE. MAXLIN) 
WRilE CLU~.10~7) 
THEN 
10~7 FOR~!Al ("1") 




Cl! TvrMinntGI' ~llently 
c• 
9000 END 
POP-11 FORTRAN-77 VS. 0-0 13:06:16 3-Moy-S.'t Pago 6 




0 0 Q•t 
0 {l 0 •• 
o o or. 
0 0 0 1 
ooon 
(lflll'l 
1111 I II 
0 u 1 1 




D n 11· 



















DOU(lLC PRrCI!;ION ~UNCTION CALVnL COCHAN) ...... -.... -.. -...... -........... -.......... -- .... -...... -... -.. . 
Thl r;; functl on r-<Di:UP"n~ the 
lf-II"LICJT Rl-d\l*ß (1\-11- 0-Z) 
PAI{AMElER MAXC~tN·~O~fi. MAXPK•JD, MnXCO•G, MAXRCG•7, MAXPAR•'+O• 
LUN~;pf •1. LUNI~AH•2, LUNPr-tT•J, NPI'AJ(M•r., MXCALf.•3. 
Mf'OJI..ST·~OC, MXll~.IK•2U. MAXLlN•'•· LUr.l•l. 
nvrr !:r•rr;r•c( 10). r-r.rp;rcr30) 
COJ.IMOIJ /Of'l"f\fl',/ 1<1llfV,'.I'l'oi'C.I"AJ~!;f•C.MY.lffH.lllll%.tHIG.IXlO.lY.tlt. 
J V I (). T V I I l • J Y f" 1.111. T J l 0. TI II I , I PI i' I , I II 1\ (I' • l 1'1 1\ V. t Al L • 
NI r,J 11 t nr 1 t IMi'Y.C C>l. I lf ft, 'Jfll .1·1 f'll•fr.lr·r•nu,.·. Ml\)(1'1>':), 
J 1 I J\l, ( fJI'I' 1\ H M, MI\)( 1'1•: J • l f"!()f Z ( fJI" !'/1 (( M. 1<1 1\;.. I' 1:) • I !.1 L , 
1 (, fJO I{ ( t-11\ XI'~- ) • NH l (~. K lU L..l. 0 ( ,.H\ XH I 1:. l • K H ( r~H I ( t-1 A XI~[.. G). 
IMOili:.INTCOR.~CALf.CAL~AC(MXCAL~).~lGMA{MAXPK). 
GI"IMI-11\( MAXr'l~) 
COMMOIJ /OPPnRT/ IOI•n!(!. 
COt1MUtJ /IIJHCOI-1/ II HH 
1\pPIV cnllbr"tl on (I f any) 
1 r· ( IJC: fit f" r; T 0) T II[ fJ 
f>ll tn• • II' llhll 
l lol Vlo( • llol I #ol {I) 
(J () l U 0 0 .1 • .. •. ~JC fll I , 1 
CldVlol • Crd'v'lll•(l)ffl.lli'•Cilllf\C(J)) 
IJ II f'l' • Ul I Ml'ITU I Ll-11' 
COIJT I IJUC 
[ t !~ r 
cn1 vr., 
l NI;! f 
0 0[)0 
Roturn to csl I I n9 ~,.oqrft" 
Rr Tlln N 
E r..:o 
'Tl a 
"t:! 
-< 
~ 
(IQ 
~ 
CO 
VI 
